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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

—

a

premium pays

about

3V2 per cent. In-

Better than the Savings Bank,
which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

Better than Tontine Poli-

Stock

cies in other
as

Companies

shown by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.

IN THE CITY.

HAUL DAVll
Exchange Street,

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300,Besides giving in000 matured endowments.
these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 5%per cent, compound interest.
surance

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the moat productive and solid securities of the country) Lave earned the past ten
an
years above paying all expenses and taxes,
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

endtf

THE SURPLUS OF THE COM [’ANY
cent,

Corns

Cure Your
USING

preferred.

Entirely harm less; 1? not h caustic.
It removes Coro?, Warts. Bunions and Gallon*
without loaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
S3T A CURB IS GUARANTEED.JBSA
For »nle by all DrRggw^.
Price 25 centsXn It and you will be convinced like thousand*
who nave used it and now testify to it* value.
A #Ic for Schlotterbeckh* Corn and vvari

esdil

nov23

CLOTHES!

Can be

Dyed

AND

Cleansed

and Pressed by Tailor*®
PrcMKiueu, at a trifling
expense, and expressed C.O.D.

Ladies

Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above Endowment Policies
for sale at

EXCHANGE ST.,

45

Portland, Maine.

1>. W. Fessenden sand

Bootlafoy,
SPECIAL
AGENTS,

State
Jue23

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

Gentlemen

policy-holders

T.T. MERRY,

FOSTER’S

—

per

V. Mott

beautifully

or

4

$3,022,012.

is

surance in the

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent,

other*

reserve

over a

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to bo
increase their inIts

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

—

Four per cent.

Government Bond,

THE LARGEST

Retail

a

13 Preble Street,

Agent.

eodtf

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED
■will

offer bargains in

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Gloves cleanet every day at 10 cents per pair
sneodtf
jan23

Kid

Pants and Vests

DYE

-AtfD

$1.

BUNTING*

DRESSES DYED TO PATTERX all new shades.

FEATHERS

HOUSE.

a

Specialty.

jnel&snlm

ADVERTISEMENTS

CITY

NUN'S VEILINGS

ICOATS DYED FOR .$1

SIMOSO’S

Black and

Bn

Colors,

ALBATROSS SLOTHS
IM WHITE AMD COJLOWS,

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Marshal's Office, I
I
June 26th, 1882.
of Trucks, Drays. Wagons, Cans, or
this
be
used
in
city
shall
which
other Vehicles
within the
for the conveyance from place to place
citv of Wood, Coal, Lumber, Brick, Sand, Clay,
Gravel, Dirt, Rubbish, Goods, Wares. Furniture,
Merchandise, Building material, or any other artiprecle or thing whatsoever, are hereby requested totlieir
receive
sent their teams for inspection and to
license and number for the year commencing July
.b to
Is* 1882 at the Marshal’s office, from the 7
the’lBthof July, 1882. A failure to comply with

OWNERS

CITY~9FFAL.
given that JOHN L.

Lace Checks
STRIPER

BEST lias

given

a
the work. All persons collecting offal without
will he
liscense in riolatiou of the City Ordinance
to
prosecuted according
r I{RIDGESj
City Marshal.
junlGdtf

law^

ANE

—

PIQUES.

CHAIBERLINl

HOISTED.

Sts.
Congress & Elm
_eodif

Cor.

hereby
Offal anil
been duly licensed to collect the City
NOTICE
ot
bond for the satisfactory performance
has
Is

DOTTED MUSLIM# MILLS,
—

j,3

PLANT FOOD.
This compound has been thoroughly analyzed by
peten I Professor of Chemistry, who pronounces it trood for all we claim for it. No one ueed
fear to apply it to the most tender plant. Um; a
Minall quantity anil Increase hm the Plant
a com

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
Th© Great Eng-

TRADE KIARKhehBcmortv,

a,;TRADEMARK

Bominai Weakness,

nnd all
Irnpotency,
that follow

a sequence of SelfAbnet; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lneuturle, Pain in
the Baek, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age. and many
other Diseases that
load to Insanity or

and a AfTEfl TAFJ5J5.
BEFDRETAKSICfl.coiwumption
bbrwn*
laniniiip^nature Grave.
we desire to
r*"B^*FiiTl particulars in onr P®J£pyft>
Die
Medicine is

mail to every one. g3f~" or Specific
fj^frreebrdruKrista
packages
at 4l per package,
sold by all
or will l»e §eat

wldrcdng

bix

free

by mail

on

receipt of

the

lor

money,

f.5

by

GRAY mbdi0INB CO.,
Ko. 106 Main 6tract, Buffalo, N. Y.

J\i?'
Green sw.

EBT-SoM in Portland, by Fred.
tuuiFoux'i If StvrtB, Cor. Congress and
an*2»dlvr

Boarding

COT,gre“ su’

_

for Sale.

at Cumberland Mills, on Main »treet,
w nt
about liveiriiimtes wralk from the Mills,
For particulars enaccommodate 30 boarders.
on the
of
the
H.
J.
MOODY,
proprietor
quire

SITUATED

premises.

julocULw*1

iTIntiir*

s*

This compositisD gives the plants a luxurious
which no other
growth and a dark rich green color,
food gives them; it also gives the ilower of the
plants a brighter, richer anil more beautiful color.
It has no equal for Plants in the house or garden,
and wliat is of the most importance to the Ladies,
is its easv application, and it has positively no offensive odor. Try it and you will be well pleased
with if. Directions with each Box.
Manufactured by

C. W.

Blelkiiafi & Son,

142 & 144 Commercial Street,
rOUTEAKD, ME.

These goods may also be fouud at W. U. HA IVVER & UO.’N, 1) Preble Street. GKOISkh
46
15 BOTH FR’H.
BI.ANOHIEIID A
Union Street, and A. A. ill ITU IB K I.ffj A:
UO.’Sl, corner High and Commercial Streets.
mylO
_dtf

6'orSiiIe Uis ap.
Pair of team Harnesses, also, one Set of
Wheels, all iron, suitable for a two horse wagone
on,
cheap horse. W. S. MAINS, 66 Plum et.,

ONE

Portland.

Washington, JaJy 0.
Mr. Hoar from the judiciary committee, reported with amendment the Senate bill, fixing
the salaries of judges of District Courts of the
United States at $5000. The bill was amended
merely to add $5500 per annum to tho salary of
each judge except in the District of California.
Mr. Hoar asked unanimous censent for its
present consideration.
Mr. Saulsbury objected, and the hill went

jy6d3t*

to

the calendar.
Mr. Morrill irom the finance committee, reported with amendment the Hsuse bill to reduce internal revenue taxation. Ordered prinfcij.
The River and Harbor appropriation hfl
The bill was read, and ament.was taken up.
tho committee concurred in fcs
ments
of
reached.
Considerable discussion occurred upon tho
neunepiu canal amendment, and without action upon the subject, the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
In tiie House Mr. Belmont of New York
called up the motion to reconsider the vote by
which the House refnsod to order to a third
the joint resolution
authorizing
reading
the President to call an international conference to fix on and recommend for universal
adoption a common prime meridian to be used
in the reckoning of longitude and in the
regulation of timo throughout the world.
The vote was reconsidered and tho joint resolution was read a third time and passed.
Tiie House resumed tho considrration of the
naval appropriation bill and adopted in gross
the amendments agreed to in committee of
the whole.
Mr. Robeson took the door tc close the debate. In the course cf his speech in defence
of his administration of the Navy Department,
Robeson referred to the investigation carried
naval affairs of the
on by the committee on
•Dth Congress, and without mentioning him by
tho
name alluded in terms of
deepest contempt
and insult to Mr. Whitthome of Tennessee.
Speaking of the men who headed the committees in that Congress he said that, “If there
was a man who was accused of stealing school
funds in his own State he came to the front.”
At these words up started Whitthome and
facing Robeson in front of the speaker’s desk,
exclaimed, “That is a lie, whoever tells it or
whoever repeats it.”
Mr. Robeson—I have alluden to no man by
name.
It any man recognizes himself by the
description, lot him step forward and deny it.
Members congregated aronnd the two gentlebut the men and there was a good deal of excitement, matter was dropped although Robeson continued in his attack upon Whitthome.
At the conclusion of Robeson’s speech the
bill was passed 119 to 75.
lmmeumieiy

auer uie

pssago

m

um uayai

bill Mr. Wliittliorne of Tennesseo
was recognized on a question of personal
Yellow Jack In Boston.
i privilege.
He
proceeded to reply to the
Boston, July C.—There were two case3 of charges of Mr. Robeson against him, characyellow fever on the steamer Mark Lane, which ; terizing the statements made by that gentlearrived here yesterday from Matanzas. The
man as untrue and said that in uttering them
patients were removed to the Galiopes Island he (Robeson) stated to the House and country
the
the
steamer
He referred to the
and
what
was absolutely false.
fumigated
by
hospital,
administration of Mr. Robeson as secretary of
port physicians.
the navy and charged him with shaving a
The State Prison Trouble.
firm of Cottell & Co. Several
Concord, Mass., July G—Part of last night “swag” with the
points of order were raised and motionss that
was made hideous by the convicts’ demonstrathe improper language of Mr. Whitthorn© bo
tions, but this morning there ia a partial cessa- taken
down were submitted but not insisted
tion of disturbance, many of the prisoners beIn conclusion Mr. Whitthorne said
ing exhausted. It is reported that Gov. Long upon.
with
all
the responsibility which belongs to mo
While the rebellions
sustains the warden.
I attach to the forehead of that member
conduct was going on Alexander Frazier, an
(Robeson) “falsehood and perjury.”
old officer, was assaulted by a desperate convict
Mr. Robeson replied briefly to the effect that
who had a long file secreted in his sleeve, and
he would leave the country to judge of a
who attempted to strike the officer on the head
man who recognized himself in the portrait
The workshops continue silent to-day, and it is
which he (Robeson) had painted.
nojt certain when they will start up. Tbe warThe matter was then dropped.
den is cool and determined.
The House then went into committee of the
[later.]
whole on the sundry civil appropriation bill.
a
bread
on
The bill was discussed by several members and
To-day all the prisoners were put
advocated by Messrs.
civil service reform
and water diet. A number of the more turbuWillis Bayne and others of the committee. It
lent were put into strong cells, and others were
House
rrajaud
tho
adjourned.
The
then
handcuffed to the grating of their cells.
warden regards the present time ns »?*■>»[■» Iu
He thinks the time
the history of the prison.
It
for firmness and decisive action has come.
The AutopBy of Guiteau.
is r6Dorted threats have been made against the
Philadelphia, July 6.—The Medical News
life of the warden, and ono convict was found
of this city to-morrow will publish the official
armed with a large bottle, with which bo
report of the autopsy on the body of Guiteau,
threatened to brain the first man who entered
signed by Dr. D. S. Lamb. After detailing
his cell. Warden Earle disarmed him, aud
and
of procedure fixed upou
the
course
threw him to the corridor, where he was sethose present at the autopsy, he
enumerating
cured by the officers.
says: “The examination was then conducted
by me assisted by Drs. Hartigan and Sowers
and Mr. Scafhirt, anatomist of the medical
WHIRLING WINDS.
museum and as near as possible in the order
proposed. The eyes were examined by Dr.
Loring who reported the pupils slightly and
Serious Effects of Another Gale in Kanequally dilated; vitreou3 was cloudy and
sas.
fundus indistinguishable; the conjunctive of
Atchison, ICan., July G.—The town of Col- the left eye was congested. He repeated the
umbus, yesterday was swept by a tornado with examination two hours later and noticed an
hail and rain. Trees were uprooted, stacked
appearance as of transverse fracture of the
grain scattered, corn cut down aud ail property lenses A small white scar directed obliquely
J. P.
touched by the wind was wrecked.
downwards, forwards and to the left and conThomas’s house was demolished and six perfined to the scalp was observed midway beA.
Davis's
house
Mrs.
sons severely injured.
tween the top of the left ear and median line
was blown in and herself and child badly hurt.
of the head.” The report says the cerebral
Best & Son’s new mill was partially destroyed.
vessels appeared normal; the brain was firm,
At Girard and Belknap much damage was
its weight including tho cerebrum, cere eldone to farms, and towns in Crawford county
lum, pons and medulla and portion of the
had their grain levelled. Peter Crawford and
dura was 49^ ounces. On one section of the
James Arrowsmith are reported dead, and
cerebrum there was an appearance as of slight
their families injured by being blown away.
thinning of the gray cortex, a white substance
The Colorado Waterspout.
almost absolutely anaemic; the fissures generalChicago, July G.—A Maniton Springs, Col- ly presented a considerable depth and generalhail
storm
that
Saturday’s
ly well developed. The ascending frontal was
orado, special says
each side; the ascending
well defined on
and waterspout was more disastrous than first
supposed. Later reports say that though only parielal on the right side well developed in its
but narrowed in the upper
and
three-fourths
fences
lower
one life was lost, bridges,
trees,
buildingsfwere blown down,rocks,torn from the fourth, but on the left side the narrowing was
ground and hurled through the air, houses less marked. The island of reil presented on
the .right side five fissures and six straight
standiug on the banks of streams were carried
gyri; on the left side seven fissures and eight
away aud not a house in Manitoba but what is
alone
and
horses
in
cattle
The
loss
straight
gyri. The paracentral lobula was
injured.
well marked on the right side; small on the
amounts to many thousands, while the loss on
left.
buildings will exceed $100,000.
Tho usual median incision was made and
the abdomen opened. There was an extravasation of blood into the right peetoralis of the
NEW YORK.
major muscle near the second rib, and the
adipose layer of the abdominal section was
The dome of the
in thickness.
one inch
Jewelers Sporting:.
diaphragm extended up to the fourth rib ou
New York, July G.—A reception was teneach side. There were old pleuritic adhesions
dered this morning to the New England Jewthe
the apex, of
at
right
lung and
elers’ C ub by the New York Jewelers’ Club
lobes
middle
were
and
the
ujiper
At 8 o’clock the party sat down to breakfast at
a
connective tissue.
congenitally united by
which suitable toasts were responded to by
The lung was normal throughout; also the
members of both clubs. Afterwards the parold pleuritic adhesions of the left lung to the
ties proceeded to St. George’s cricket grounds
diaphragm, and between its lobes three small
in Jersey City to play !a game of base ball.
tubercles, like pigmented patches were obWhen the game was concluded they embarkThe heart weighed
served in the upper lobe.
ed on a steamer for West Point where they
10 0-4 ounces, and its muscular substance was
will dine, returning to this city in,tho:evening.
apparently normal; thore was an abundance of
National Council of Education.
fat upon its anterior surface, and a villous
G.—The
National
council
of
patch of old pericarditis near the apex of the
Saratoga, July
left ventricle. The right ventricle contained
education held its first session this evening,
The valves
President Bicknel presiding.
Among those a little blood, justjforming a clot.
All abdominal viscera presentwere normal.
elected to membership was principal C. C.
Rounds, of Maine. Dr. Harris, presented an ed a large accumulation of fat, but they were
The liver was congested.
normally situated.
able report on tbe chairs of pedagogies in colThe
contained a little bile.
leges and universities. The sessions to-morrow The gall-bladder
lobulated
and
was
enlarged; it weighed
spleen
will discuss this report.
The pancreas was normal. The
IS ounces.
stomach contained food, and the intestines appeared normal, but were not opened. Tho kidGARFIELD MONUMENT.
neys were congested; there was a small superficial serous cyst on the right one. The results
of the microscopic examinations will be reportMeeting of the Incorporators at Cleve- ed hereafter.
land.
In a long editorial the Medical News says:
Cleveland, July G.—The incorporators of “It must appear from the report of the autopthe Garfield national monument association
sy that those psychiatrists who expected to
demonstrate the assassin’s criminal irresponsihold a meeting here to-day with ex-Presidont
elecThe
were
as
chairmau.
bility by changes in his brain, will have rather
following
Hayes
Some deviations from a typia difficult task.
ted: For one year—R. B. Hayes, Amos Townsend. Job Perkins, H. B. Payne, Selah Chamcally normal brain are referred to in the re.
have
but
Clailes
absolutely no signification
Foster,
thoy
port,
berlain; for two years—Gov.
from the point of view of mental derangeJas. G. Blaine, Benj. Dean, I. P. Handy J.
It may be affirmed of Guiteau’a brain,
ment.
H. Rhodes; for three years—Gov. A. B. Cornell, J. H. Wade, John Hay, Enoch T. Car- it presented as little evidence of pathological
as
the brain of any one of his age dywas
contributed
About
D.
Ealls.
change
$125,000
son,
to the fund in all.
ing of some other than cerebral disease.
Afterwards the trnstees held a moettng and
elected the following officers:
President,
Charles Foster; Vico Presidents, R. B. Hayes
SPORTING.
and A. B. Cornell; Secretary, J. H. Rhodes;
Treasurer, the National Bank of Commerce, of
Cleveland; Executive Committee, Charles
Afraid, of the American Crew..
Foster, It. B. Hayes, J. H. Wade, H. B. Payne
London, July G.—At a meeting of the AmaI
and Jos. Perkins.
teur Rowing Aseociation at Henley yesterday
tiie following resolution was adopted: Talcing
into consideration the vagueness of description
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
of the several members composing the Hillsdale crew the committee weuld not be justified
in recognizing tho crews as amateurs in acA Fatal Shot.
cordance with the English definition of the
Dover, N. H.—Annie R., dauehter of Rev.
term and cannot without further evidence adJohn B. Richmond, was killed this afternoon
vise the acceptance of their challenge.
by the ball from a pistol in the hand of a lad
Base Ball.
named Ed. Frost, who was shooting at a mark
At Clevoland—Clevelands 2, Providence 1.
on the stable door in the rear of the lady’s resAt Buffalo—Buffalos 11, Worcesters 1.
idence, when she suddenly opened the door
At Detroit—Bostons 10, Detroits 4.
and received the ball in the side of her neck,
severing the jugular vein, and causing death
has
not
bees
Frost
arrested.
in ton minutes,
The Fate ex-Gov. Goodwin..
POLITICAL.
Portsmouth, July G.—The City Council this
of
resolutions
a
series
euloeveningipassed
gistic of the late ex-Gov. Goodwin, and voted
Congressional Nominations.
to attend the funeral Saturday as a body.
Raleigh, N. C., July G.—Gen. Win. R. Cox
was nominated by tho Democratic convention
for re-election to Congress to-day.
THE STRIKES.
Des Moines, Iowa, July 0—John A. ICasson
has been nominated for CoDgress by tho seventh district Republicans.
Freight Handlers Returning to Work.
Akron, Ohio, July G.—A. S. McClure has
New York, July G —On the New Jersey
been nominated for Congress by the RepubliSouthern Railroad pier when the old men were
20th district.
taken back at the advanced rate of wages the ; cans of the
Little Rock, Ark., July G.—The Republimass of freight rapidly decreased and floats
cans of the first district have nominated J. B.
were loaded and takon away us fast as possible.
Mites for Congress.
At the other piers and St. John Park greenRailroad officials say
Col. W. D. Stack was nominated for Goverhands are still at work.
as
new
the
see
as
a
week
will
that
nor, and the convention adjourned until tocompetent
morrow.
the old hands. There is an accumulation of
freight at all receiving piers and the position
At
St.
Johns
Park
of affairs is unchanged.
depot it is said officials contemplate discharg- Injunction Against Using a Trade Mark.
Hartford, Conn., July G.—Judge Blatching the Italians and employing Germans and
tke strikers are going to appeal to the German
ford to-day granted a perpetual injunction
societies to prevent this.
against the Ames Plow Company restraining
them from using the trade mark of “Collins &
Co.’’ upon a certain brand of shovels and
The Ohio Disaster.
ordered accounting and decrees for damages
Mingo Junction, Ohio, July G.—Four addiThe Ames Company has been
and costs.
tional bodies were recovered this morning.
this trade mark for years and tho appliusing
are
and
with
what
The missing
accumulating
cation for an injunction was made by the
have been louud dead will amount to G5 or 75,
Collins Company of this city.
nearly all of whom are expected to be found in
Illinois Crop Reports.
ijOSBiS
and around the wreck.
Chicago, JulyG,—Reports from Illinois and
Up to eleven o’clock to-night twenty bodies
Nebraska state the wheat crop is most Batterhad been recovered, and those still missing will
ing, hut corn is greatly damaged by wet
run the death roll up to 74.
1
weather and in some places entirely ruined.

appropriation

°

FOR THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS.

YOUR OLD.

MASSACHUSETTS.

ESDOWMfflT WHIM

Which at
terest.

no

inclemency of the weather.

MW&F&wly

ROOM PAPERS

Solvent and take

of the Maine Universalists which was to have
occurred at Lake Maranocookftoday is postponed to Friday, the seventh icst. on account of

Brown’s Iron Bitters effectual-

Better than

Br

The Universalist Picnic.

Winthrop, July C.—The annual excursion

&

simutSaii

Ho. 53

lowed by alumni dinner. Governor Plaisted is
the guest of Col. Frederick Robie.

ly cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion and
Weakness, and renders the greatest
relief and benefit to persons suffering
from such wasting diseases as Consumption, Kidney Complaints, etc.

BANCROFT,

may 10

without doubt he increased to-morrow morning, when the examination will be concluded,
and graduation and class exercises occur, fol-

Adoram Phelps.

light

per-

ted, Supt. Luce with all tho other trustees are
present. The attendance of graduates and
friends of the school, which is good today, will

health. A fifth daughter began to
show signs of Consumption, and
when the physician was consulted
lie quickly said “Tonics were required;'' and when informed that
the elder sister was taking Brown’s
Iron Bitters, responded “that is
a good tonic,- take it.”

and dark cloths.
Sizes,
from 32 to 38 bust measure, and are from $2.00 to
$4.00 under former prices.

—

injurious.

believe that anything could arrest
the progress of the disease, but, to
my great surprise, before my daughter had taken one bottle of Brown’s
Iron Bitters, she began to mend
and now is quite restored to former

28 Jackets at $5.00
10 Jackets at $0.00

operation

Closing Exercises of the Gorham Normal
School.
Gorham, July 6.—The examination of the
Gorham Normal School which commenced today has been very interesting. Governor Plan-

Feb. 12, 1880.
Gents:—Upon the recommendation of a friend I tried Brown’s
Iron Bitters as a tonic and restorative for my daughter, whom
I was thoroughly convinced was
wasting away with Consumption.
Having lost three daughters by the
terrible disease, under the care of
cm? lent physicians, I was loth to

18 Jackets at $3.00
40 Jackets at $4JO

jlyl

not

17

day:

EASTMAN”BROS.

lock jaw, the result of a surgical
formed three weeks since.

Saved his Child.

The following' Special Bargains will he offered to-

in both

Death of Franklin’s County Attorney.
Phillips, July G.—Elias Field, Esq., county attorney, a prominent lawyer and leading
citizen of North Franklin died last night of

are

not blacken the teeth, cause headache or constipation, and is posi-

Jackets.

492 & 494

MAINE.

otherwise injurious.
Brown’sIron Bitters will thoroughly and quickly assimilate with
the blood, purifying and strengthening it, and thus drive disease from
any part of the system, and it will

LADIES’

are

well,

are

iron will restore the blood to its
natural condition; and also that
all the iron preparations hitherto
made blacken the teeth, cause lica'd-

;iclic, and

They

facts

simple

known, and the highest medical
authorities agree that nothing but

SPECIAL NOTICES.

•

WEATHER BULLETIN.

Tlie pressure is highest iu tho Middle AtlanRain has
tic States and lowest in Minnesota.
generally fa lien in the Northwest and New
lias
fair
weather
in
other
districts
England;
prevailed. Southerly winds prevail west of
tho Mississippi river, in the {Ohio valley and
Lake region. The temperature has risen east
of the Mississippi river except in the South
Atlantic States. It averages from 5 to 10 below the mean for the month.

and rich, good health is impossible.
If disease has entered the system
the only sure and quicLway to drive
it out is to purify and enrich the

SENATE

TWENTY-FOUR

For New England,
Warm, fair weather, southwesterly winds becoming variable, rising followed by falling barometer.

The blood is the foundation of
life, it circulates through every part
of the body, and unless it is pure

blood.
These

THE NEXT
HOURS.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
July 7, 1 A. M.

PLAIN
TRUTHS

a

Is published even Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance at *2.00 a year.

FOR

1882.

The Star Route Cases.
Washington. July 6.—Mr. Merrick, of government counsel, in the Star route cases, has
just learned that certain testimony taken before the grand jury by Mr. Bliss, also of government counsel, has been withheld at the
trial, and he will ask the attorney general to
call another grand jury, in order that new indictment may be obtained. Mr. Merrick intimates that witnesses can be produced who will
implicate General Brady directly in the division of the Star route funds.

Another Democratic Misfortune.
IN. V. Tribone.l

THE CRISIS IN EGYPT.

WASHINGTON.

XLVIItk Congress-lst Session.
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Ultimatum
Seymour's
Sent to Arabi Pasha.

IMMEDIATE CESSATION OF WORK ON
THE FORTIFICATIONS DEMANDED.

[later.]
With reference to the above statement Merrick authorizes the statement that Bliss and
Ker are as ignorant as himself of the existence
most important evidence; that there is
of_this
that he beno disagreement of counsel, and
ieves these rumors were started by the defonce
for creation of dissensions and distrust among
the prosecution.
The National Board of Health.
The Sundry Civil Service bill makes some
important changes as to the appropriation for
the National Board of Health, which mav
have a serious result. The appropriation is so
reduced as to mako it necessary immediately
to abolish the ten inspectors of small-pox, who
It will
are now examining immigrant trains.
also make it necessary for the board to abolish
the publication of its tweekly health bulletin,
The National Board has established two stations, one at Ship Island at the mouth of the
Mississippi, and one off the South Carolina
coast to which all yellow fever vessels or vessels otherwise infected are instantly taken upon the discovery that they are infected.
The reduction proposed by the Sundry Civil
bill are so great that the Board of Health will
not have the means to sustain these stations.
Tbo effect will be to place the mouth of the
Mississippi and the commercial and business
interests of the Mississippi Valley as well as
the health of the people of the country in peril. The New York quarantine officer has also
been using his utmost exertions to cripple the
Board of Health and prevent the introduction
of
the
wholesome
regulations which
The
has
reoommended.
the
board
National Board placed an inspector at New
York to examine immigrants for small pox,
but the quarantine officer there has succeeded
in having him removed, and has had New
York influence enough to carry his point. Letters received by the National Board from medical officers at Pensacola and other places on
the Southern coast, show that there is danger
this year of a recurrence of the epidemic of
1879, which cost the country so many millions
of dollars and so many thousands of lives. Already three infected ships have been taken to
the quarantine stations at Ship Island.
A Serious Error in the Knit Goods Case.

London, J uly 6.—A dispatch to the Times

from Alexandria this afternoon states that
Admiral Seymour has sent an ultimatum to
the authorities, demanding the instant stoppage of the construction of the earthworks
under threat of opening fire.
The work has
ceased for the moment.
has received
Seymour
Midnight.—Admiral
a reply to his ultimatum stating the report as
to work upon batteries and forts ii not true.

London, July 13.—The Telegraph’s correspondent at Alexandria says the answer of Arabi Pasha dues not satisfy Admiral Seymour
who has sent out a call on all English war
ships. The French are encouraging Arabi
Pasha to resiat.

Constantinople, July (3.—The Sultan has
again summoned General Wallace, the American Minister lo the palace for an important
conversation rolativo to Egyptian affairs.

Alexandria, July 6.—Raglieb Pasha, president of the council, received a telegram from
the Sultan announcing that tho British Ueet

would bombard the forts unless work on them
stopped. The Sultan holds the Khedive
and ministry responsible for the consequences.
Ragheb PaBha replied that the ministry had
already telegraphed to Constantinople that
in condenwestratious had been
made,
sequence of which the Sultan’s permission to
asked.
was
resume the work
Pending the
Saltan’s reply no defininite resolution would
be adopted.
Despite all denials to the contrary the work
Admiral Seyon the fortifications continues.
mour delays formally demanding the cessation
of the work until all the British, residents are
on board vessels in the harbor.
They are now
hastily embarking. It is reported that Arabi
Pasha is supplying arms to the natives.
If the Porte Doesn’t, England Will Forcibly Intervene.
London, July C.—The Times’ dispatch from
Constantinople states that in consequence of
important information communicated semiofficially by one of the ambassadors the repugnance ef the Porte toward the project of Turkish intervention in Egypt has greatly diminished.
was

It is discovered that in passing tne mu 10
Aue Aimes ueneves uio aiuuassauurs yestercorrect the error in the Revised Statutes reladay agreed to invite the Saltan to formally intive to knit goods, an error not less serious
tervene in Egypt, under specific conditions
than that which the bill was intended to coragreed upon in the conference. It says: “It
The bill which passed
rect, was committed.
very little now what reply the Sultan
Monday is correct as to its title, which propos- matters
makes. If he is ready >o do the bidding of
es to correct an error in section 2,501 of the
Europe, well and good; but if a Turkish force
In the text of the bill,
Revised Statutes.
had for the purpose, an English
however, the section to be corrected is refer- is not to be
force is ready.
England is fully prepared to
red to as section 25, which is a very important
it
and
Europe to sanction the same.
whole
the
employ
error, and oi course tends to nullify
Within a few hours it will certainly be embill. An effort will be made to correct this in
tho Senate, but of course the effect would be j ployed, either actually or potentially, to effect
a
SDecific purpose.”
to seud the bill back to the House, where it j
The Daily News in its financial article states
will be open to the attacks of its enemies, and
that the large fleet of steamers using the Suez
inasmuch as it passed »by only the necessary
Canal are being insured at ten shillings per
vote, its friends have some apprehensions as to !
cent, continuously until February. The insurthe resuit. The error arose from not carefully
ances do not involve compensation for delay,
comparing the bill, and it is astounding that
but only for damages sustained through hostilsome friends of the measure, who were so
ities.
much interested in it, did not take pains to see
The Suez Canal Reported Cut.
which
what it was proposed to do. Section 25,
Madrid, July G.—The government has rethe bill corrects, has no relation to knit goods,
ceived a dispatch from Alexandria asserting
and of course the treasury would construe the
that Egyptian bands have attempted to cut the
bill. As it now stands, if it should become a
from
The error arose
Suez Canal.
law, it would bo void.
the
a
of
out
from
Congressional
copy
cutting
Record some reprint matter and inserting it in
FOREIGN.
the hodv of the bill.
The figures in this reprint matter wer© incorrect. A glance at the
heading on the body of this bill, <\r et the Revised Statutes,would have prevented tho error.
Entrlaad’s Warlike Preparations.
Miscellaneous.
London, Jnly e—The constitution of the
first army corps is now settled. ETiteen thousThe statement that Minister Lowell had tenand men of the corps go from England to
dered his resignation is officially denied at the
and
State
House
Egypt, and the rest from India.
White
Department.
The Position of France.
The
Times’
Paris
special states the
the instructions
to
considered
Cabinet
DESPERADOES CAPTURED.
be given to Admiral Conrad, commander
French
of the
fleet, in view of the
possibility of the English fleet bombarding the
Brutal Conspiracy to Wreck and Bob an
defenros at Alexandria. It is understood they
Express Train—How One of the Gang Be- have decided that he shall remain passive, and
only participate if provoked by some act or intrayed his Confederates.
cident.
St. Lodis, Mo., July 6.—Passengers wlio arLadies’ Land League Under Ban.
rived to-night from the southern part of the
The archbishops and bishops of Ireland have
State, over the iron Mountain Railroad, bring
prepared a circular to priests, directing them
an account of an attempted train robbery, the
to discountenance the Ladies’ Land League,
particulars of which are as follows:
and forbidding females from attending public
Five mon of the Jesse James sort bandBd
a parish
together and agreed to go into the train-rob- meetings without tho consent of
their
arpriest.
bing bnsiness. Having completed
Arrears Rent Bill.
rangements they laid plans for their first job,
London, July G.—In the Commons to-night
which was to be the robbery of an express train
of
John Bright supported the motion to go into
on the Iron Mountain Railway on the night
committee en the arrears bill. After several
tho 4tb.
A few days previous to .the date set for tho
speeches, Parnell announced his party did not
robbery one of the men weakened” and con- intend to farther oppose the repression bill.
The House went into committee on the arrears
cluded to betray the eang. He we-'t into the
town of Newport, Ark., and, going to the bank
bill, and at 2.15 progress was reported.
there, gays the bank officers a hint of the conForeign Notes.
spiracy. He was taken to the Town Marshal,
The principal leaders of the insurrection in
in
in
Detective
called
and that officer
Eagan,
Uruguay have been killed.
the employ of the railroad and to these two he
told the story. The plan in brief was to misplace the switch at Hillard’s, six miles north
THE DOMINION.
of Poplar Bluff, wreck the train and during
the confusion the robbers were to do their work.
A plan was then laid to catch the other four of
Another Absconder.
tho gang. The informant was instructed to go
ahead with his part of the job and he did so.
Toronto, July G.—Thomas Olgar, accountOn the night of the Fourth the trails that
ant in tho Bank of Toronto, has absconded
was to be wrecked and robbed pulled out of
with about $5,000.
but
nine
a
little
after
o’clock,
Montrel Shoemaketa Restless.
Poplar Bluff
Dewith
it
a
locomotive
of
went
ahead
just
Montreal, July 6.—The employes of three
tectiv Egan and a posse of seven men armed
of the largest beat and shoe manufacturers in
To make a long story snort
with shotguns.
the city demand an advance in wages and a
the
dashed
locomotive
the
open
by
strike is threatened. One firm has
on
to
a
side
and
switch
track, but general
stopped just before [striking the obstructions, yielded.
and the posse made a dash for the wou ld-be
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
robbers, who were so wrapped up in their diaElizabeth J. Thomas, aged 10 years, was
bolical plot as to neglect to take precautions
against capture. The officers seized two of the burned to death at North Eaton, Mass., yesterdesperaaoes. There were a number of shots day by the careless use of matches.
fired, but so far as known nobody was hurt.
Small pox is raging in Houstisfold, Wis.
The two men captured were taken to Poplar
Several deaths have occurred and a serious
Bluff and the country is being scoured for the
time is apprehended.
rest of the gang.
Two horse thieves were captured at Glen
The informant says the men captured were
Falls, yesterday, after a desperate encounter
One of
recognized as living in the vicinity.
with the officers.
them is Charles Wilson, and gave his name as
Arrangements have|been made by the AmerHery Myers, bnt though this is known to be
and the
ican Social Science association to hold the regan alias the officials of tho railroad
ular annual meeting in Saratoga September 4.
county officers are so reticent that his real
The
The men
The meeting will continue four days.
name iias not yet been made public.
so far have maintained a stubborn silence, reopening address will be by the president, Profusing to :ive tho least hint as to who their as- fessor Francis Wayland of Yale college.
sociates are.
_

_

_

THE TARIFF.

RAILROAD NOTES.

Meeting and Organization of the Com-

Quebec Central.

mission.
Washington, July G.--Tlie United States
tariff commission all being present, organized
here to-day, and President John L. Hayes dalivored an address. He called the attention of
the commission to the third section of the act
constituting the commission, and outlined
vrliat he considered a proper line of deliberaThe reading of Mr.
tion for thorn to pursue.
Hayes’s address was greeted with applause. At
its conclusion the act of Congress creating the
commission was read. At the request of tho
president, and with the approval ot the members, Hon. Robert P. Porter of Washington
consented to act as secretary of the meeting,
pending the formal organization of the commission. Some discussion followed as to tho
correct interpretation of the law creating the
commission, and more especially as to the provision made therein for meeting their expenses
It was decided that the president of the commission should consult with the Secretary of
the Treasury as to what expenses might be
Communisafely and legitimately incurred.
cations from the President of tho United States
and the Secretary of the Treasury, inviting the
members to call upon them, were read. Without

having perfected

a

permanent organiza-

tion the committee, at 12.30, took a recess, and
proceeded to pay their respects to the President. From the Executive Mansion they went
to the Treasury Department and called upon

Secretary Folger.

RUM'S WORK.
Tragic End of a Three Daya’ Debauch.
Boston, July 5.—In a drunken altercation
this evening at South Boston,Thomas Maguire,

aged 24 years, stabbed and killed his brother
Mrs. Magniro, the mother
William, aged 30.
of the men, lives at No. 2 Granite street, South
Boston, and has three sons, Thomas, William
and Patrick.
Thomas and William rre hod
carriers, and Patrick is a brick mason. Thomas and Patrick have been working at Newport,
R. I., and William at South Braintree, Mass.
The three men came to Boston to spend the
4th, and went on a drunken spree, which they
kept up till this afternoon, when they went to
their mother’s house to sloep off its effects. The
three men were in one bedroom, and Patrick
and William lay on the bed asleep.
It is supposed that Thomas,wishing to lie down, pulled
William from the bed and awoke him, and a
scuffle ensued, during which William, being a
heavier man, got the better of Thomas, who,
finding himself getting worsted, drew a knife
and plunged it into his brother’s neck, severing the carotid artery. Thomas, seeing his
brother fall, jumped from the second story
window and ran to the Boston Machine Company’s shop, throwing his knife away in bis
flight. There he secreted himself in the pattern shed, where he was found by the police
and arrested.
Ho refused to make any statement whatever,
saying he would see a lawyer first. Patrick
and Mrs. Maguiro were also arrested. Patrick
says he was asleep during the occurrence, and
knows nothing whatever about it. Mrs. Maguire says she heard no sound of a struggle,
and the first she knew of it was finding her
son’s body on the floor.

A fresh misfortune has overtaken the Demof Maine. The leading Prohibitionists
of the State have decided that it will be lor
the best interests of their party to support the
Republican candidate for Governor, Colonel
Robie. Although they have not said as much
formally, that is practically what their decision amounts to. A meeting of “all friends of

ocrats

Admiral

Railroad of Canada is
rapidly approaching our northern frontier from
Quebec up the Chaudiere Valley. It is working an extension of twelve miles this side of
St.

Joseph,

to which

point

the road is

now

Sweet potatoes5 25@
Turkeys.
18@20
Chickens.
@

Crnberries,

bbl

Rye,

..

Valeneia^case

large

Shot by an Unknown Party.

Tuesday evening

Mr. Seth Town of

Bidde-

ford, who is a section hand on the Boston and
Maine railroad, was walking by Harmon’s corThe bullet hit him
ner, when he was shot.
He fell*
the left side of the collar-bone.
and at first thought he was bit by a brick, bat
upon examination it was found that he bad
ft struck the bone
been struck by a bullet,
and glanced oil doing no damage except making a slight but painful wound. Who bred the
shot, or where it came from is not known.
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The market for Wool remains unchanged. High
at all interior points,but
and new Wool
many buyers are still holding back,
At Sanfrancisco business is at a
moves slowly.
at
stand stiU, the choice Northern Wools arriving
and
that point attracting scarcely any attention,
Eastern
there is very little demand for them in
markets. At the West there is no excitement.

prices continue to be asked

Brighton Cattle Market.
week ending Wednesday, July 5.

For the

Amount of stock at market 1690; Sheep and
Lambs 11,800; Swine 16,840; Veals -; horses 128;
number of Western Cattle 1560;Eastern and NorthMilch Cows, &c., 130.
ern Ca’t!
100 lb, live weightr-ExPrices of Beef Cattle
traqu' lity at 8 2609 26; first quality at 7 12% £
8 12%; second quality 6 25@7 OO; third quality at
6 12%@6 12%; poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls, etc., 4 0< @5 Oo,
Brighton Hides at 9@9%c |> lb; Brighton Tallow
lb; Country Hides, light, 606%; heavy
7@7%c
5c |> lb.
8<p8%c V lb. Country Tallowsheared
Sheep Skins
Calfskins l2@12%o p lb;
Skins
Lamb
60@75c each
30040c each;
Working Oxen- The demand for them at presen*
is limited to a few pairs each week; wo note sales of
Live weight.
Girth.
280u
8
*167 60
1 pair........6
1

*132

3000

pair.7

Milch Cows—Extra Cows *65@*75; ordinary *20
$46; springers at *18@$65; Farrow Cows *16®32
head; we note sales of 3 nice new Milch Cows at
IbO the lot; 1 do at $46.
Sheep and Lambs—Sheep cost 606*4 0 a&d Lambs
7%@8% c P' lb live weight.
Swine -Spring Pigs 2 U0@6 50;sboats 7® 10c P lb
live weight. Western Fat Hogs cost 8@9o.

r>

Dsmeiile Market*.

(By Telegraph.)

,

I

I

$]3@14 Creamery.23@25
Gilt EdgeVermont 23® 2 5
8

Malaga.

Chec«e*

New.

Nuts.

@12%
WUinington.l 75@2
@12%
Virginia—2 25@2 50, Skims. 7%@ 8
Vermont... .11
25 N y Factory.il

P oanuts—

Tennessee... 1

80@2 00

Applet.

9@10c Per ^ crate... 1 50@2 00
12^@15c Cooking.0 00@0 00
12V3@14c Evaporated.14@ 16
13
@15c Dried Western.... 6@6 ya
do Eastern.... 6@6%
4

Fresh Beef market.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed

Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.8ya@12% Hinds.10
Rattles. 7
Fores. 7
@10
Backs. 8
@11% Rounds.. 9
Loins.16
Rumps... ....10 @14
Rump Loins.13

@16
@ 9
@10%
@24

@19

€»rf in market.

&Co., i67 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago-Wheat-. .—Corn—* ,-Oats—
Time. July
Aug. July. Aug. July. Ang.
9.35. 114
108%
49% 40 %
10.00. 113%
108% 78
49% 40%
10.32.. 114% 1085/s
78%
49% 41
11.30.. 113
107% 78»/4
49% 40%
12.30.. 113
107% 78%
49% 40%
50
4o%
tl.02..113% lOSVs 78%
50
Call.... 11334
4034
108% 79

7@9.

Foreign Import*.

YARMOUTH,NS. Steamer New Brunswick-20
codfish, 22 bbls lobsters, 43 crates do, 5 boxes
fish, 38 do salt shad to UPC Hersey.

cases

fresh

WESTPORT. NS. Schr Hibernia—620 qtls dry
fish, 45 galls fish oil, 1 do herring to Geo Trefethen
& Co.

ST PIERRE, MART. Bark Don Justo—417 hhds
sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.
CARDENAS. Bark John J Marsh—594 hhds of
sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.

Portland, July 6
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f»r Portland
30 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
cars

miscellaneous meichandlae.

Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, 37 cars.

The

unbleached cottons.
in. 78%
30 in. oy3® 7%
30 in. 5
@0
40 in. 7Vi® 9

Heavy 30

Fine 7-4.14@17
Fine 8-4.18.^22
Fine 9-4.22(tf20
Fine 10-4.. ..27 Va @32^

BLHACffSD COTTONS.
Best 30 in.. 11
Med.30 in.. 8
.tghtOOin.. 0
Fine 42 in..10

Fine 5-4....11

to

;nnou-4.10

mzu

‘Fine 7-4.19
@11
@23
@ 7Vi Fine 8-4.21 @26
Fine 9-4.25
@30
@14
Fine 10-4 ..27%@32tt
@17
TICKINGS. ETC.

Drills...,
8® 9
Corset Jeans.... 7<V 8
@18
Satteens. 8® 9Vi
@14
@10 Cambrics. 5® 6 Vi
Denims.12^@16Mi Silesias.10® 20
Cotton Flannels. 7®15
Daoks-Brown 9
@12
Fancy 12V4@18% Twine & Warps 18®28Vi

Tickings,

Best.15

Medium. .11
Light. 8

.*....

Good.-.

u

8%@1 r%

Stock Market.

The following quotations of stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange stre* a
Opening. Closing
7%
Boston Land... 7%
4
4 Vs
Water Power
23
Flint & Pere Marquette common
102%
0. S. & Clev. 7s.102%
49%
Hartford & Erie 7s.....
83%
A.T.&S. F. 88%
93
Flint & Per© Marquette preferrod. 93
47
L. R. & Ft. Smith.
70
Marquette, Houghton &0nt. 70
11
Summit Branch... 10
66
66%
Denver & Rio Grande..
83%
Mexican Central 7a. 84%
80%
Northern Pacific prof erred. 80
Common..

42

w*rw York, July 6 -Evening.—FI war market
shade stronger ana in instances a triflo better on
low grades; decidedly more doing for export and a
fair jobbing trade demand.
Receipts Flour 16,259 bbls; exports 644 bbls;
sales 27,300 bbls; No 2 at 2 76@3 60; Superfine
Western and State 3 6504 40; common to good ext
Western and State 4 60<g5 50; good to choice Western extra at 6 60@9 00; common to ohoioe White
Whe«6 Western extra 7 25,@8 25; fancy 4e at t SO
@9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 4 66@7 75;
common to choice extra St. Louis at 4 6509 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 8 26@8 25; choice to
double extra 8 30@9 35. including 8000 Ctty Mill
extra at 6 20@6 36 for W I; 3200 bbls No 2 at 2 75
@3 60; 1400 Superfine at 3 6504 40; 800 bbls low
extra at 4 50@5 00; 1800 bbls winter Wheat extra
at 4 66@9 00; 6800 bbls Minn, extra at 4 7609 36;
Southern flour is linn; good to choice at » 30®
b 00; common to fair at o 25@6 26. Wheel—receipts 87,276 bosh; exports 13o,704 bush; cash lots
without decided change;options opened shade lower,
afterwards recovered and advanced %@lc, closing
weak and %@% above lowest rates jexport demand
more active with a moderate speculative trade;sales
1,696,000 bush, ineluding 287,000 bush en spot
No 2 Spring at 1 30:uiigraded Red at 1 16%@1 34;
No 4 do 1 18; steamer No 2 Rod 1 25@l 26; No 2
Red at 1 32SI 33 cert, 1 33%@1 34% delivered;
No 1 Red 1 33%; Mixed Winter 1 25% @1 27; ungraded White 1 27# 1 30%; No 2 do at 1 26; No 1
White at 1 2801 29 cert, 1 30% delivered.
Rye
noninal at 81@82. Malt steady. Cora opened %
weaker
and
afterwards
and
strong,
@2%c higher
lost about %@lc of advance, closing firm at reactrade
and
active
light export; respeculative
tion,
ceipts 33.600 bush, exports 11,106 bush; sales 2,on
the spot;ungrad271,000 bush, including 87,000
ed at S2@86e;No 2 at 8oc in store, 86@So%c elev;
low
Mixed
delivered;
85%086c
fi2%@93c; Yellow
88c; No 2 White at 95c; No 2 lor July at 84<fc85%,
at
S6@86%c,ciosing 86%o:
closing 85%c; August
September 86@87%c,closing at 87c: October closed
Out* unsettled, spot %
closed
82%c.
87%c ,*year
@% lower; options %@% higher; receipts 64,358
bush; exports 1650 bush; sales 476,000 bush; No 3
at 61c; do White 61c; No 2 at 62@62%c; do White
63@63%c; No 1 at 62%c, do White 68%c; Mixed
Western at 6l@63c; White do 61067% o; Mixed
• near is
State at 62@64c; do White at 63@88c.
very strong; fair to good refining 7 3-16@7%; refined steady; White tx 0 at 8%@8%; standard A 9
Confec. A 9%@9%c; powdered 10® 10%;
granulated 9 %; crushed at 10@ 10%; Cubes 10c.
Molasses—Foreign easier: two cargo Cuba sold
at Delaware Breakwater to go to Philadelphia 31c;
grocery grades steady. Petroleum lower; united
at 50%c.
Tallow is steady; sales 22,000 lbs. at
8@8ya. Pork 15@26c higher and more active,
closing strong; sales 550 new mess on spot at 22 60;
old at 21 00®21 50; 2500 new for Sept at 22 50®
22 85. l.ard 10® 12% higher,closing very strong
with active speculative trade;»ales 435 prime steam
on the spot at 13 UU@13 06; 50 city steam 12 76;
Batter is steady.
refined tor Continent at 13 10.
Cheese declining; new State 6011; Western flat at

@9%o;

PORTLAND, July 6.
following quotations of Grain wore received
from
Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
by telegraph
The

•*

®

Medium unwashed.®

Choice
20@22
Messina.0 50@7 50 Good.18® 20
Palermo*.0 50@7 50 Store.,.16@17
Lemons.

Pine

miles.

..

Pork—
00
Backs.. ,.2« 50@27 00
00
Clear.26 50@26 OO
Me?i.21 60ta}22 00

Fruit
Liard.
Musc’tl Raisins2 80@3 50 Tub, &!*....13
@13%
London Layers310@3 16 Tieroes. ft $*.13
@13%
Valencia “12
@ 13Va Pall. 13ya@14
Tarkish Prunes. 7 V3@8o
Rcnnu.
French Prunes.l2Vfe@14 Pea.4 00@4 25
Mediums.3 75@3 85
Oranges.
Palermo* ^bx 6 60@7 00 Yellow Eyes. .3 40@3 50
Hauer.
Me«sina,^box.6 60a7 00

Last Year's Railroad Earnlmgs.

main track, and does not include sidings and
second, third and fourth tracks, of which hundreds of miles have been laid. The aggregate
reported for the same period last year was only
a little over 2000
miles, and during the same
period of no previous year has it equaled even
that amount. The total railway mileage of
the United States is now more than 107,000

STP™

Combing and delaine—
Medium and No 1 combing.4o
Fine delaine.- .43

Maine. *9 00@10
Cape Cod,12 00@15
Sugar.
Granulated. 9% Hams.14%'@15
Extra C. 98/a ftonnd Hogs....
@
Cov’ed Hamsl6%@16%

at

34

Common.

Pulled—Extra.22

...

uaiuue—

.0
4.

34

Common.

t*roriHiona.
Mess Beef ..15 00@15 60
Ex Mess..16 00@16 60
Fowl.
18(o;20
Plate.18 00@18 50
Eggs.19 @20
Berm’dOaions,l 75@2 00 Ex Plate..l900@19 50

Light

30

.*..

Other Western—
Fine and X.33

32 00
1

..

Quebec.

least 179 lines in 37 States and
Territories, adding a mileage of main track
aggregating 5000 miles. This includes only the

Fine..

Low and

®

„„

..

Med.

-35

Coarse.

Michigan—

..

Mids,

Produce*

Dry Ii*ood« Wholesale market.

on

J®

..

...

roads 103

Wool Market.

following

t*rain.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Store- Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens find Fancy Gceos, 144 to 152 Middle street:

bson laid

The

July 6—[Reported for the Press].—Tho
is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Pennsylvania—
and
Ohio
Picklock and XXX.44 %

H. M. Corn, car
lots @93
Eitra Spring..5 75@6 26
X* Spring... .7 00@7 60 Mixed Corn,
91
car lots,
Patent spring
"
67
Wheats.8 75@9 50 Oats,
S&okedBran
00@221
Michigan WinMids..
30
ter best.7 00^7 25
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
*•
bag lots 32 00
Michigan....6 75(§7 00
96
St. Louis WinCorn,bag lots..
90
7 25@760 Meal,
ter fair
70
Winter good.. 7 50@7 76 Oats,
«
25 00
Winter best. ..7 76@8 00 Bran,

&

1%
ggj,

18%

BOSTON

Siperflne.....

Walnut*
Filberts
Pecan

14%
314

•••

a

reach St. George, making ten miles additional
to the above. The magnificent valley is formed by the Chaudiere River, which has its rise
at the boundary line between New Hampshire
and Canada, near the source of the Connecticut River, and flews in a line almost direct to
the St. Lawrence River, opposite the city of

New Jersey, Delaware, etc., Bhow an increase
of 830,000,000. The New England States have
gained about $4,000,000, and the Southern
The
States also show a considerable increase.
figures for the Western States are not yet in a
condition to allow me to arrive at any conclusion. There is one thing to be considered, however—I do not know how the rates per ton
compare with those of the previous year. The
companies may have hauled a great deal more
freight and received much larger gross earnings
but whether they have made as much money
or not remains to be Been.”
Notes.
The Railway Age, giving the summary of
railroad building for the first six months of
1882, says the totals are astonishing. Track has

Belcher.

...

lent condition for the new crop.
Corn, Oats and
Meal are very firm and prices show a decided ad
vance.
Sugars are not very strong and the tone of
the market is easier. Molasses is stronger. Lard is
firm and quotations show an advance. Pork is unchanged but strong and higher prices anticipated.
Potatoes are very scarce and there is not enough of
the old stock to make a market; new potatoes are in
light supply and have been selling at 4 50 to 5 25.
ITio following are to-day's quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provlsioixa. &o.

Cmana,^ lb.

th#

^
g

Northern
3%g
...
1%
Savage
..
6%
Sierra Nevada.
10%
...••••
Union Con.
1B_8a
.
Yellow Jacket.

POBTLANI>, July 0.
very moderate demand; the
stock here is not half as large as it usually is at this
in an excelseason of the year, and the market is

Extra

are

Mexican.......’""il"
Bello.

Portland Daily WholtMale Market.

op-

a decisive answer to inquiries in regard to railroad earnings last year, as all the figures havo
The
not yet been arranged and compared.
probability is that they will show a very large
increase on the entire railroad system of the
country. I am unable to state the exact percentage at present. The railroads in the middle division, including the States of New York,

Best &

RMANGiAl AND GG&MERGIAL

Flour.
4 75@5 50 I

isco* Julye!f^mnm )fonowlu<«

..
Eoreka .
Gould & Curry.
Hale Si Norcross.

the ticket. The resolution was not
but after a discussion of
two hours the meeting adjourned sine die
without action. Gen. Dow interprets this result as a declaration by the Temperance leaders of Maine that they find no occasion for
independent action in the present situation.
This wise conclusion is|duo largely to Gen.
Dow’s good sense. He knew that Colonel Robie had always been a consistent Prohibitionist, and that his party would only impeach its
own sincerity by refusing to Bupport him and
running a separate ticket which could have
no other effect than to help the Democratic
party. The wisdom of this course is demonstrated already by the wrath of the Democrats.
Their newspapers are in a painful condition
of mind about Gen. Dow. One editor says ho
received a letter from a respected correspondent only a few days before the Prohibition
meeting in which the statement was made that
“Mr. Dow must be in his dotage.” He struck
the sentence out and published the letter without it, thinking it was “too harsh.” He is
sorry he did it now, for “in view of the position Mr Dow took on Saturday, he has either
lost his mental grip, or he exhibits himself as
quite regardless of principle or consistency.”
The Editor is even sad about the future of the
Temperance cause, and is afraid it will perish.
The idea of a Democrat weeping over a disapGen Dow
pearance like that is very moving.
has evidently hit the bibulous Democracy in
teudor spot.

erated, and daring tho present year expects to

Henry V. Poor, tho compiler of Poor’s “Railroad Manual,” says, “It is too early yet to give

SAN Fran.

to-day.
closing Quotations ot Mining stocks

on

Railroad Receipt*.

The Quebec Central

Biacka.
California iTIimn*

adopted, therefore,

Flour is dull with,

;;;:;;;; ;;;;;;;

..

Temperance in Maine, who believe in the rigid enforcement qj! the Maine Law, and are
willing to act together regardless of party affiliation,” was called immediately after ilie
adjournment of the Republican Convention, to
meet at Portland. About thirty prominent
Prohibitionists were present. Gen. Neal Dow
offered a resolution approving the Republican
State ticket and reoommendiug it to the support of all friends of prohibition. He supported this warmly, and an animated discussion
followed. While nearly all present were willing to support Colonel Robie, there were some
who were not willing to approve other candidates

centraJrai

Michigan

New. Jersey.Cen
..180%
Northwestern... '^ej.146%
Northwestern pro!
...130%
New York Central.
127%
Kock Island .•••■■-•.112%
Milwaukee & St. Paul .X37
St. Paul preferred.
110%
Union PacMcstock.....
86%
Western Union Tel. Co.

|

Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat &steam 4d.
Chicago, July 6.—Flour nominally unchanged.
Wheat lower; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 28® 1 30 cash;
1 30 for July; 1 10% for August; 1 05%@1 06 for
Sept;l 03ya all year; No 3 at 1 02; regular 1 13%
for July; 1 08% for Aug st; 1 05% for September.
Corn higher at 78%@78%0 for cash; 78%@78%c
July; 78% for August and September; 78%c for
Octobas; rejected at 76%c. Oats are higher at 63
for cash; 49%c for July; 40%c for August; 39%e
foi September and October. Rye firmer 74c. Barley is steady 90c Sept. Pork is higher at 22 00®
@22 06 cash and July; 22 10@22 12% for August;
22 27% September; 20 40 October. JArd higher at
12 60@12 55 cash and July; 12 67%@12 60 for
August; 12 70@12 72% for Sept. Bulk Meats are
higher; shoulders 9 75; short ribs 13 00; short clear

at 13 40.
At the afternoon call of the Board, No 2 Chicago
Spring Wheat closed strong at 1 31% July; 111%
for August; 1 06% Sept.; 1 03% year; regular at
113%0113% for July; 1 08%@1 08% August;
1 06% Sept; 1 03%@1 03% all year. Corn higher
at 78%®79c July; 79*/ac for August; 79% « Sept;
78%c for October. Oats irregular at 497/s@50 for
July; 40%c August; 3»%c Sept.; 38%@38¥so all
year. Pork higher 21 92% bid cash; 22 10 bid for
July; 22 25 for Aug.; 22 42% Sept; 22 52% Oct.
Lard is higher at 12 5T%@1 2 62% for July;12 65
@12 67% August; 12 80 Sept; 12 90 Oct.
rtoceipts—12,000 bbls flour, 42,000 bush wheat,
125,000 bash .'orn, 49,000 bash o»ts. 1700 bosk
rye. 1200 bash barley.
Shipments- 5,600 bbls Hour, 40,000 bosh wheat.
103,000 bosh corn, 108,000 bosh oats, 500 bosk
rye, 505 bash barley.
St. Louis, July 6.—Flour steady. Wheat opened
lower but advanced; No 2 Red Fall 1 10%@1"12%
cash; 1 07% for July; 1 02% for August; 1 02%
September; 1 00% all year; No 3 at 108; No 4 at
97@98c. Corn higher at 78%079c cash; 77%c
for July; 76% for August: 76% for September;
74% c for Ocotber. Pork higher; jobbing at 22 40.
Lard held 12Vs.
Keoeipts—2000 bbls Hour, 62,000 bush wheat,
3,000 bosn com,0,000 bush oats,000,000 bush rye,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipmenta-4000 bbls Hour, 64,000 bush wheat,
10,000 bush corn, 00,000 bush oats, 00,000 bash
Barley, 0.000 bush rye.

Detroit, July 6.—Wheat steady; fNo 1 White on
spot at 1 24; July at 1 22%; August 1 07%; September at 1 06% ; October nominally 1 07%; No 2
Red nominal at 1 25; No 2 White 1 19.
Receipts 30,000; shipments 42,000 bush.
New Orleans, July 6.—Cotton is firm; Middllrg uplands 12%o.
Mobile, July 6.—cotton is firm; Middling uplands 12%o.
Sa VANN An, July 6.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplauds at 12c.

Memphis, July 6.— Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at 12%c.
Koropean Mur Aria.
By Telegraph.
July 6.—American toe critics—V cited
States bonds, 4V*s, 116 Vi.
Liverpool. July 0-12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
steadyiUplands at 6%d; Orleans 7 l-led; sales 12,OOu bulesjspeculation and export 3000; futures dull.
London,

42

Portland Daily Press Block List.
[New

York Stock nod

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
New York. July 6—Evening. Money loaned between 2@3; closed offered 2; prime mercantile pa
perat4%@5. Exchange is s;eady 484% for Rung
ami 487% for short. Government ext 6a % lower
State bonds are dull but steady. Railroad bonds ar,

irregular.

i he transactions at the
ed 186,600 shares.

Stock Exchange aggregat-

The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Government {securities:
United States 6a, ex.100%
United States 5’s ext.100%
United States uew, 4% a, reg.114
United States new, 4%’s coup.,....114
United States new, 4’s, reg— ..118%
United States new, 4’s, coup.118%
Pacific 6’s of 96.129
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago & Alton.
133%
Chicago & Alton preferred...
C. B. Quincy.
.127%
Erie. 36
Erie preferred..
Illinois Central... 188%
Lake

Shore.108%

Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Descriptions.
Par Value Offered.
State of Maine Bonds.
,.114
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
Portland City Bonds, aid K. K.107
Bath City Bonds
.100
Bangor City Bonds, 2<> years.109
Calais City Bonds.109
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 68
Canal National Bank.100_163
First National Bank.100....168
Casco National Bank.100....160
Merchant’s National Bank... 75....115
National Traders’ Bank .100_166
Portland Company. 90
Portland Gas Company. 60
65
Ocean Insurance Company ...100_108
A. «& K. It. K. Bends. 110
Maine Central K. H. Bonds 7’s.119
Leeds & Farmington R.K.b’dslOO....Ul
Potland & lieu. K. K. Bonds.100.Ill
Bnmtord Fails <k B R. K. Receiver
...

Ask
..118
..120
121
102
..111
.111
69
..185
..160
..181
..117
..157
..95
..60
..110
..112
.121
..113
..113
..
..

..

1st 7s..108
Portland & Ogdensburg K It 1st, 6s.. 106
Portland Water Co., Is.107

,.11q

107

..108
109
.109

3s.110

..111

••

2s.

The Democratic bolters in Tennessee will
hold a State Convention in Nashville, July
11, and the Memphis Appeal, though strongthe regular ticket, concedes

THE PRESS.
SORMMI, JULY 7.

FRIDAY

ly supporting
it they will poll from 15,000 to 20,000
ise they put candidates in the field.

Press is furnished
with a Oard certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
Will confer a favor upon ns by demanding credentials
Of every person claiming to represent oar journal.
Evkby

regular

attacks of the

We do tot read

Georgia has the largest and best peach
almost
crop ever grown In the State. It is
ready for Hie market, but from lack of transportation facilities it is feared that thousands of bushels of peaches will be left un-

anonymous letters and common
in

The June and address of the writ
HU cases indispensable, not necessarily for iPlication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
are

•ations.

gathered.__
“Tiie work of reform is ahead of the
Democratic party,” said ex-Goveruor Hendricks the other day; but he didn’t add that
his party will never catch up with It.

GOVERNOR,

FOR

Tiie tax rate for New York city for 1882
is about $2.20, which is lower than it has

ROBIE.

FREDERICK

been at any time since tho war
year it was $2.62.

REPRESENTATIVE* TO CONGRESS
TUOMAS B. REED,

began.

Last

I IBaCOCNTVNNORINATIONS.;

Compulsory Pil

KENNEBEC* COUNTY.

Senators—George E. Weeks, Augaeta; F.E. lleath,
WaterriUe.
Sheriflf—Geerge B. Stevens, Belgrade.
Attorney—William T. Haines, Waterville.
Treasurer—Mark Hollins, Aibion.
Commissioners—George If. Andrews, Monmouth;
C, M. Weston, Belgrade.
Register of Deeds-P. M. Folger, Augusta.
COUNTY.

MSenator.—James W. Clark, Andover; Eckly T.
Stevens, Lovell.
Commissioners—Geo. F. Hammond, Par is; Franz
_

Albert S. Austin, Dixfleld.
Attorney—James S. Wright, Paris.
Treasurer—Jarvis C. Marble, Paris. 1
Sheriflf—Jordan Stacy, Porter.

To the Editor of the Press:
Notwithstanding tho low rites of

freighting

for shipping the State of I laware has passed
another Compulsory Pilot Jaw compelling all
vessels that touch at the Delaware Breakwater
for orders to pay pilotage. I ask what has the
State of Delaware to do with the Breakwater.
Tiie Breakwater was built by the United States
government at the expense of millions of dollars, and now the State of Delaware says you
cannot come into this havon without payiDg
Be it known that the
us for the privilege.

navigable waters of each and every State are
under the jurisdiction of the United States
of auy State. The Legislature of any State would not dare to give per.
mission to any corporation to shut up any of

CAMPAIGN

government, and

For the purpose of furthering the goou cause in
Publishthe coming political campaign, the
ers of the Press propose to if sue their Weekly
and Daily Editions at the following extraordinarily
low rates, barely covering the cost of material and

postage.

THE MIRK STATE PRESS
Weekly, will be furnished, beginning with the number issued next after the receipt of tuo order in each
ease, and closing with the issue of Sept. 14th, containing a report of the Maine Election.
25 ccntr.

Mingle Copies,

DAILTY

THE

PRESS l

Will bo furnished, beginning with the number is
sued next after receipt of order in each case, and
closing with the issue of Sep. 16th, with full returns
fiom Maine Election;1
81.CO

Mingle Copie*, by *nail,
Postage will in all
Ushers.

cases

The Press will contain

be

prepaid by

the Pul>

complete political

news

and information besides the customary genera
news, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican Committees and others desirous of
the triumph of the right, can do no more useful
service than to aid in the dissemination of good
reading matter. Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

CO.,

FORTLAAD,piG.

Republicans of the several cities and towns In
Cumberland County are requested to send Delea County Convention to be holden at a
to
gates
The

Reception

Hall

(City Buildinsr)

PORTLAND,
Tuesday, July 25,1882, at 10

a.

m.,

candidates for the following offices, to
Senators, Sheriff, County Treasurer.
Deeds, County Attorney, Clerk of
two County Commissioners. Also to
and
Courts,
elect a County Committee for two years; commencing Jan 1, 1883.
The basis of representation will he as follows:
one delegate for each city and town; and one in
addition for each seventy-five votes for Governor in
1880; a fraction of 40 votes will be entitled to u
additional delegate. Cities and towns are entitle
to delegates as follows:
Baldwin.3 Naples. 2
Bridgton.6 N. Gloucester. 4
Brunswick. .9 N. Yarmouth. 3
3
Cape Elizabeth. .7 Otisfleld
2 Portland .48
Casco.
Cumberland.. .3 Pownal. —.... 2
to nominate
Four
wit:
Register of

..

Deering.8 Raymond.

Falmouth.4

Scarboro.

Freeport.6 Sebago.
Gorham.7 Standish.
Gray.3 Windham.
Harps well ,,.••••.3 Westbrook.
Harrison...3 Yarmouth.

2
3
2
4
5
6
4

152
SAMUEL DINGLEY.

:

)

TRAFTON,
&NEWALL
DR. JOHN 1. STURGESS, |
County
BENJ. TRUE,
y
I Coium ttee
GILES LORING,
HORACE F. M1LLIKEN,
|
A.

FRED H.

HARFORD,
ISAIAH S, WEBB, Chairman.
JOHN M. STEVENS, Secretary.

Portland, July 3,1882.

Yesterday’s Conventions.
The allied conventions yesterday made a
good nomination for Congressman. Mr. Joseph Dane of Kennebunk, the nominee of
the Fusionists, is a highly respectable gentleman who on the breaking up of the old
Whig party joined the Democracy and has
since been faithful to that organization.
There is no reason why he should not receive
Democratic votes, standing as he does on the
Lewiston and rejecting as he has the Bangcr
platform. And there is no reason why he
should receive any other than Democratic
The crooked
He will, however.
votes.
Greenbackers are making toward the Democratic camp and have made many stages.
They will arrive at their destination this
Fall, and thereafter will be known no more

not

tiie navigable waters within the State. If
they did the United States Marshal would stop
the proceeding. The Legislature of any State
cannot make a compulsory Pilot law that
would be constitutional with a republican form
of government. II there are any improvements to be made in any of the navigable waters of the States Congress is called upon to
appropriate money to pay the bills, and then
the different States say to us, you cannot navigate these waters without paying us for the
right. Another point: every shipmaster is
commissioned by the United States government to command his vessel, and it is open
piracy for any man to step over the ship’s rail
and give a command without the permission of
the master—as long as he has not broken the
laws of the nation. And every Legislature
that makes a compulsory pilot law should be
put under martial law for making laws that
coufiict with the laws of the United States
government. I was surprised to hear that at
the ship owners’ convention held in Boston
last year that no definite action wa9 taken in
respect to compulsory pilotage. Mr. James E.
Ward said that he pays the masters of his
steamers §200 per month, and the pilotage costs
more than the wages of liis masters.
Why was
there not a resolve passed in that convention
to never pay any more compulsory pilotage,
and the thing would have been killed from
that day. If Legislatures will make unconstitutional laws to give a certain class of men
the privilege to rob ship owners, let ship ownown hands, and
ers take the matter into their
make rules to govern their own interests.
This question of compulsory pilotage has never been decided by the full court of the United
and
it
come
before them
Statess. Let
they will decide that all compulsory pilot laws
are unconstitutional, as I said in the first of
this article, that the navigable waters of all
the States are under the exclusive jurisdiction
of the United States government. A few days
ago I arrived at the Delaware Breakwater for
orders. This completed my 118th time between the United States and West Indies, and
many voyages to Europe and elsewhere, and I
think I am capable of directing a vessel into
the Breakwater or out without a nurse. I arrived in the early morning, and no Breakwater
pilot spoke me; but the next day, when I got
my orders to proceed to New Yerk, a man
came on board and presented a bill for §34.87,
making the pilotage in and out when spoken
89.74. He told me that the Delaware Legislature had passed a pilot law giving them the
right to collect pilotage from all vessels calling
for orders. In forty years of sea life this
is one of the meanest attempts at robbery
that I ever met with. I have no objection to
pilots when only a proper rate is to be paid,
but no forced pilotage should be paid in touching for orders. Fifty dollars should be enough
into New York or Philadelphia for a vessel of
500 tons. About the first thing a pilot looks
for after coming on board is a tug boat, if he
can get the captain to take one, to tow him
into port, and often when the pilot comes on
board at Bandy Hook he is towed to the wharf
in three hours and receives §75 to §100 for
nothing. The captain of the tug boat pilots
the vessel. The pilot rates have been increased from time to time until the burden has got
Has a State the right to
to be unbearable.
of peace? I
blockade her ports in time
is
ask what
compulsory pilotage but a
The
State
blockade?
legislatures comto
men
a
class
of
mission
go outside of the ports and demand of shipmasters a sum of money for navigating the waters
that belong to the United States and which
the general government has commissioned the
shipmasters to navigate free. It is astonishing to see how many men there are that seem to
regard ships as common plunder. I touched
at Hampton Roads for orders and paid over
§121 pilotage, and the distance not more than
15 miles. Let all shipmasters understand that
they have an undeniable right to navigate in
all the waters of the United States, and that
States
United
the
grants
government
you that right when you receive your papers
House.
the
Custom
from
Alvih Hall,
Master Brig Carrie Bertha.

How Near Daniel Webster Came to Being
President.

LW. A. Croflutt’s Letter in Detroit Post.]
“It is not generally known,” said Thurlow
as a distinct organization.
Weed to me Monday evening after a rubber at
The conventions were from the first in the I whist—for,
though he can no longer make out
hands of Gov. Piaisted who “bossed” them the faces of friends, he can still see cards, when
the
“machines”
with
in a
is not
thoroughly and run

his usual dexterity. Looking the ground
over he came to the conclusion that it would
be better to give the nomination to York
County, and he thought Mr. Dane the most
available man in that section of the District.
Tne two conventions promptly acceded to
his wishes.

The French papers predict the possible
Intervention in Egypt as being entrusted to
a mixed corps of English, French, Italian,
and Greek troops. Should such a conglomerate contingent ever be let loose, the last
state of that country would be worse than
the first, since the rest of Europe would inevitably have to intervene and adopt a polcy of pacification among the peacemakers.
A few strange cats in a garret could hardly
cut up queerer capers than such an incongruous crowd would indulge in. If the
Powers would only take their hands off and
let the Turks and Egyptians eat each other
up, it is just possible that humanity in general might be the gainer by the transaction.
The Russian Police have made some wonderful discoveries of the secret machinery of
Nihilism, the most remarkable of which
traced the connection to London and Berlin
as the centres from which all the supplies
were furnished. If this be correct, it is
quite clear that as the movicg springs of political conspiracy are thus safely beyond the
reach of Russian despotism, it is perfectly
easy for those who control the machinery to
create new arrangements entirely as fast as
the old ones may be exposed.
Ohe of the most interesting revelations
the census of 1880 will make will be that in
relation to the growth of the Territory <
New Mexico. The most reliable statistic
at hand place the population of this immenr
Territory, embracing an area of 121,000
square miles, at only 100,000 people, of
which 60,000 are Mexicans, 25,000 are Indians, and i:5,000 Americans. This was the
census taken just as the railroads entered
the Territory. They have done wonders
for it._
The longest line of fence in the world will
be a wire fence extending from the Indian
Territory west across the Texas Panhandle,
and thirty-five miles into New Mexico.
Eighty-five miles of this fence is already under contract. Its course will be in the lino
of the Canadian river, and its purpose is to
stop the drift of Northern cattle. The fence
will be over two hundred miles long.
In response to a request made by Repre
Bentative Morrison of Illinois, E. B. Elliott,
Government Actuary, returns an estimate
of the population of the United States at
some Half-a-dozen fuluredates. On June 1,
1890, Mr. Elliott places our population at
64,476,000. By 1900 it has grown to 81,529,-

000, and on June 1, 1910, our population
will be, according to this counOlt, 1,310,000.

good light—“It

known how

near

Webster came

BUILDING.

-----

County.tf
lnd.,
}*
Chicago,.7s
7s

generally
to being Presi-

dent.”
I said, “that lie
“It is generally known,
was a candidate for the Whig nomination live
times and missed it every time.”
“Yes,” he acquiesced, “but he came a good
deal nearer than that—a good deal nearer. I
had always been among his most profound admirers, and wanted to see him President in
1840. But it became obvious to me during tho

winter, that he couldn’t get the nomination!

Maine

Picnic Excursion,

os

(»s

Coupon,

—ON—

-FOB SALE BY-

[N.

Times.]
Rain brings out the umbrellas. This may
not be a very profound observation, but it compares favorably with the proverb that night
brings out tho stars, both in profundity and
Y.

Largest and

The

most

varied Assortment

and

Fine, Medium

of

VP

MADE

CLOTHING

AND

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool

a

zoologist.

$10 to $22

Suits,

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool and Worsted Pantaloons, $$.50 to $7.50

&

ALLEN

COMPANY,
FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,
470

oct«

TRADEMARK REGISTERED.

lITillflfll INSURANCE (DHU,
ZVTo-wO;rl3L, 3XT- J.

Directors. John Mussey, Frauds K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H.J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan, Philip II. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Pavsou, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. I). M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegau, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

Rental of Safes in Vault, §10 to 875 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SAVEAT, Sec’y nnd Tren*.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

& CO.,
JOHN A. DODGEBROKERS.

BANKERS AND STOCK
No. lli Wall Street, New York,
how
who will send free fall information showing
on investments ot
large profits may be realized

RECEIPTS IN 1881.
.......

Interest,

c ^

p;

Total,

AGUil

you suffering from FEVER AND

AND MALARIA.!
“LEWIS’ BED JACKET BITTERS'"
M the only known PURELY VEGETABLE preparaa
tion, now before the public, that will effect quick
and enro care. A never fails J

-Lewis* Red Jacket
exert
stimulate* tfc* Inactive “Liver*' to healthfully
lt**lf, relieve* the Bowels, not violently, but effectually, and strengthen* the Stomach.
Read what Emlaeat New Haven Physicians and
Chemists say, Graduates of the Great University

YALE COLLEGE*

New Haven, Conn. Jnnc 5th. 1882.
Gentlemen.
Mcse’rs LEVIS 4 CO.,
consideration of the formula of
a
careful
From
the “Red Jacket BllterB"prepared by you. I am unable
to discover anything of a Mineral or deleterious nature
among the Ingredients entering into its composition.
Very Truly Yours,
William D. Anderson, M. D.

New Haven, Conn. Juno 8th. 1883.
Heoe’ri LBVIS 4 CO-,
Having examined tho formula, and subjected
ton car** miMi, the preparation knowna*

-.
Claims by Death,
....
oJJ,ioW.8S
Endowments and Annuities,
...
...
484,873.10
Surrendered Policies,
Dividends to Policy-holders,.1,394,208.87
982,013.3.
Ail other Expenditures,.
....
Total
Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Value,
Liabilities, (eserve at 4 per cent.)

Surplus

fr

a

Bend for
2Gm

....

......

$127,411,077.06

....

by-thia Caffipany eontaina the following conditions, and is absolutely Non-Forfeitable: In case of Lapse, after two or more Afuji Yoars, Premiums have been paid. the full Four Percent.
be
will
Value
Reserve
applied by the Company, at the opiiuu of the Assured, in either of two ways:
FIRVF-To the Extension of the full amount of the Insurance for such period as the full value will pay
Rates: or, SECOtfR-On surrender of the Original Policy within Three
Published
at
the
for
Company’s
!No.
Mon hs from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy. ILLIJ8TRA FIOIV: Policy
for §5,000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
20.
Oct.
496
was
issued
1871,
68
The
to §1,072.55.
Policy lapsed in
S1&8.80. Ten Premiums were paid, which, less Dividends, amounted
Insurance for
1881 and the Company applied tbe Reserve Value of §689.76 to tbe purchase of Term
20
for
over
years of Insurance,
S5 odo for the period of 10 years and 7 days; so that the 10 Premiums paid
It was optional
thousand.
rate
of
but
which
is
at
the
§10.71
cost
per
§53.57,
the average yearly
being
for a Paidwith the Assured to take the Extended Insurance as above, or to surrender the original Policy
up Life

Policy

of

§1,390.

al

Losses paid immediately
completion
of proof wtliout waiting the usual sixty

days.

or

ninety

Ain>

The Richest

BLOOD,
BRAIN and
NERVE

f-o-o-d-

I

Portland Fraternity at its last meeting decided to open a school of carpentry, to be
under the supervision of Luther Pingree, who is
well qualified to instruct. The school will ho in
the third story of the Fraternity buildi»g, on Free
street and will bo opened July 6th at half-past
seven in the morning, continuing daily till the
opening of tho public schools in tho autumn. The
school will bo free to boys in the public schools, and
those wishing to learn the use of tools, will do well
to call at once at the rooms on Free street and enroll their names, a3 but a limited number can 1>© accommodated. Mr. Woodhill is daily in al te ndance
at the rooms and will receive and register the
names of applicants.

THE

_JunlJdtf

'3h/£« C* B^E.

jA^

LIBRARY NOTICE.
Point,AND, July 3, 1882,
and after tills date, until further notice, the
Library will not bo opon for tbo delivery of
books.

ON

persons having books belonging to tlio Library
are requested to return them on the 8th, lGtli and
22nd of the present month. The Librarian or his
assistants will he in attendanco on the above
named dates, to receive them.
Per order of Library Committee.
F. E. PLAY Chairman.
jy3dtf
All

leaving Boston
ets

AUG. H. f ORD,

one

6s

Exchange Sts.,

BANKING JHOUSE

will open obi Friday, June KWh,
and remain open till August 16th,

507} Congress

at AO-

AdmisAn.

(NEXT DOOP. TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin. Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
Exchango and the Chicago Board of
Private wire to Chicago.
x/x™.
) 953 Broadway,
34G Broadway.
a’
Bbanches.
j Grand central Hotel,eodtf
may ti

!

Special Agent,

of the

_________

Young

Chestnut St,, Methodist Episcopal Church
will be celebrated

aervetl Heat*

Ticket*

~~

uj

:

--;

dtf

care

of

5i2Zr£$Zi
SEMINARY,
suburban home.

delightful
health, manners and

Spec-

with

growing

morals of

and like

Teaches cooking
Good board.
girls.
household arts. To secure place apply early. AdC. C. BBAGDON, Principal.
eod2mos
jelO

■_i_

TELEPHONE MO. 45.

dress

Sebago Lake and Lung Creek

Wanted Immediately.
to make Corn Cans.
Steady

TELEPHONE

NO.

373.

st. (old number.) or addreSB WINSLOW PACKING
CO., Portland Me.jqbklut*

PINE LANDS.

D. W. Clark & Co.,

OF YEW YORK

NO. 53 MARKET STREET.

Specialty,
513 CONGRESS STREET.
^
mcbll

Marino Risks from 1st
January 1881, to 31st December,
on

Policies not marked off

10

1,087,534

f

With fiteautful Pottery
Centre*.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemiues
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

Wanted.
PARTNER, either activo or siioat, ia a paying
wholesale business capable of great extension.
Percentage on sales very large. Goods staple. An
energetic, young, business man preferred, though a

A

well established merchant of Portland would be

cepted. S1000 necessary. Address,

sjm

and Harvard Buniers.

(tor Sale Wbolosalo and Entail.

To work on Water Works at §c-

bago Lake, Me. Apply to PORTLAND WATER COMPANY, No. 33
Plum Street, Portland.
dtf

je29

BILL

Wanted.
CLERK, must be quick and

ures

Holders
to Policy
Premiums TerrainatinK in 1881.

40 PER CEST.

Pocket Book Lost.
night, a ladies’ pocket book

Paid in Thirty Days
After Proot.

by leaving

JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

,1, D.

166 FORE ST.

IV8UIMGER,

CORRESPONDENT.
eb4dlmtoodllmsn(ivv0
F*b. 4.1882.

in

CQ

o

2s

ca
LlJ

YOUK CAPITAL.

^

Aaa

^
_

w
_

WHEAT
"

a

Rua&Salf
W****

Inventors of email and medium
amounts in Grain, Provisions and
Stocks as fully protected as most
extonsivo and influential operators.
Our successful, fully tried, old establishod plan. Try It. Reports
Rent weekly, dividends paid month*
lv. Hend at once for explanatory
circulars and past record, FREE.

Dividends paid during past thirteen
months
ehare.

on

this fund $f»6.71

per

Address FLEMMING &
MEKRIAM, 141 & 143 LaSalle
111.
STOCKS St., Chicago,
pil/vxvkj
J8GS~We want a local agent in
Excellent induceevery town.
monts. Good pay to a responsiitfl
bio, enterprising man. Writ© for

^|yy

Jn28_dlT

COAL.
Domestic Coals

Lost.
Shawl Bag between Boston Boat
landing and 110 Pine street, via Commercial
and Clark Sts. Owner’s name McGregor inside. Reward paid at 201 Commercial or 110 Pine street.
G. B. MCGREGOR.
jy6d3t-

ON

July 4th,

Second Hand Pbaeton at CLARKS
LIVERY SIABLE, 38 State'Strcot.
dlw*
jonSO

NEW

Specialty,

at Lowest

Market

Horse and

HIRED

and is

a

good

Mounted

w liarf

GOTO

OLD

ORCHARD BEACH
—

VIA

—

Railroads.

All Trains

on

Eastern except 1.46 a. m. Pullman

°°8imday Train *

P-

m.

Ie2tldlm

mend information
JAS. T.

Marshall.

jy4d3t

to

one

d3t

PART

Pricisfoi Famines and Offices.
10 lbs.
15 “
20 “

$1.50

month,
aily
per
“
“
“

2.00
2.50

“

b^!

Ice for families and offices.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office will be entitled to a proper reduction.
dt
je3

LWTSIIORT

& MMOAL

T0 JjKT.
House, 62 Gray street. Inquire
of F. S. WATEMIOtSE, 93 Exchange street.

je28dtf
To Let

or

Lease.

Ocean st., Woodford's, a nice, large, two story
House and stable, with from ono to eight acres
of land. For particulars inquire at the next house,
C. H. ALLEN.
or address

ON

Standish, Maine.

jun28dtf

REAL

Cottage

ESTATK

House and Three Acres of
Land for Sale.

Cape Elizabeth, between Ocean House road
and the road leading to Cape Elizabeth Depot.
House contains seven rooms. Good stable connected. Forty Apple, Fear and Cherry trees. Plenty
good water, live minutes ride from Portland Bridge.
Apply to G. G. ROBINSON, on tbe premises, or

0

WM. H. JBRIUS, Portland.

j

I

,
iv

STORE,

1

474 Congress St,
PHF.BLE

1

BAKER’S

.Mftit Cocoa,

*

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.
Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

For Sale.

FIELD

forth Strcot,

or

324 Fore Street, Portland, file.
d2w*

^

St rch

t

or

cottage house and about tbr<
in Cape Elizabeth, less
Portland. Apply to
WM. 11. JEltltlS, Portland.

from

Land for Sale

Cheap.

\l BARER &
feb2+

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

OCEAN

dFM&W&wtlra

INSURANCE CO.,
17 Exchange Street.

joneB_d4w
FOR SALE.
COTTAG R Houso with small barn and lot BO
by 90 feet, very pleasantly located on Montreal street, will ho sold very low. Inquire of C. W.
SMITH. 7 Willis Street.
may30dtf
*

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

Book Binders.
ira. A. QUINCY, Room It, Prit.ii'
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Mtrrej.

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. B.4ROTR, 33 Crow (St,,
Tie.

00., Dorchester, Mass.

SLOOP FOR SALE.
keel boat, 23 feet, 3 Inches long
8 feet wide, formerly owned by the lato Walter
Will be sold at a bargain.
H. l.ydr, of Freeport.
Apply to W. G. Merrill, Freeport, orJC. L. Me11
Low
Mass
Mail
Office,
uiybdU
Cloery.

SLOOP-ltlGGED

very easy terms to purchaser.

Sugar,

is tl

roeconoadIt is tl !i'. i-'Ua, nourishing,
cal.
tod, and
itnss hen!
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.
and

PURE WHITE LEAD

of Grass in Town of Deering, belonging to
estate of Jas. McGlinchy. Apply to 168 Dan-

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oilhaahccnrr iu)v* 1. IthasMree
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with

“BOSTON STAR BRAND

__eodOms

A

land, located

je27d3w*

jlyiid3m

GOLD TCEDAL, FARIS, 1878.

WM. J. BRLDTE, Trea,

LEAD PIPE & SHEET LEAD.

acres of
one mile

LOTS

SHORT & HARMON.
j

FULLAM,

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER &c,
GOLD MEDAL awarded l>y the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in 1881.

HOUSE.

1710R
than

SALE.

of any desired size, situated on Per 1, Lincoln anti Kennebec streets in PO’**. ud, oil

ood2mos

24 and 20

jyldSu *

Suburban Heal Estate

5~k
OO

SAMUEL LlTTLEPres.

j«20

to

O’SULLIVAN, City

to Lease or Let and
Eariu to Lease.
of the estate of the late Samuel Jordan
Good
pasturage for line stock adDeering.
joining the 'Trotting P;irk. Inquire of E. U. JORPoi Gaud, Me.
184
Middle
St.
jy4dtf
DAN,

41 Exchange Street.

marl

Silver

with

Hired on Thurwday Morning by a man who
gave the name of Dillon, about 25 years of age,
smooth face, medium size, light complexion; said no
was going fishing at Davis Pond, North Andover.
This team was seen in Portland, Friday night,
June 30th.

IN

O. W.

Eastern and Old Orchard Junction

Harness

BoMttCI.

jytt

COBRODER8 AND MANUFACTURERS.

POUTEANO, MAINE.
’plCdtl
Orders received by telephone.

roader.

Pasturage
Hay

FOR SALE IN PORTLAND; BY

Office,

Buggy Stolen.

stable of GEORGE B TRICKEY: Bright Bay IIor*e, 'J years old;
Weight, 9G0 pounds; Black points, except one
white hind leg; Star on forehead; carries head low
from the

anu

Slate Shelves, Iron lee Racks, Pure
Dry Air, Economical in Ice, Convenient
and Easy of Access, with a reputation of
So years standing.

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s

a

TO LET.

ea

prices.

FOB SALE.
or

a

d3t

TO LET.

s
02

£S i

i*

same

fed

o

£

between

Dean Bros, and Elm street. The finder will
MONDAY
the
at 90 Oak street.
rewarded

be

Eight rooms, Gas, Sebsgo
cellar. Inquire PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK,

CO

£
tS

>
“
o

F0UNd7~

LOST AND

pered.

,
>

je27dtf

Portland, June 26,1882.

We call particular attention to our Androscoggin

e

may 5

$10

44

my30

z <

Wliolesala and Ret it

INCREASE

4

correct at fig
own hand
BOX 829.

Address in

and good penman.

writing,

Lawrence, Mass., June 30th,l«82

2.00
2.

rrxHiiEa

CHAS. H O’BRION,

C. E. JOSE & CO.

Wanted.

Boy

Call at 28 and 30 Pearl Street.
L. A. (10UDY & CO., Rakers.
dlw
je30

No. 21

d6w

&

OClO

RESPONSIBILITY,

jeSOdlw

ac-

Ofilce.

Press

family.
Quincy street,
Will be thoroughly repaired, painted
HOUSE
pawater and cement

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice AT
OFFICE, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will be attended to promptly.

on

PORTLAND:

No. 5$ Gross Street.

Customers can commence taking Ice at
any time they desire and delivery will be
continued until notice to stop ii received
at the office.

Interest on Outstanding
Six Per
Scrip Paid >n and After Feb. 7,1882.

Lasses

SOULE,

&1.50

i18.16M68.40. EDDY BEFBIG
Ceil

J. W.

English Duplex, Oxford

44

44

ASSETS,-

Fiuod complete with tho
a

47

Total Marine Premiums.$5,627,021 57

Dividend

TABLELAMPS

&

THE

1881..
on

1(1 lbs. Daily per month,
4
“
“
“
15
20

ThiB Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
risks binding as
open policies to merchants, making
soon as water-borne,

ELEGANT

lands in Michigan

igan.jlydd’-iw

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES:

ONLY.

1st January, 1881.

a

MARINE

AGAINST

INSURE

RISKS

tions

Pine

Lawrence.

1882.

CURTIS

Mutual Insurance Co.

~

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recep-

cm
a

Chapel Buggy, brown lined. New Set
of Wheels with patent hubs, built by J. Stowell,

_

ATLANTIC

Stationer.

_

Makers,
CANployment
guaranteed for the season, and
good job. Apply in person at 15'.)'i Commercial

Black

Cards.

the Entertainment 30 cent*.
the Eulertnioment alone 23

to

to

White

1882.

AND

1882.

Tickets will he for sale on Monday morning at 9
o’clock, July 3d at Frank It. Clark’s, No. 515 Congress street, Turner Brothers, No. 488 Congress
street and at Chamberlin Sc Homsted’s comer of
Congress and Elm streets.jyldtd

jy9

COLCORD,

Jan24

advantages

Visiting

on

By a supper in the Vestry at G.30 o’clock to be
followed by an Entertainment in the Chnrcli at 8
o’clock, consisting of music by State Street Choir,
Addresses, Toasts and Responses. Many of the forAs time will not allow
mer pastors will be present.
the tables to bo filled but once, the supper tickets
are limited to 300, the seating capacity of the Vestry.
Ticket* for the supper including Ite-

Ladies.

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

Premiums

Dedication of

FIFTY LABORERS WANTED.

MRS. EVERETT S. THROOP, formerly
of Cincinnati, will open a Home School
for eight or ten young Ladies in Portland, on the 25th ot September next. A
limited number of day scholars will be
received. 1'or circulars address MRS.
THROOP, No. 51 High Street, Portland,
Me., after July 1st.
References: I)r. J.T. Gilman, Portland,
Rev. J. T. O. Nichols, D. D., Saco, Me.
Rev. E. E. Hale, Boston, Prof. Ezra Abothers.
bot, D. D. Cambridge, ami
MW&F&w till Sep
jnn26

ial

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

_d2mos

18821857.
THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

Trade.

Home School for

OFFICE 28 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
eodtaa_
apr3

Premiums

25 eft Season Tickets $1.00.

je!6

EDUCATIONAL

WEB

William S. Lowell,

street.

lO A. VI. to 10 P. M.

i:rs

II

to

18 NEW STREET,

143 Pearl Street.

I WHITNEY,

yOdiit*

purchase.
WANTED
Address, Lock Box 36, East Saginaw, Mieh-

Co.,
Henry ClewsNEW&YORK.

J. W.

Hating Tools of all kinds on hand at
Manufacturer’s Prices.

Tick-

m.

Tlie first Annual Exhibition of
works from tbc Studios of the
most eminent American Artists

dcc31eodtt

Given to private pupils by the subecribei"

BULLARD’S HAY TEDDER.

a.

WANTS.

Woodbm y & Moulton
Cor. Middle &

Depot at 8.45

PORTUSD SOCIETY OF ART

ECR SAI.E BY

THE

—AND-

Grove, July 7th,

& Maine

35c., and 60c.

cent*.

MUNICIPAL

ALSO, AGENTS FOR

M W&F&wnrmly

BOYS, 1™®

5s

MUNICIPAL

6s

YANKEE HORSE RAKE.

The Blood, Brain and Nerves ere the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
1 ifo. and in order to save sickness it is wise to
BUILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bittersare prepared, not by fermentation but by solution and are richest in tho
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter aro eliminated. These moke in themselves a basis, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tonic and bitter. It is at once healthful, pleasant to the tasto and must not be confounded with tho thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold as cure-alls.
Medicine 1b doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by drusTKists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., MTrs. N. Y.

ap3m

As

_

(BOARD OF EDUCATION)
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA,

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS.

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANTED.

CAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
Tho Phosphates of the Wheat are ita most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the system.

■

MUNICIPAL

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

LASELL

BEST

As

~

Tribune.

TUB

will go to

Pavilion

_

MANUFACTURER’S PRICES.

8TA TE AGENTS FOR

Free Street llaptist Sunday School

of N. V. Stock

and approv-

-FOR

AT

MUNICIPAL
ME.,

ME.,

BATH,

issued

on

&F

Knives and Sections

8 3 5*Jrw?At?•fS
$32,808,16.. 5.
$2,910,649.60

.....

Policies

Every Policy

marertal.^

ja20

$5,577,399.53

....

regards Policy-holders,
in force, 46,652, Insuring,

as

Number of

“Red Jack*t Bitter*. I hereby certify to tho-fact that
It contains no Mineral or poisonous substance, and la
composed of excellent
R
LEWIS & CO., Proprietors New Haven Conn.

Sold by Druggists.

$0,813,223.33

......

...

EXPENDITURES IN 1881.

Contain* He Mineral Or Poisonous Substance.

FBEB FROM SEDIMENT.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion. Rhcnmatism, Sick
Headache,Constipation,Sour Eructations of tho
to tho
Stomach and Nerv.neness, Invariably yield
vegetable remedies In “Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters.”
FEMALE DIFFICULTIES
In Young or Old, Married or Single, yield readily to
this Invaluable “family” medicine.
Jatmtficc.
Lbrer Complaint, Bll!onsne*>.
Bitters

1,81:-. 3LQ.87

.......

_JyO<Wt

promptly.

Saturday Evening July 8,

GARDINER, ME.,

DECKING,

Premiums

81,000.
feb!8eodly

BONDS.

Insrance

Commissioner of Maine.

AND

if you believed it
“Why, you don’t act as
you have chosen a Scott
yourself,’ he said, ‘forown
‘That wa3 to
State.’
from
your
delegation
prevent tho appointment of a Clay delegation,’

iu

81© to

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the

will bo at the Church and start 9 o'clock

Wagons

Deposit Co.,

1875 by the l.egi,Inlure of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPIIVI. of
VAEEAtiLES, and the RENTAL
of SAFES in it* FIRE and
PFRGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

Chartered

AMZI DODD, President.

Wedding

ignorant
of a chief magistrate, can be nominated for
such a place.’ I told him it was simply a question of who could poll the most votes; then I
over my figures.
got him to set down and look
They didn’t convince him, of course.”

_eodtf

wishing: to make money m Stocks should
of
communicate with the old established firm

I

Av

Am

FRIDAY, JILY 7th.

Street.

STOCK SPECULATION

dtf

“I should smile.”
As Bertha Rediugote spoko these words she
lay ccq lettishly in a hammock that had boen
swung hot ween two giant oaks that roared their

but little respect for mere military men, and
he exclaimed, ‘It is impossible that a man so
as he and so lacking in every quality

Middle

194

“Mitchell’s,” Spurwink River,

HANSON,

SAMUEL

mar30_«°dly

Portland.

Congress Street,

BUCKEYE M

tall heads aloft in the broad lawn, at the edge
of which stood her father’s stately residence.
A little foot, enmeshed in a silken stocking,
whose delicate texture displayed to advantage
the trim ankle within, peeped out from beneath
a fleecy white dress, while the
laughing eyes
aDd lair forehead of the girl were surmounted
of which
tresses
of
sunniiy-gold
by a coronal
any hair store might have been proud.
“So you like ice-cream?” said Harold McIntyre, bending over the hammock and looking
tenderly into Bertha’s blue 6yes.
“I should smile,” said the girl again, getting
ready to put on her slipper and start.
“You are right,” said Harold. “Ice-cream is
a good thing.
Perhaps some day next weok I
will buy you some.”
The look of happy expectancy faded from
the girl’s faco. “What time is it?” she askod.
“Ten minutes to 6,” replied Harold.
“Then,” said Bertha, “ifyou start right away
you will get home in time for supper,”

have their Annual Picnic, at

York

New

from

Parties

I

Truly we live in a world of mystery, and no
thinking man can look at his umbrella aud ask
himself where it will go when it is worn out
without feeliDg that he stands on the Bbore of
an ocean of unexplored truths.
[Chicago

on

or

Daily telegraphic quotations

delay.

Bluffed Back.

Keturiung, leave White Ilea.l at 5.30 p. m. for
hour’s sail among the Islands, and land at State
street wharf.
Ample arrangements will ho made for the pleasat the Islands.
ure and comfort of the company
■ H KUTS: Children under 12 years lo etn.,
Adults £5 ct».
To be obtained of the officers of the school or on
the wharf.
_Jy4d3t

® TO O SSLS PARK ST CHURCH II SUNDAY SCHOOL
margin.
bought carried

Portland Sato

mylS

but

White Head, Cushing’s Island.

Stock Exchange.

price.

to anyone

$8 to $25

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Light Weight Oversacks,

umbrella every year, his previous ene
having been stolen, lost or worn out. We thus
see that there is an annual disappearance of
24,000,000 of umbrellas, and the moment we
fully comprehoud this fact we perceive the importance of the question, What becomes of
tlioso umbrellas?
We may admit that many of them are stolen.
Men who would uot Bteal a one-cent postage
stamp will, nevertheless, feel no hesitation in
seizing upon any umbrella that is temporarily
separated from its owner and in carrying it on
with triumph. About one-sixth of the titles to
all umbrellas now in active use is probably of
this semi-felonious nature. There is said to be
a rich umbrella-seller in this city, whose stock
costs him absolutely nothing, since it is collected by playing upon the consciences of his fellow-men. Do walks along Broadway, and
when he sess a desirable umbrella he stops the
man who is
carrying it and remarks: “Excuse me, my friend, but you have my umbrella.” At least every fourth man thus stopped
knows that his title to the umbrella in his possession will not endure investigation, and so
he hastily surrenders the umbrella, remarking
“I was looking for an owner
as ho does so:
for it, and intended to send it to police headafternoon.”
On every overcast
quarters this
and threatening day this ingenious collector—
who is always followed by a boy with a handcart—gathers in from 70 to 100 umbrellas,
which be afterward sells at the usual retail

The latter knows, however, that, while the
goat may be roughly described as an omnivoris not umbrelliverous. Unous animal, he
doubtedly goats do eat hoopskirts, and in the
when
hoopskirts were fashionable thousdays
ands of goats were fattened noon them exclusively. The umbrella has so many characteristics of the hoopskirt that one would naturally suppose that it would tempt the appetite of
goats, but it is a well ascertained fact that, for
some unexplained reason, no goat will touch
staran umbrella except when suffering from
vation, Prof. Tyndall kept a goat for seven
days without food, and offered him an old umbrella every day, but the goat would not touch
it till the seventh day, when, being overcome
witli hunger, he ate three ribs and part of the
handle, and died two hours later with symptoms closoly resembling those produced by
strychnine. ThiB experiment may be regarded
as conclusive, and wo must acquit the
goat of
all siiaro in causing the disappearance of umbrellas.
To some extent it is possible that old umbrellas are used in cheap restaurants, the ribs being served up under the name of asparagus,
but only a very small proportion of sixteen
millions of umbrellas can be annually used in
this way. Neither docs the occasional use of
an umbrella as a club by a vigorous female reformer have any real bearing on the subject.
There is positively bo theory which accounts
satisfactorily for the disappearance of old umbrellas, and it is the imperative duty of scientific persons to invent a theory without further
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To be found in the State.

at present in this country at least
24,000,000 of private umbrellas, exclusive of
those remaining unsold in manufactories and
shops. Each umbrella owner buys at least one

a

Leaving State street Wharf, by

__eodtf
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are

But, conceding teat one-sixtu oi tne active
umbrellas are stolen or sold for the second time,
there still remain eighteen million of umbrellas whose annual disappearance is to be accounted for. Let ns assume that of this number two million are furnished with new covers
and a fresh coat of varnish, and so re-enter into circulation as new umbrellas. Still there
sixteen millions more which vanish utterly
from the face of the earth.
In the case of the disappearance of pins—a
familiar subject which has occupied for many
years, the attention of our statisticians and other scientific persons—it is easy to say that their
small size enables them to successfully conceal themselves. Old umbrellas have not this
advantage. Next to a hoopskirt an old umbrella is the most obtrusive thing in nature.
Not only does it refuse to conceal itself, but it
attacks every one who comes within its reach,
and clings desporately to his legs and garments.
Its r\Jjs protrude in all directions, like the
tentacles of the octopus, and no amount of
force or ingenuity can compress it into a small
space. To get rid of an old umbrella will be
seen, on reflection, to be apparently one of the
most abstruse and difficult of problems.
It is well established that old umbrellas are
not kept in homes. The housewife, when questioned as to what has become of any given old
umbrella, will always reply vaguely: “Oh, it
has been thrown away.” Of course this cannot be understood literally. If sixteen millions
of old umbrollas were thrown into the street
every year, they would be blown about in
clouds thicker "than the ordinary city dust
cloud, and there would not bo a horse or a pedestrian in existence who had not sustained injuries from old umbrella ribs. When the
housewife “throws away” an umbrella it unquestionably vanishes, but what she calls
“throwing away” is obviously a peculiar and
mysterious act.
Hasty thinkers may assume that old umbrellas are cast out into vacant lots, where they are
promptly devoured by goats. This may seem

FRIDAY, JIJEY 7th.

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

a rainy day in
this city and its suburbs, umbrellas swarmed
in the streets and dripped all over the people
in the street cars. Most of these umbrellas
were comparatively new, and the fact suggests the question, What becomes of old um-

There
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originality. Yesterday beiLg

that Harrison was leading. I went down to
Washington early in the spring and called him
into the cloak-room. ‘I think I shall be tho
Whig candidate,’ he said. I expressed my
doubt of it. 'Who will be, then?’ he asked. ‘It
looks to me like Harrison,’ I answered. He
almost sneered at the idea. He naturally had

I said, ‘and Clay cannot be elected If nominated. But Mr. Webster,’ I went on, ‘I haven’t
come to Washington to got you to withdraw
to accept the nominyour name, but to ask yon
ation for Vice-President in case Harrison is
selected for the first place.’ No, he wouldn’t
listen to Uuch a proposal, and he refused with
quite a much spirit as the occasion called for.
So I came home and Harrison was nominated
and John Tyler was made his Vice, and by the
death oi !! jj-rieon, Tyler became President a
month after the election. Webster saw the fatal mistake he had made, and the next time I
saw him—he was then Tyler’s Secretary of
State—he confessed it to me.
“Well, curiously enough, that wasn t the
last of his fatal mistakes. In 1848 the very
In 1814
ime thing happened right over again.
of
Clay had been again defeated aad taken out
tne way, and now Webster thought he would
walk over the course. I saw that General Taylor was pretty likely to be the mao, for after
tbo Mexican war thure was a great furor over
Taylor. Duriug tbo spring before the nomination I went over to Marshfield. ‘Well, what do
Mr. Webster,
you think of it this time?’ asked
with a smile of security.
-I think this time,’ I said, ‘that General
Taylor will bo the man.’
lie was astounded. It didn’t look so at all to
him. Ho thought it a very wild guess. ‘Do you
soriously think,’ lie asked, that such a man
nominated?’ I assured him that I
can bo
thought it very probable. Taylor was then
designated by those who did not admire him as
‘an illiterate |frontier colonel who hasn’t voted
for forty years, and Webster [seemed to sympathize with this view. I then appealed to him
to accept the nomination for Vice President under Taylor. He remembered his former mistake, and smiled,and said at last that he would
consult his twojbest friends, Goorgo Ashmun,
of .Massachusetts, and Senator Wilson of New
Hampshire, and do as they said. came. I met
“Ihey wore summoned and
them at Mr. Webster’s and presented my figures. They were nonplussed at first, but came
finally to my conclusion that Taylor’s nomination was probable, and they joined me in advising Mr. Webster to be content with second
place if tho first should prove beyond bis reacli
He reluctantly agreed to it, and 1 was authorJust
ized to see the arrangement carried out.
at that point his son, Fletcher, came home
from town and he ridiculed the scheme so energetically and so bitterly that his father returned to his original position [and refused to have
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Tiie Indianapolis Journal warns Hicks,
the spiritual adviser of Guiteau, that there
is neither money nor honor in a biography
of the assassin.
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_MISCELLANEOUS._

to do with my proposal. Well, the
Vice Presidency went begging. The name of
Fillmore was suddenly sprung on the convention and he was put on the ticket. Taylor and
he were elected;
Taylor died in four months
and Fillmore became President, and Webster
to
went down
Washington and servod him as
Secretary of State, as ho had similarly served
tho accidental Tyler! I think the pair of curideal to sour him, and,
ous mishaps did a good
perhaps, helped to make him reckless in his
personal habits.”

anything
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NOTICE.
many friends of UR. E. R. UEEU
the Celebrated Clairvoyant, will be pleased to
learn that he has returned to the City and lake,
rooms at No. 4 Chestnut St., where he Is
prepared
to treat all kinds of Chronic Diseases.
The (Motor
lias no equal in describing and
locating
diseases
without asking any questions.
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Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell & Co., Andrews, ArmT. Cleveland, RobA.
Hodsdon,
Wentworth,
strong,
ert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose, Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.

Brunswick,

B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damatiscotta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley &
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.

Gorham, J. Irish.
Hailowell, C. L. Spauldidg.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.

Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Lewis,

F. A. Millett.
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ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY
ENTERT A INMENTS.
Baud.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Chandler V

Large variety.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Friday—Owon, Moore & Co.
Notice is Hereby Given—2.
Semi annual Statement of the Dry Dock.

Bowdoin College Examinations.
Miss Sewall’s Day School for Young Ladies.

Carriage’s

AUCTION SALES.
Harnesses—F. O. Bailey & Ca.

of Picnic, Luncli and
A Large variety
Market Baskots may be found at
Kendall & Whitney’s.
jlyTdlw
From the cradle to the grave all are subject
to coughs and colds. Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balsam is a certain cure in the most obstinate
New trial size, 10 cts.
cases.
jy3-M,'W,S,&w
When you feel out of sorts, have the blues,
melancholy, etc., it must be indigestion that
ails you. Brown’s Iron Bitters cures it.
MWF&w
jy3

Pinckney’s “Extra Genuine” Mustard.
The finest quality and highest grade of Mustard imported. Warranted chemically pure.
W. L.Wilson & Co.,
For sale by
Wholesale and Retail Grocers, Portland, Me’

jyG-dtf
“I am now ready to lay down my bundle.”
So said a laboring man, who, fpr long years
had toiled to support his family, and had beHe now says that
come reduced iu health.
Hops and Malt Bitters has made him a new

jy3-M,W,F,&wtc

man.

Are You Troubled
with conscientious qualms?” asked a friend.
"So I am,” said the
"You look troubled.”
sufferer, “but it is with the toothache.” “More
fool, you,” replied the comforter; “got it
pulled out, and buy a bottle of SOZODONT,
“and preserve the good teeth from a like calam-

jy3-M,W,F,&w

ity.”

Satisfactory.
Mrs. Wallace. Buffalo, N. Y., writes; “I
have used Burdock Blood Bitters for norvous and bilious headaches, and have recommended them to my friends; I believe them
superior to any other medicine I have used,
and can recommend them to any one requiring
Price §1.00; trial size
a cure for biliousness.

jy3-d&wlw

10 cents.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE KNIGHT.

Thursday.—Elizabeth Williams.Vagrant. Thirty
days in City House of Correction.
James Douglass. Intoxication. Fined $3 and costs.
Arthur Mills. Illegal transportation of liquor.
Fined §50 and costs.
Brief Jottings.
Rainy morning yesterday, but weather cleared at noon. Mercury 56° at sunrise, 05° at
southnoon, 63° at sunset; wind southeast and
west.
Collin's hand will give au open air concert
in Market square this evening, if the weather
is pleasant.
There will he a social religious meeting in
the smaller vestry of the Second Parish church
Pearl street, this evoning.
The High School Cadets are

going

to have u

moonlight sail, accompanied by their friends,
on the Minnehaha to-night.
A party of four from Portland were at I. A,
Carr’s, East Winthrop, July 1st, and caught
32 pounds of bass. At the outlet, some 200
pounds were taken on the samo day.
The steamer State of Maine has come out of
the dry dock, having been copper bottomed,
and now lies at the Portland conpany’s wharf
for tho finishing touches.
One of the sailmakors of Portland has been
feet
some time in rigging a schooner about 41
tall and 4 feet long. Wednesday she was car
ri«d down on tho Minnehaha to Peaks’ Island

sailed.

whore she
As will be seen by our advertisement, Chandlor’s band will give one of those delightful
sails that were so popular last seasoD, down
was

beautiful bay
urday afternoon.

our

on

Way.

The Democratic District Convention met at
The
Congress Hall at 10 o’clock yesterday.
convention was called to order at 10.20 a. m. by
the chairman of the Stato committee, Mr. E.
Stone of Biddeford, who read the call for the
convention under the vote passed by the State
convention at Lewiston in order that any vacancies in the congressional ticket miglitjbe filled. The chairman said in accordance with
that vote the present convention had been call-

grand old oak after the gale, lias come up
smiling prepared for another fray. He hoped
the people would soon, by a decisive voto elect
Unfora man to take the helm of the nation.
the

tunately for the party an able man, nominated
at the Lewiston convention, has declined to
serve you, said the speaker. He would have
polled a large vote. It is therefore important

steamer Gazelle next Sat-

hamlet. The Democratic parly possesses men
who will command that vote aud the speaker
hoped that, witnout bickering, the convention
would decide upon'the best man today to commend to the Democracy. He believed if the
convention made a wise choice their candidate

would carry the September eloction.
On motion of

con-

•
the report was accepted.
Mr. Sleeper moved a rd it was carried, that
the temporary organization be made permanent.

Hon. Bion Bradbury said the party was called upon this year to enter a compaign to settle
the political history of tho State for the next
twenty years. Acting on the principle of
Thomas H. Benton be believed in everything
for the cause and nothing for men. There are,
the chairman has said, scores of men competent to represent the Democracy in Congress.
He thought there were several gentlemen in
Cumberland county whose names might be
as

mentioned if the nomination was to come from
that county. York, however, prefers the nomination. She claims nothing. She js magnanimous. But she prefers to have it, and Bince I
have heard said he thatYork had agreed unanimously on a name to ^present, I would move

a name for canyou that York; county present
didate for Congress from this district.
Hon. L. D. M. Sweat seconded the motion.
His heart always warmed to York county. The
York people have not only claims but desires.
That large county is filled with tho sturdiest
lie thought
Democrats Maine ever raised.

might present would command
tho warmest support of the Maina freeman at

whoever York

the electio*.
The motion of Mr. Bradbury

wa3

put and

unanimously carried.
Ira T. Drew of York Jsaid York has some
One claim is the
merits and some claims.
The York
York
county.
redeem
to
right
(he btate convention, unanattended
people
Plaisted.
imously agreed to re-elect Governor
of a
They don’t propose to elect the eighth
who never
governor, or a granger on paper
We York people, said
hoed a hill of

potatoes.

are especially pleased with our governor
and the make-up of the Congressional ticket.
Wo went for Anderson again believing he was
a
legally elected the first time. We have
we
great work before us. I believe, said he,
shall comeout right side up. Shall we have
Here w e see Captain Itobie
au executive?
to allow tho governor to appoint his

he,

refusing

son a

private secretary,

a

thing

never

betore

The constitution prodone any where else.
vides that the governor shall nominate and
have
The
Council
the Council confirm.
nothing to do with the nomination. They
if not,
may seo if the nominee is suitable and,
refuse to confirm him for cause, bat they have
no right to say to the governor you must ap.
point such a man if yon want us to confirm
him and the man who has the “cheek” to say

I don’t believe wo desire in the governor’s
In York we think we have a good
chair.
York ha3 held a meeting
man for Congress.
and desired me unanimously, to present tho
so

namo of a gentleman of standing and ability;
later a stock-farmer and
a sterling lawyer,
lumber dealer, against whom the breath of

slander has never touched; of high family
standing; who can command the entiro vote of
Maine and will honor the district if elected. I

Joseph Dane of Ifennebnnk.
(Great applause.)
S. C. Stront, Esq., of Portland seconded the
nominate Hon.

Mr. Dane for
bore out all
a man who
fully
was
Ho
years.
Mi. Drew had said of him. His election
be more honorable to Maine than to the

nomination.

Ho had

known

would

With such an able executive as
excellent electoral ticket, I beaud
have
wo
and
lieve, said he, we shall go into the election

come

____

Novel Invention.
Messrs. C. A. Dyer & Co., are using at their
a
canning factory on Custom House wharf,
and
novel invention devised by Messrs. Dyer
of the firm. The invention is a set of
A

Libby,

Russian bristle brushes, set in a peculiar posiThe mickerel
tion and rotated by Bteam.
which are being prepared for canning, after
and the
being split, are put under the brnshos
entrails and all waste matter is removed from
them very rapidly. With one of these simple
machines the work of five hands in the old
of time and
way, is done fin the same length
done much better. About fifty mackerel per
minute can be dressed by this machine. When
the mackerel are plenty
hundred barrels per day.

this firm can can

one

Sunday School Excursions.
The Pine Street Methodist Sunday School
leavwill go on an excursion to White Head,
the Gaz9lle at 8.30
ing State street wharf on
a. m.

will go to
Free street Baptist Sunday School
Pavillion Grove July 7th.
will
Park street Church and Sunday School
River Friday.
go to Mitchell’s, Spurwink
The First
picnic to Spurwink River

Baptist

is postponed to Tuesday, July 11th.
The excursion of the Second Parish Sabbath
School to Pownal has been postponed to toRailmorrow. Train will leave Grand Trunk
<J,00

Kennobuuk

vention was made a committee on credentials.
The committee through their chairman Mr.
Torrey of Bath, subsequently reported 229 del140 from
egates present; 71 from York county;
Cumberland county; 18 from Sagadahoc, and

writes:
The show, as it is, is the most wonderful exhibition ever presented to a New York public:
and without doubt it is the finest circus tho
world ever saw, hence the phenomenally large
audiences that are to bo seen at every performance. The circus in three rings is immense,
and tho costumes worn by tho various riders
and artists are marvels of elegance and good
taste. The double menagerie contains the very
rarest animals, and the extensive museum has
In
some remarkably curious human beings.
tho menageries are Jumbo, the wonderful baby
anielephant, and tho young of many other
mals, making tho zoological collection a source
a baalso
Tho
is
value.
and
interest
of great
by Zulu and a troupe of these curious people.
The special and sensational acts of Lu Lu, the
manbird, the flying trapezists, of which there
are four, Zazel, the monster, and the Japanese
acrobats and jugglers are intensely interesting.
Altogether, tho show is magnificent, its equal
and
never seen, and its thousands of features
attractions the best, unquestionably, iu the

at

Mr. Cousins of

the committee who signed the call for the

ear didate.

road depot

notify

democratic convention.

The Greatest Show In the World.
Of this collossal exhibition to bo here next
Monday, July 10th, the New York Daily News

world.

One

for the suffrages of the btate
you should present
last
a man of great ability, who will draw the
roto, bearing the Democratic name, from every

A

and

All

chair,
and John J. Lynch of Portland as secretaries.
Upon taking the chair Mr. Andrews eulogized the grand old Democratic party; said the
convention had met with common hopes, expectancies and desiros and declared the party
had been vallified and traduced, but now, like

__________

NEW

Two

Were

ed in order to supply the vacancy caused by
He
the resignation of Hon. S. J. Anderson.
called Hon. S. C. Andrews of Portland, to the
and named Curtis C. Cleaves of York,

Rockland, O. C. Andrews,
Scbattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarrappa, at the Post Officev
Saco of L. Hudson and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
VinalhaveD, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wlscasset, Gibbs & Rundlett.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody,
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

CITY AND

Conventions That

a. m.

Universalist. Executive Board.
The Executive Board of the Universalist
of
State Convention will moot in tho vestry
the Church of tho Messiah, this forenoon, at
of the Mission work,
10 o’clock. The interests
at that time.
A plan
etc., will be considered
will be mapped
of work for the ensuing year
Tho board for the
out by this committee.
tho following: Hon.
present year consists of
R. Dresser,
Ara Cushman, L. H. Hutchinson,
Whitman, H. A.
Revs. I. J. Mead, H. S.
J. V. BradPhilbrook, B. H. Davis, Messrs.
ley, Moses Plummer.
Fatal Accident at Cumberland
cf
Jeremiah Clement, an esteemed citizen
a car load of ’aIE‘

Saccarappa, was walking by
ber at Cumberland Mills yesterday morning
when tbo stakes gave way, allowing the heavy
timber to fall upon Mr. Clement breaking a
leg and arm and so injuring him internally
that he died in two hours.

tious Council set up their judgment based npI trust we
on nothing on which it can stand.
will give a united support to Gov. Plaisted in
the coming election. Again thanking you very
much, I bid you good-bye and God bless you.
Mr. Bradbury asked if there was anything
more before the convec tion.
A motion to adjourn was made.
A suggestion was received that the committhe Greenback convention of the
tee to

triumphant.
Torrey of Sagadahoc

out

nomination had not yet reported.
Sir. Bradbury thought there was no necessity
for waiting. If that convention didn’t choose
to indorse it let them take the consequences.
Capt. C. H. Chase said that his district comthe evening before to nomittee had

provided

tify each other of their respective action.
Mr. Lewis Pierce though it but right to hear
from the Greenbackers before they decided to
the battle alone.
Information was received that it would be
resome little time before the committee could
port, and a recess was taken till 12 o’clock.
At 12 o’clock the committee reported that

light

the Greenbackers had endorsed Mr. Dane, and
a little unimportant talk the convention

after

adjourned.
The convention was called to order by I. D.
(Juimby, who announced the following temporary

organization:

President—J. H. Hammon, North Berwick.
Secretaries—A. W. Butler, North Berwici»
II. It. Drew, Richmond; J. T. Hull, Portland.
The following gentlemen were solected to
act as vies presidents:
G. M. Weymouth, Biddeford; John E. Donnell, Portland; M. B.,Spinney, Eliot.
Mr. Quimby read the call for the convention.
The call gave the counties

delegates

as

fol-

lows:
Cumberland.
York.

Sagadaboj.

oJ

Mr. Hammond, on taking the chair, made
brief remarks,
On motion of William Emery of Alfred, the
district committee was made a committee on
credentials.
The committee on credentials reported delegates present from the several counties as fo).
lows:
Cumberland.or

York.-.b J
14:
Sagadahoc.

Total.164
Mr- Emory of Alfred moved the appointment of a committee of three, one from each
Adopted, and the
county, on resolutions.
committee was appointed as follows: York,
William Emery; Cumberland, Elliot King;
Sagadahoc, I. T. Hobson.
Mr. Weymouth of Biddeford moved to proceed to nominate a candidate for representative to Congress.
“Let ns
Mr. Todd of Portland objected.
bear from the committee on resolutions first,
said Mr. Todd.
“Perhaps our candidate
might not be willing to stand on onr platform.”
Mr. Weymouth withdrew his motion.
The following resolutions wero then presented by William Emery of Alfred:
rt'hereas, Tho Republican party are reportod to
bo proposing to use a large amount of money for
election purposes, and depend upon it and the
purchase of votes for success; therefore
Resolved, That such use of money is corrupt, demoralizing and detrimental to the interests of tho
country and deserves the severest condemnation.
Wo recommend that the several toirn committees
for the detecappoint detectives to oft'er a reward
tion of such use of money, and prosecute it to the
full extent of the law.
Resolved, That we endorse tho action of tho Banthere adopted,
gor convention, and the resolutions
and believe that the re-election of tho Hon. Harris
M. Riaisted as Governor and the election of the
Hons. George W. Ladd, Thompson H. Murch, Daniel li. Thing, and the nominee of this convention as
representatives to Congress is a great necesand a duty that we owe to tho State.

sity

Mr. Quimby called upon Mr. Todd to speak.
Mr. Todd said he was not a talking man
(laughter) and then proceeded to talk.
D? H. Thing was then called for. Mr.
condition
Thing said he was not in » physical
Ho laid down his hoo yesterday to
to talk.
come here. I have no objection to say that I
am with you in your contest. I believe that
be reyour ticket will succeed, and the State
When I think of what we have
deemed.
done, I feel to say with Simeon, “Now let Thy
servant depart in peace.” We cannot make

this

campaign,

and was

obliged

will tho RepubliWe say to them
money perish with

as

money
cans, nor do we want to.
with ono of old, “Thy
thee.” At this point, Mr.
a

Thing

broke down,

to take his seat.

Mr, King declined to speak.
Mr. Weymouth renewed his motion to pro.
ceed to nominate a candidate for Representative. Carried.
Mr. King of Portland presented the name of
acJudge Dane, and moved his nomination hy

clamation.
Mr. Holden of Otisfieid, wanted to ballot for
a candidate.
Mr. Emery of Alfred seconded the nomina“He is capable, he is
tion of Judge Dane.
hands
in
his
and
your interests will he
honest,
safe.”
Mr. Holden said if his motion was not in accordance with the programme lie would with,
draw it.” “I am with the majority, however,”
he added.
Mr. Emery suggested that some other candidate might be named.
Mr. Holden thought, under the motion it
too late.
Mr. Walker of Portland asked Mr. Emery
if Judge'Dano if elected would favor our present financial system, or be willing to accept
was

the national system.
Mr. Emery referred Mr. Waiker to tho Democratic platform at Lewiston.
Crios of “Question.”
The question was put, and Judge Dane was
unanimously nominated.
John M. Todd of Portland and William

Emery of Alfred wore appointed a committee
to inform Judge Dane of his nomination,

representing the
Democratic convention appeared, and notified
Ira T.

Drew of Alfred

said his county
no
could name a candidate but felt she had
business in the convention. This is a provisional
and Sagadahoc understands the

the convention of tho nomination of Judge
Dane hy the Democrats.
On motion of Mr. Edwards of Portland the
convention adjourned until 1.30.

nomination is conceded to York. His conand
stituents all said “go for Joseph Dane”
therefore he seconded the nomination.
a
Mr. Dano was unanimously nominated by
rising vote, amidst groat applause.
On motion of B. F. Andrews, Esq., that
and I,
gentleman, W. S. Hagar of Richmond

Tho convention met at 2 o’clock.
The district committee was empowered to

Mr.

arrangement

T. Drew of York wero appointed a committee
cf
to notify the Greenback District convention
the nomination of Mr. Dano.
Messrs. L. D. M. Sweat, L, S. Moore and
Dr. E. M. Fuller wero elected a committee on
resolutions. They reported as follows:
late
Resolved, That the resolutions passed at our
State convention bo and they are hereby adopted by
this convention.
Resolved, That we cordially approve the nominafor Con
tion of Hon, Joseph Dane as the nominee
to tho confidence and
gross as eminently entitled
«f
Maine.
support of the people
The resolutions were adopted.
Loud cries arose for Hon. Joseph Dane and
took tho platform amidst loud
that

gentleman
applause. Mr.

fill vacancies.
Mr. Dane was then called for and responded
saying of the nomination given him: “Gen.
Anderson having retired from the canvass the
Democratic convention having turned to me,
me in nomination, I felt it my
and

placod

duty laying aside all personal feeling to accept
that nomination, and now you having given
me a nomination I deem it my duty to accept
it here and now, and I shall always esteem it a
I do
high mark of your Confidence, standing as
In
a Democrat, upon a Democratic platform.
tho broad language of equal rights, equal

privileges,equal
with yon.”

equal

burdens I

am

John M. Todd called for cheers for the candidates of the party which were given, and on
motion of Mr. Edwards of Portland the con"

veation adjourned.

Dane said:

Mr. President and Gentlemen:—1 am very
that circumstansorry, and I exceedly regret,
ces should have compelled that distinguished
who so nobly
J.
S.
Anderson,
Hon.
gentleman,
led the Union forces in the hard fought camso high,
paign of 1880, and carried the standard
and who, if he would have accepted your nomination, would have placed it emblazoned with
of
victory on tho heights, to decline tho honor
tho nomination. That you gentlemen in the
turned
have
should
hour of dissapointmont
I am conscious
your eves to me surprises me.
have carmany a name in this district would
lustre to
mor9
ried more strength and added
than with
easier
made
and
victory
your ticket,
mine. Gentlemen, you have done me high
honor. It has oomo unsought, and is none tne
less dear. I hold it a distinguished honor to
receive this nomination, and whatever my peror
sonal feelings may he, or how it may affect,
interfere with my business, I feel I should acit
For
here.
and
goncept it, and I do, now
tiemen, I tender my sincere thanks.
Born a Whig, bred & Whig, and trained in
Whig principles, I was content to follow the
guide of Daniel Webstar, anil tr.:a;l in the pathway he illumined. When tho Republican party
St
was formed, and the Whig broken up, I felt
ranks.
my dutv to fall into the Democratic
first
tho
and
its
raised
head,
When secession
<*uns were fired against the constitution, law,
and order, I feit it my duty, in companionship
with the war Democrats to stand by tho govI
ernment, and by my simple vo,e, to do what
could to sustain and olevata it. I Groat apand
plause. I I have always felt it my pleasure
ever
duty to vote with the Democratic party
I rejoice to
since I stepped into its ranks,
anil when corruphave voted for McClellan,
in Washington,
tion and extravagance ruled
were turned
and the eyes of the whole country
stables in Is o w
to him who swept out tho Augean
for that man,
York, with the others I voted
of the
elected to the highest ofhee m the gift
in so doing
Tilden—and
people—for Samuel J.
bad the approval of my conscience Tildeoj
a now
who would have been President but for
principle of mathematics, and who may yot
With equal pleasure 1
again be nominated.
voted for Hancock. I give you these, ray acts,
and by them you must judge me. I ajso voted
for Plaisted. In that hour of trial I fo.t not a
shot should be wasted, and, if I livo, I shall
have voted for Gov. Plaisted for two years to
come.
In this coming struggle, than which
none like it has been seen in the State, every
There is a State issue,
man must do his part.
all of you see and kuov/, and which I think
every voter will understand, when it comes to
vVhether the Governor shall
the election:
exercise his constitutional privileges, or a fac-

labors and

Chandler’s Grand Excursion.

Monday morning a pleasant party left EastOur trip by rail very
ern depot for Gardiner.
enjoyable, band playing at various stations.
At Gardiner carriages wore awaiting to condrives and corvoy us over the city, pleasant
dial people; after two hours in town, tho band
giving its finest music, we took the beautiful
steamer Sebenoa down the lovely Kennebec

grand scenery is beyond
river lo Bath.
description; excels everything in our State.
We left our worthy esteemed conductor who
so kindly assisted the ladies at Gardiner, meetOn our
ing him at Bath to carry us home.
sail entrancing muBic from the baud added
much to our enjoyment. Mr. Chandler seemed
The ladies treated him
ten years younger.
Arriving at Bath
from their lunch baskets.
for onr
we enjoyed walks and drives, leaving
Bath
4.40.
at
people were
home
Portland
highly favored with ransio—Chandler’s best.
Arrived home 0.20, bidding adieu to friends.
All were perfectly satisfied with the day’s
One of the Party.
Such

Uip,

Gorham Normal School.
The examination at Gorham Normal School
took place yesterday. In the forenoon the examinations in teaching, arithmetic, geometry,
literature, chemistry, geography, study, didacwere held; in the afternoon,
tics and

language
in geometry, grammer, physics, government,
botany and history. The graduating exer ises
duroccur to-day. Gov. Plaisted was present
ing the afternoon

until
Saturday. The High School
Cadets individual drill will take place on the
piazza of the Peaks Island House on Saturday
also. There will be, besides, a grand swim-

poned

ming match open to the world.
The yacht race came off according to arwind
rangement yesterday afternoon. The
from
was strong and fair for a first rate race
the :southeast. The signal gun was fired at
There were
3.10 and the starting gun at 3.15.
some elevon yachts started, all but ono, in both
classes, sloops. The courses were those published in the Press on Tuesday. The race for
second class sloops was really between the
Vice Commodore
Goold of the

Tempus,

Portland Yacht Club, and the Casco, Capt.
E. L. Soule of the same club. Tho contest
was very sharp and was won by the Tempus
fifteen seconds. The Tempus mado

by jusf

the courBe in 1 hour 15 minutes. The schooners
of this class did not sail. Tho third class race
was won by the Georgia, Capt, Jellison of the
Biddeford Yacht Club. She showod herself a
smart boat. There was a schooner in

good

CEOOKKD GREENBACK CONVENTION.

yesterday._

Unity Lodge.
The following is the statement of this lodge
July 1st:
Par Value. Market Valno.
$21,430.74
Funds July 1,1882.$17,311.74
00.72
49.04
Funds per member.
3.02
Gain in 0 mouths per member .14
admitted.29
Via yrs
20
members
Average ago of
*•
853 present members.34
>•

Portland Society of Art.
At a special meeting of the Society of Art,
held last evening, the following persons were

elected members:
Mrs. H. S. Kaler, Miss Alice Bucknam, Miss
Helen G. Oxnard, Mrs. Harvey 1). lladlock,
Mrs. Samuel N. Weeks, Mr. Lionel Cobb, Mr.
Haryey D. Aadlock,

STATE NEWS

Peaks Island.
The different contests at Peaks Island arranged for yesterday morning have been post-

this class, whose name we failed to get, sailed
ovor the course, but as tho rules required
three to sail it was no race. The first prize,
for 'second class yachts, a beautiful aneroid
barometer, was awarded the Tempus, and the

prize for third class, a handsome spy'
glass, to tho Georgia. A large number of
spectators viewed tho races which wore very
first

successful.
Y. M. C. A. Notes.

Cages of singing birdi have been placed in
the reading room and library.
The open-air gospel meeting will be held on
Fore street, near the Custom House, on Sunday at a quarter to fivo o’clock.
The board of Managers have granted Mr.
Winter, the General Secretary, two weeks vacation which he will probably take in August.
The attendance of young men at the Sunday
evoning gospel meetings frequently numbers
over one
The

found that the eye itself was uninjured, and a
few silken stitches repaired the damage. But
it was a narrow squeak, and no mistake.

room

win

do

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Piscataquis Game and Fish Protective
Society planted this week 5,000 spotted trout,
5000 land-locked and 200 sea salmon in Lake
Hebron in Monson. They were obtained from
the Mt. Kineo hatohery.
John Fox of Bath and John Frazier of Nova
Scotia went down the river in a fishing-boat
yawl, on Monday, and are now given up as
lost. Fox leaves a wife and five children' and
Frazier a wife and seven children.
IN GENERAL.

Over sixty corn canneries in the State of
Maine annually put up nearly 12,000,000 cans.
An exchange has made an estimate of the cost
at which oorn is prepared for the market. The
farmer is said to receive three cents for the
corn contained in the can; the tin and solder
costs three cents, and the remaining four or
five cents goes to the manufacturer for putting
The can contains twentyup and marketing.
six ounces of corn, so that farmers raise from
1,000 to 3,000 cans per acre, the average being
about 1,500, giving it a cash value of $45.
Ther e are several factories in Massachusetts,
but Maine is said to put up one-third of the
corn canned in the country.

the summer.
Several donors have offered to double their
subscribtions as soon as the Association gets
A movement is already
into better quarters.

FINE NAINSOOK

foot to secure suitable rooms one flight up.
Meetings for the study of new hymns and
the rehearsal of old ones held every Monday
evening at 8 o’clock. The public are invited
and requested to bring Gospel Hymns, No. 4

instruction

in

bot family upon her father’s side—a family
specially fitted for and with great experience
Her father, Hon. Geo. Abbot,
n teaching.
began life as a teacher in Washington, D. C.,
and the Academy there is named for him. He
was afterward private secretary to Daniel
Webster and later in life consul to Sheffield,

England. Mr*. Throop’s grandfather upon
tho mother’s side of the house was also a
tutor in Exeter Academy and Daniel Webster
received from him encouragement which he
afterward
and
acknowledged

gratefully
greatly needed at the time, being an awkward,
Mrs.
and not apparently brilliant scholar.
Throop has therefore a right to inherited
talent for teaching and, what is of still greater
importance, tho young ladies committed to her
care are certain to receivo groat benefit in the

example set
of manner
worth.

heforo them of grace and dignity
and feeling, and true womanly

Personal.
H. Townshend has recently been admitted to practice in the United States Courts.
N. K. Sawyer, formerly editor and proprietor of tho Ellsworth American, has been appointed consul at Turk’s Island.
Mrs. Fairfield, widow of the late Gov. John
Fairfield of Saco, lies dangerously ill at her

present.—Skoirhepan Reporter.

The Lirimore Leader, of Larimore, Dakota,
in an account of the late destructive fire at
that place says: G. P. Haley of Fryeburg,
Maine, was stopping at the Union Hotel, and
was about to jump out of tho window when
the piteous cries of a woman to save her child
attracted his attention and he rushed hack and

saved both.
The Somerset Reporter, with true journalistic
enterprise, stopped its press and
prepared and printed an extended account
of the sad drowning accident in that town
Wednesday, in which Hon. S. Coburn and
Ned understands how
his sou lost their lives.
it.
Tho funeral of tho ,late Miss Marion Colby
took place from her father’s residence In Stetsons’.Place, yesterday afternoon. The house
was crowded with her friends, and the floral
Rev. Mr.
tribntes were profuse and lovely.
McWhinnie officiated and referred to the deShaw’s quarceased in most touching terms.

(o do

tette club sang sweetly. The service s at Evergreen Cemetery wore also very affecting.
The Public Library.
In a previous article published June 17th, I
did not claim that the present library was a
free public library. I claimed, the intent of the
founders, the increase of the number of free
users from year to year, the eollection of a
reference library, as evidence of intention to
make it a free public library. And I showed
that the city could at any time assume the
ownership »f the library by vote of City

Council.
But as the article in Saturday’s Pbess signed
J. F. H. calls it “tho so-called Public Library.’’
I join issue, and claim that tho present library
is a Public Library in every sense of the term.
This statement I uphold by denying that a
free circulation and issue of books to citizens
for use at tbeir homes, alone constitutes a Public Library, The free library of this kind is of
recent growth, (thirty years) hut the great public libraries of the world, the British Museum,
the National at Paris and others, are much older than this century. These great libraries as
well as the Astor library, never circulate a
book outside their walls, but students visit
them from all parts of the civilized world to
consult their treasures.
Anil when a library lias collected even a few
representative books of the arts, sciences and
trades, when men can have free access to these
books every day in the week, the library is a
public library. I assert that the issuo of thousands of amusing books for people to road at
their homes, is not tbe highest work for a public library, but tbat the aim of a public library
should bo to collect reference books for the
The cost
use of the artisan, and the student.
of such books is so great that a few rich men
them.
The
pubcan alone afford to purchaso
lic library is a great leveller, putting the poor
man in a position to enjoy the same privilege
that the rich man enjoys. The head of a manufacturing firm on Saturday assured me that
he consulted books at the library relating to
his trade constantly, several times every week,
and that his application for the purchaso of
hooka relating to his trade had always been
that
promptly met. I did not intend to suggest
the city should grant an additional two thouedusand do! lars pi r year, but that this noble,
cational work should rocoive gifts of money
from individuals to enable it to meet the demands of the public more successfully.
I wish however, to put myself on record as
assorting that it would be very much more to
the credit of our city if it had paid out 560,000
rather than 516,800, for establishing a public
E. A. N.
library.
The Fourth at Fryeburg.
The celebration at Fryeburg passed off in a
very pleasing manner. The hells were rung in
tbe morning and evening, the “antiques and
horribles” appeared in full array, and the various characters personated caused immonse fun
A bountiful dinner was
and amusement.
served by tbe ladies in the grove. The East
Fryeburg band furnished excellent music. The
literary feast of the day was the reading of
Webster’s oration, delivered here over eighty
Brief addresses followed, by C. M.
years ago.
Stearns, Frank Hobbs and A. F. Lewis. A
ball at Henry Andrews’, and a promenade
concert at Court Hall closed the festivities of
A. F. L.
the day.
MoBt Dangerous at the Breech.
boy named Green, living in Saco, was firing an old gun on the Fourth, when it kicked
terribly, knocking the patriotic youth Boveral
him of his senses, breaking his
A

feet, depriving

collar bone and jaw, knocking his upper front
teeth out, and cutting a large part of his upper
lip almost off. Another young man who stood
near was

knocked down insensible.

Amount of

capital actually
oxisting capital,

paid in.
about.
oUO.UO

debts due, not exceeding....
capital invested in real estate
and fixtures including machinery. 90,0Uu.UU
Amount of last valuation of real estate
and of the aggregate value of the taxable property of the corporation as
fixodby the assessors.27,500.00
Dat*d at Portland, Me., July 3d, A. D. 1882.
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until

September

SAVE MONEY
buying

Black

Colored

Silks, Rhadamas,
Morie, Mervilieux, Surahs, Table
Linen, Parasols and Hosiery of us.
Dross Goods,

We have the best assortment, all
the Novelties, many styles not
shown elsewhere, and sell t e best

goods

cheap

as

as

poor goods

arc

sold.

J. M. DYER & CO.
Congress St.

511

cotUf

mayl6

Sale by the Cargo

or

Cask at

Warehouse 10 Central Wharf.
Cargo 750 Casks jnst arrived and discharging.
LOWEST PRICES.
Call on or address
Central

CABO.—We liavo placed the sale of our celebrated Jacobs’ Lime for this vicinity with L. C.
Cummings with whom most favorable terms can be
made. Dealers and consumers generally will find it
to their advantage to give us part of their trade.
We guarantee the Jacobs’ Lime equal to the best in
the market.
€ ABLEIOIY, NORWOOD & COMPANY,
a2w
MLamifnctureri.
jy6

One

price.

lot

large

Preble
Jelodtr

_

can

you

buy

a

nice

LINEN ULSTERS
We are now prepared to
show as tine a line of Ladies’ Linen Ulsters as has
ever been offered in this

inhabitants.

Our customers will be
pleased with any of the
above bargains.

WANTED,
An Experienced Sales-

lady.

a

teams and nor sob, is ottered at a decided bargain if
applied for at once. Connected therewith is a
Dwelling House with all modern improvements,
and having a line Store on the lower floor; also an
excellent Stable and about 10,000 feet of land.
The property must be sold to sett le an estate. For
particulars address WADLEIGH & DOLLIVER,
Trustees. 84 Commercial street, Boston.

dlw

jun30

In all

221

its varieties, wholesale and retail.

Street,

Middle
Opposite Falmouth

G. L.

Hoto

Street.
dtt

COAL AND WOOD.
has

_dlf

taa;22

GO TO OLD ORCHARD BEACH

EASTERN 1 OLD ORCHARD JUNCTION R.R.’s
All Train* oil Gan tern cxcep
Pullman Connects.

Sunday Train « p.

1.45

a.

in.

in.

jo29dim
All our Rich Taney Goods biiilable for Wedding Presents, will
be sold at

Twenty-live

ROUNDS,

Per Cent.

Discount for a few days ouly, at
Gilbert’s Hall.

SON,

taken the wharf formerly occupied by Evans &
Mooney for the purpose of carrying on the

Coal and Wood Business.
A

full supply just received of

Lehigh, Johns, Free Burning, Franklin
and ail Standard Domestic Coals
family use. Also

Unnibcrlnnd Coal for Blacksmith.’
Hard and Soft

Wood, Slab,

MONEY.

BEFORE inn

Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims.
ADDRESS:

Washington, D, C.,

Herbert Cr.

Ladies ar© delighted with it and regard it as a
“Household Favorite.”
Stove dealers can add it t© their regular busiMONEY.

MAKE

For ecasi'ta anci mountain resorts, camping-out
purposes, country and oily residences and for
making steam for mechanical purposes it is very
valuable.
Easy to operate and ©ven a child can manage
it with entire safety.
To see it is to be convinced.

GIVE IT A fBIAL.
Now on exhibition at No. 9 Exchange 81
All are cordially invited to call.
County, city and town rights for sale for
places in Baene not already sold.

solicited and promptly answered.

Liquid

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICTOR
OF

—

American & Foreiipi Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.
business

relating to Patent* promptly an4
jal2tf

INSURE

YOU SHOULD

WHY

Fuel Co.,

Liquid

No Ashes. No dust. No Inconvenience.
Stoves run without care at a saving of 25 per
cent.
At slight additional expense over cost of
can
heating and cooking arrangements, appa-fttus
be attached to make first class illu

and

Fortland, ill..

and

Refers by permission to—Hon. James G. Blaine;
B. F.
Hon. William P. Frye, US. Senate; Hon
Jonas, U. S. Senate: Hon. W. W. Crapo. M.O.Xia.;
Hoa.
the
of
E
Navy;
Wm.
Sec’y
Hon.
Chandler,
Eocene Hale. U. S. Senate; Hon. T. B. Reed, M. O.,
D.
&
O.;
Washington,
Wilson,
Maine; Shellabarger
m) 29dtf
Moses Taylor & Co., New York City.

-IN THE-

Company,

Fuel
*

jnnl3dlm

UNION MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PORTLAND, MAINE.!
IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, haying been satahlshed over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT

PANIC since its organisation, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, haying gained
many
an established character for liberality by
years of fair dealing with its polioy-holdora.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the hlgheet insurance authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.

PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
stockholders to take the lion’s share of the proMutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIE3 in forco, and is therefore snre of a fair aver
Age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by
IT IS A

no

fits.

epidemics.
IS

IT

A

HOME

COMPANY.

All noliel*
POLICIES!
INCONTESTABLE
issued after Nov. 16, 1881, are inconteetibl# after
the
of
date
policies for any
three years from the
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provide*
for every contingency which can occur during it*
continuance, ana is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most Just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of tfi6
policy-holder ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
and the dividend addithe reserve upon the
tions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow
ment.

policy

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest-'
President.
JOHN E. DE WITT,
DANIEL SHARP, Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical [Mreotor.

have added to their regular
stock of

FERRIS,

J. F.

Manager for Maine and New Hampshire

BUTTONS,
L1GES,
HOSIERY,
RIBBOYS,
MDERWEAR, ’GLOVES

JAMES A. ANDERSON,

Arent far

de«3

«o

EMMERTON JONES,
Portland.

$5.00

dtf

McKENNEY’S
CITY TIME

SHETIMII MillUS
from 50 cts. to

Special Art.,

R.

Cambridge Observatory evory morning.

From

each.

The only store in tho City, making a speolaltv at
Clock business and employing a practical J

CLOCK MAKER.
on hand the largest stock of
to be found in the State of Main*.

I have always

Clook*

All kinds of Watch, Clock and fine Mechanioal

re-

done in the best possible raauner at
lowest prices for fine work.

pairing

Watches, Clocks id Jewelry,

H.ju23I. NELSON & CO.

sold

on

installments.

McKEfflEY, THE JEWELER,
547

INTERESTING

Congress St.
dim

PORTLAND, ME.

JeO

to those in want of

BOOTS and SHOES. GALL and SEE
Decker Bros’ Pianos,
In order to reduce our Stock to make
Good/:; of our own manufacture.

We offer at COST for the JiEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoe3. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, aud consists
of goods from lino hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
andjexamine our goods before buying

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
Alio a ohoioo stock et first-elan

MMtMMMMt.

mail

or

telephone.

TELEPHONE NO. 221.

Commercial, Corner of
Center Street.

_dlmls

jyG

SAMUEL TDIJBM,
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE GO.,
Street Block, PORTLAND,
3 Free

Cor. Union St Under Falmouth Hotel.

eop29

Janl

Art Needle Work.
Every Itidy interested in Art
Needle Work, should examine the
new designs which we are now
showing in onr “Up Stairs” room.
Stamping executed in the very
best manner. Successors to H. W.
Simonton & Co.

use.

Edging.,
the city and

and

Sawed and delivered to any part of
subnrbs. We guarantee careful and prompt delivto all orders by
ery and strict persenal attention

Office 201

BAILEY.

Solicitors and Practitioners

elsewhere.

for

MUli TICKLE!

ARE ASSOCIATED AS

room for

STUOLETr,

One of the host

paving business,

d3at

E. W. letcatf and ClareHei Hale

A fine line of

We shall retail the above
goods at less prices than
we have ever been able to
buy them before, as they
are a job lot closed out
from a large jobbing house
retiring from the business.
We also have an extra
good bargain to offer in
Ladies’ tine Linen Hemmed
Handkerchiefs with choice

FORMERLY OF S. ROUNDS dk

city
'.0,000
AKERIES in New England, with
IN equipped
and having all necessary
and

large

MAK]E_

city.

middle

»•

PBDIUPT PArHEHT OF BfATH LOSSES.

marked down from 25 cts.

S853

9 p.

to

_

jgjp*A11

of

pair

Greene.

a. m.

faithfully executed._

Ladies’ Fancy Hose, II. I. IISI] & CO.

GEO. li.

BAKERYFOR SALE.
oi

Light

CENTS

FOR 16

nylO

—

Power!

Heat!

!

9 EX; IIA1VCE STREET.

jn30

TELEPHONE NO. 560.

a

■■■■■———————

Ml

■ ■I

Correspondeh

calls for baggage
parcels in any par of the
and checks it to any depot or steamor. Agents on
the Eastern, Boston & Maine, Maine Central ana
Portland and Ogdensbarg Roads.

House.

EXAMINATIONS

shall offer at about

or

Order

College.

for admtasio* to college will
be held at the Cleaveland Lecture Room.
Massachusetts Hall, on Friday, July 14th, and
on Friday, Sep. 29th, at 8.30 A. M.
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN.
jy7d&wtill jyl5
Brunswick, July 4th, 1882.

ness

BAGGAGE TRANSFER
city
Merrill & Co., under

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon tomake payment to
ALLEY HAWKES of Windham, Adm’r.
j,7dlaw3wF»
Portland, July 6th, 1882.

Maine

GRANT & LEFAVOR’S

box

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de-

just half price.

l. o. oxJiwcivcxTsra-JS,

Manufacturers’ Agent, No. 10
Wharf, Portland.

Notice

Printed Borders.

JACOBS’ LUMP LIME
For

is hereby hives that the
subscriber lias been duly appointed and taken
the
upon himself the trust of Administrator of
estate of
of
late
JAMES ROBINSON,
Portland,

Portland, Jane 7,1882.

dim

By

CH VRLESHUMPHREY, Administrator.
jy7dlaw3wF»
Yarmouth, July 6tb, 1882.

illuminating gas by an
at nominal cost
ingenious yet simple process and
oils.
aad
Kerosene
from Petroleum

we

Formerly occupied by Dr.
Office Hours from 9

ment to

COUNTY, CITY, & TOWN fflti UTS FOR SALE.

We have just secured a
large lot of Black and

Cor. Of High and Peasant Sta.,

en

AIanufactures heat and

28 & 30 Pearl Street.

and

CALVIN R. HUMPHREY, late of Yarmouth,
the County of Cumberland, 'deceased, nod
All persons
bonds as the law directs.
ng demands npon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

M

BREAD AND PASTRY,

Je30

•

Has leased the House and Offlc.

es-

PORTLAND, ran.

23S cts»,i

TEHjEPHONEI 177

Congress St. J

Wo. 284

and taken

On© of the most useful and valuable in yen
tions of the age.
Endorsed by leading scientific and business

that
half
at

ternoon, Baked Beans every Saturday. Goods delivered to any
part of the city.

CARDS.

duly appointed

Administrator of the

RARE CHANCE

Successors to W. C. Cobb & Co.,

Brown Bread every

oetadti

cTaTbaker, m.Ix

in

':

L.A.Goudy&Co., Spanish Laces

and

^BUSINESS

jy7eodtf

1st.

Cream

morning, Hot Biscuit every af-

Saturday, commencing
Consignments solicited,_

i» hereby biven, that the

Bowdoin

AT

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft.

White

Notice

subscriber has been
npon himself the trust of
tate of

LACES

Having renovated and improved onr manufactory (old
stand of W. C. Cobb & Co.) we are
prepared to fill orders at short
notice.
Having the largest and
best line of baker’s goods to be
found in the city—Campers, Picnic
Parties, Summer Houses,
Famines, and the trade generally
supplied promptly. A full line of
Fancy Crackers always in stock,

Merctian
Regular sale of Furniture and General
at 10 0 eloek *.

dise every

DR. L. J. CROOKER

The Maine

George

residence in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Andrew Maxim of Moscow
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of their
Four
marriage, on Saturday, June 24th.
daughters and nineteen grandchildren wore

the

of
Seftiii-aunual Statement
Portland Dry Dock.

TO

MANUFACTURERS OF

c. W. Al.nxn

BAILXV,

jyc_

We have a complete
stock of Gloves in Kid,
Silk, Lisle Thread mid
Cotton, both in black
and colors.

_

IS Exchange Ml.

Portland,

mail,

dtr

t. 0.

Friday Morning.

Jly7

will begin its lixlh year, September 12th‘
Pupils admitted to Smith and Wellesley Colleges
on tbe certiticato of the Principal.
For admission or circulars, address Miss F. D.
SEWALL, 78 Winter street, Portland, Me by

Jyi

_

alt

GIRLS AND YOUNG LADIES

492 & 494 CONGRESS SI.

Salraraam

Owen, Moore & Co.

CLOVES.

advanced
English
branches, French and Latin. This cannot fail
to be an exceptionally fino opportunity for
thorough education and training of youDg
ladies in both a literary and social way as
Mrs. Throop is admirably suited for the care
and direction of tho young. She is of the Ab-

private

Sale to Commence

—FOB—

receiving Novelties for
and
Misses
Ladies’
Children’s wear.

lucli.M*";

_

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

m.

Day School

In onr Lace Department we are constantly

__

Home School for Young Ladies.
Mrs. Everett S. Throop announces that she
will receive into her family on the 25th of
September next, eight or ten young ladies for

* CO.,

O. HAILEY

F.

w

YARD.

PER

10 CENTS

AT

bdlSS SEWALL’S

LACES.

Phaetons trimmed with leather and

new

Two open Box Buggies.
One Canopy Top Phaeton.
One Beach Wagon.
Ten new Harnesses.

Four Saddles.

Nainsook,

Plaid

PRANK S. WATERHOUSE, Jnstice of tbe Peace.

We have jnst opened
elegant line of these
goods in all widths, at
very low prices.

18
Fluia

»t

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

jy7

nn

July 8th,

on

cloth.

PIECES

TWENTY-FIVE

before me,

SMBROIDERIES,

street.
Ten

7th,

SELL

SHALIi

WE

ARDON W. COOMBS, Treasurer.
I, Arden W. Coombs, Treasurer of the Portland
stateDry Dock, on oath depose and say that the
ment by me above made and subscribed is true according to tho best of my knowledge, information
and belief.
ARDON W. COOMBS, Treasurer.
STATE OP MAINE, Cumberland, ss., Portland,
to
July 3, A. I). 1882. Subscribed and sworn

on

with them.

JULY

FRIDAY,

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

re-openou
with new

the first Saturday'in September
attractions.
The regular religious service of the Association will continue without interuption during

shall sell

and Carriage Mart,
WE o’dock at HorseSaturday,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
During the batteau race at Bangor the
Fourth, when the Indian crew were on the
home stretch, off the Dirigo Mills, some miscreant, who was near by in a yawl boat, threw
the crew,
an oar at Robert Hamilton, one of
striking him in the brea3t, inflicting a painful
if not serious injury.

hundred.

Boys reading

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES
BY AUCTION.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

George A. Wells of Foster’s Mills, Vassalboro, met with 6a peculiar accident Tuesday.
He was in the stable, tying up a cow, when the
animal suddenly to3sed her head and the
sharp lip of one of her horns struck the man
just below the left eye, tearing down the lower
lid, and, it was thought at first, destroying the
sight of the organ. Dr. Uolati wai called, who

sales.

auction

ADVERTISEMENTS

_NEW

NOTICE.
few days next
Today and
week, oui' whole Stock with the
exceptions of Hosiery and Unders
wear will toe displayed in Gilbert
Hall. The 25 per cent, discounts
will he made on Everything except a few articles, on which the
price is limited toy the ManufacSuch i*n opportunity to
turers.
purchase desirable goods cheap
is seldom offered. Terms strictly
cash.
a

MOORE & SO.
OWEN MOORE & CO. OWEN
jyldff
lUf

Owen, Moore & Co.
dt

Yachting Yachting.

rffTHE commodious and fast sailing Yacht Maggie
A having been thoroughly refitted for the season
is now prepared under tho command of Capt. I). N.
Poor to accommodate parties either by the day,
week, or longer if desired at reasonable rates. For
further particulars aud for terms enquire of

Cushing and WIcKenney,
18 COMMERCIAL WHARF.
or I». I«. Poor, Fcry Village.

_Jaw-

e28

CO to Old Orchard Beach

IISS I. E. FAIRWEATHEB,

Has jnst added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and (lermantown
wools, with patterns for working
them.
Also, South Kensington

Crewels.

Stamping

on any

Material

war-

ranted permanent.
IVS, E.
may6

8

FAIRWEATHERBXjM ST

dlf

CHANDLER’S BAND
Will give an
EXCCRSION DOWN THE BAY,

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, July 8
—os—

Steamer
Leaving

G-azelle.

2.40 p. m., and retarning at 6 p.
TltKIiTl.M cent, each
as

m.

d2t

jy7
S. H. LARMINIE,

A.

W. JORDAN,

Portland,

Chicago.

Ma

S. H. LARMME & CO.,
4'oinu>i»»iou

Jflerchanu.

-VIA—

Eastern ami OUl Orchard .function Railroads.
All Trains

Enilern rxcepl 1.43
Pulltunn conuccw.

on

a.

SUNDAY TRAIN 13 P. M.

je29

in.

Jim

Grain,

Seeds,

Provisions,

C’oiuuiercial »t., Portland OT«.
122 La Salle SI
CHIOAGO OFFICE,
157

Fntores bought and sold on Chioago Market on
marSdtf
Margins. Correspondence Invited.

Cleared.

Wit and .Wisdom.

MISCELLANEOUS

When he was eating fast and furiously, piling
in the food as farmers do hay into the barn on
the eve of a thunder shower in June, the head
waiter Stepped up and said, “Beg pardon, sir,
but there’B no train out to-night.” “I know
it,” said the man with his mouth full, “and
that’s why I’m hurrying to catch a good night’s
Bleep!” Surely he must have been an American!—Hotel Mail.
The countenance of mortal man or woman
cannot be celestially radiant and pure, but
with Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure it can be made
smooth and free from tetter, scaly eruptions,
A lovely
freckles and climatic discoloration.
toilet dre s Dg.

_

A man who had been carried to a Philadelphia hospital while suffering from the effects
of-a severe contusion was asked if he had been
while there.
“Considering all things,”

treated

kindly

“I

he answered,

think I have no right to complain. They amputated both of my leet, removed my collarbone, cut off my right arm, trepanned me>
took out a piece of the urder jaw, sawed my
left hipbone in two, and were about to exca'
vate Pve or six ribs, when afire broke out iu
the establishment and the police got away with
the rest of my body in safety.”

Absolutely

Pure,

powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
^economical
strength and wholesomeuess. More
be sold in comThis

ordinary kinds, and cannot
petition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
than the

alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans* Royal Baking Powder Co.

feb!8d&wly

New York.

Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills and Cordial
are fully appreciated in Boston, where the proprietor is best known and trusted. Itead advt.
this page.
Cephaline is superior to alcohol or acid
phosphates for nourishing the brain and nerves

on

be married. Next Tuesday’s her birthday,
and as I’m going to make her a present of some
bran new stockens I thought I’d stan’ bore a
bit to get a notion of the latest styles.”
to

BE8T THING KNOWN

WASHING^BLEACHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT QR CQLD WATER.
BAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should bo •without it.
Soldhy all Grocers. BEWAKE of imitations

well designed to mislead. PEAKLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YOKE.
MW&F&weow
Jel6

The best preventive of fever and ague, and
Ouo
all miasmatic diseases is Wheat Bitters.
trial will prove this. Sold by all druggists.
The history of music has never given us a
more ravishingly seductive instrument than
It is nature’s own melody.
the xylophone.
Talk abont a curfew bell or the warble of a bobolink or the ripple of mountain streams, if you
please, but the musical wash board, known as
the xylophone, scoops them all. Make a pick"
et feure with pickets of different lengths, and
pound on it with a stiok of stove wood, and you
will have tho xylophone. It is cheaper than
the piano, and can yield almost as much divine
racket. It is within the reach of all, and yet it
is wonderfully soothing to the ear. The xylophone in appearance resembles a corduroy
bridge, and in sound resembles the song of the
male Guinea hen as he coos to his mate.—Laramie Boomerang.
Horsford’a Acid Phosphate a Necessity
Dr. C. O. Files, Portland, Me., says: "Of
all tho samples of medicines sent me daring
tho past dozen years, it is the only one I have
ever
own

found which has become

a

necessity in my

household.”

They
even a

making car wheels of paper, and
“stationery” engine has been achieved.
are

—Lowell Courier.

LYDIA E. PSNKHAIVFS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
A. Sure Care for all FEMALE WEAKNESSES, Including Leucorrbcea, Irregular and Painful Menstruation,
Inflammation and IJlccralion of
tho Womb, Flooding, PROLAPSUS UTERI, &c.
ty Pleasant to the taeto, efficacious and Immediate
Jn Its effect. It is a great help in pregnancy, and relieves
during labor and at regular periods.
PHYSICIANS TSE IT AND PRESCRIBE IT FREELY.
Weaknesses of the generative organs
ty*FoB
of either sex, it is second to no remedy that has ever
been before the public; and for all diseases of tho
Eldnvys it is the Greatest Remedy in the World,
all

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS of Either Sex
Find Grcht Relief in Its Use.
LYDIA E. PHfKHAM’8 BLOOD PURIFIER
trill eradicate every vestige of Humors from the
to
Blood, at the same time will giro tone and strength
the system. As marvellous in results as tho Compound.
Compound and Blood Purifier aro prepared at 233 anil 235 Western Avenue, I.ynn, Mass.
Price of either, $1. Six bottles for $5. Tho Compound
Is sent by mail in the form of pills, or cf lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinklmm
3 cent
freely answers all letters of inqxilry. Enclose*
this ruper.
stamp. Send for pamphlet. Mention
w-Ltdia E. Pinkham’p. I rvnp. Ptlt s euro ConstlparyBoth the

piHAyHTiflsfl

and

Torpidity of thy Liver.

Summer

Complaints

At this season, various diseases of the
towels are prevalent, and many lives are
lost through lack of knowledge of a safe
and sure remedy. Perry Davis’ Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
Complaint, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Bead the following:
Bainbridge, N. Y., March 22,1881.
Perry Davis’ Pain killer never fails to afford
Imstant relief lor cramp and pain in the stomach.
Joseph Burditt.
Nicholville, N. Y., Feb. 2,188L
The very best medicine I know of for dysentery,
in
the stomach. Have
cholera morbus, and cramps
used It for years, and it is sure cure every time.
Julius W. Dee.
Moingona, Iowa, March 12,1881.
I have used your Pain Killer in severe cases of
cramp. colic,and cholera morbus .and i t gave almost
L. E. Caldwell.
Instant relief.
Carnesville, Ga., Feb. 28,1881.
For twenty years I have used your Pain Killer
In my family. Have used it many times for bowel
complaints, and it alwa cures. Would not feel sa.o
J.
without a bottle in the house.
Saco, Me., Jan. 22,188L
Have used Perry Davis’ Pain Killer lor twelve
years. It 1b sofe. sure, and reliable. No mother
should allow it to do out of tho family.
H. I. Nates.
Oneida, N. Y, Feb. 19,1881.
Wa began using it over thirty years ago, and it
always gives immediate relict. V\ ould hardly dare
to go to oed without a bottle in the house.
W. O. Sperry.
CONWAYBORO, S. C.,Feb. 22, 1881.
Nearly every family in this section keeps a bottle
Dr. E. Morton.
in the house.
U. S. Consulate,
Cbeteld, Rhenish Prussia. Feb. 8,188L
I have known Perry Davis’ Pain Killer almost
from tho day it was introduced* and after years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my

Bv*£SS*

_

household

as an

All good people wish for peace and plenty;
but if a small boy is to have a plenty of pie he
will require more thau one piece.—New Orleans Picayune.
_

Colden’s Liebig’s Liquid Beef and Tonic

Invlgorator
will cure indigestion, dyspepsia or loss of appetite. Ask for Colden’s, of Druggists.
to hear of a young
man settling down, but it gives us far more
pleasure to record the fact of his settling up.—
Yonkers Statesman._
We are always

pleased

Nervousness, peevishness and fretting, so often connected with overworked females’ liveB,
is rapidly relieved by Brown’s Iron Bitters.
It isn’t that aman means to lie about snakes,
but when one two feet long comes at him it
looks as big as a fire-engine hose.—Somerville
Journal.
—

restore it by

Yonr vital energy is deficient;
free use of Wheat Bitters.

*,j cents.

(3)
49~Sold by all I)rnggists.it»
MW&F&wly
octl

uuuDciiu

Write to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, Lynn,
Mass., for names of ladies cured of female
weakness by taking her Vegetable Compound

An exchange says that our navy is still in
its infancy, which would justify the assertion
that the vessels are seldom seen out of their
slips —Yonkers Statesman.
The old need them for strength; the yonng
want them for a tonic; the sick crave them to
get well; the well take them to remain so; dys"
peptics need them for relief; epicures like
them as an appetizer; everybody takes Hops
and Malt Bitters.

_

“Very picturesque, isn’t it?” says Mr. Bride-

Bridegroom, perambulating
groom to Mrs.
about Watkins Glen. “Yes,” said she “very
nice, but wasn’t ma dressed too lovely for anyhe
thing at the ceremony?” “Immense,”
and then pointing to a cascade, he went

said,

never mind
on, “Isn’t that beautiful?” “Oh,
those horrid waterfalls,” she broke in angrily,
“let’s talk abont the wedding. Now, the idea
of those McGoverns sending me their old battered ice pitcher re-plated. Why, it was a
downright insult, and then those—” And as
and
they disappeared in the Elen every now
then came wafted on the breeze, “Secondhand clock,” “Ought to be ashamed,” Mean
old thing,” “Looked like alright,” “So there,”
“All your fault,” etc., etc.—Hotel Mail.

“I owe my success in

lady said:
cooking puddings, biscuits, doughnuts, dumpA Portland

Powder.
lings, cakes, &c., to Congress Yeast

I can’t say of

It never fails and that is what
some others I have qsed.”

Y

g pOTter, U. S. Consul.
Bubton-on-Tbent. Eng.
I had been several days suffering severely from
diarrhoea, accompanied with intense pain, when
tried your Pain Killer, and found almostinstan
H. J. Noone.
relief.
21 Montague Bt., London, Eng.
Daring a residence of twenty-three years in India,
of
diarrhoea,
cases
it
in
dysenmany
I have given
tery, ana cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
It. Claridgi:.
relief.

No family can safely be without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
For sale by all druggists at 25c., 50c.
and $1.00 per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,

Providence,

R. L

MW&F&w3m

jn

Introdu ce'’ in 1864. five years prior to the introduction of any other New England remedy
for the same diseases.

In Canton, June 21, Janies H. Ingersoll and Miss
Julia S. Gurney. Same time, John E. Berry and
Miss Julia B. Gurney.
In Ellsworth, June 19, E. E. Doyle and Miss S. E.
F

D?;Waldoboro. June

17, Abel Orff of Waldoboro

aud Miss Maggie Collamorc of Eookland.
In Surry, June 14, Amasa B. Yonng and
zie E. Young.

Mrs. Liz-

8

Hnsowdoinham, July 2, Mrs. Elizabeth, widow of
Janies Dunham, aged 87 years
In Bowdoinham, June 27, Mrs. Eliza, widow of
Gen. Jeremiah Millay, aged 84 years.
In EllBworth, June 20, Nancy P., wife of James

Weymouth, aged 39;years.

In Pittston, June 23, Benjamin Flitner, aged
77 yc^rs.
In Gardiner, June 26, Mrs. Harriet Swan, aged
74 years.
_

SAILING DATS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FBOM

Or the same Formula as a

FOl

Prussian.Boston.Glasgow—July 8
Saratoga.New York.. .Havana.... July 88
Montreal.Quebec.Liverpool.... Jniy
Nevada.New York..Liverpool. ..July 88
City of itichmond..New York. .Liverpool!. ..July 8
Furnessia.NewYork...Glaagow —July
8
Batavia.New York..Boston.July 10
Acoapulco.New York. .Aspinwall.. .Jnly 11
.New York..Kingston—July
Alps
Wyoming.Now York..Liverpool...Jnly 11
12
St Laurent.New York. .Havre.July
Parthia.New York..Liverpool ...July 12

Liquid.

IJOIE. AUCUSTA HEAIjY’S
VEGETABLE TONIC CORDIAL
the
Baa wan a home reputaliou duriue

sixteen yenrs that places it at the head of
of
therapeutic afonts for the cure of the diseases of
women.
Composed of the active portions only
influharmless seeds and plants, it exerts a healing
ence over the female system, and produces satisfaeto
lory cures in every form of Chronic Weakness
which it is applied. Send for valuable pamphlet.
Letters with stamp answered by lady proprietor.
mail
Buy of druggists, if possible; if not, wo will
pills on receipt of price. $1.00 per box; 0 boxes,
0
$5.00.
bottles,
$1.00
bottle;
Cordial,
per
$5.00.
Address H. F. THAYER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass.

JULY 7.
MIMA IT1 Hit ALMANAO..4.24 High
(p M).. 4.U7
Bun rises.
11.20
riM8.
Mood
Bun sots. .7-4<3

cepxialine.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

naal

Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool ...July

22

and Nervous Prostration. An
invaluable and certain cure. A
the
peerless nourishment for
brain. Send for proofs of wonderful cures. Buy of your druggist if possible; if not, we will
mail it on receipt of price. 50
cents por box; 0 boxes, $2.60.
TH&YER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
ness

Address H. F.
Boston, Mass.

my8MW&F&wlynrm

FOR SALE.

Light

row boat in

oars &c.

gj,4jggjj

Apply

good order, Spoo

to GEO. F- GOULD,
85 Exchange St.

63t*

SYSTEM AND

AMNVARUBI,FFK«D[ICEn HI DB
C. W. BENSON’S CELERY AND

(CHAMOMILE

These are some of ihc symptoms of nervousness;
now, to be fully restored to health and happiness is
a priceless boou, and yet, ior GO cents, you can satisfy yourself that there is a cure for you, and for $5
at the very furthest that cure can be fully secured.
These Pills arc all they are represented to be, and
are guaranteed to give satisfaction, if used as directed and will cure any case.
\
Sold by all druggists. Price, 50 cents box. Depot
100 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By mail, two
boxes for $1. or six boxes for $2.50, to any addross

DR.

v.

W. BENSON'S

iSKIN
5
*

Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,

Indigestion,

Diseases of
Liver

Torpid

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

CHANQEOF TIME.
and

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.35 a. m.
12.46, and 5.60 p. m.
From Gorhnm, 8.35, a. m., 12,35, 5.00 and
5.30 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.35 and 5.30 p. m.

PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.
Pries 23 cis. per bottle.

Send
For sale by all dealers in medicine.
address for i>amphlet, free, giving full directions.

PASSENGER OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET

! HEXSY, J0HIS0I6 LOUD,Props., Burlington, Vt.

-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

MW&F&wly

15o. boxes clears out Eats, Mice, Roaches, 1
Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,!

Bitters, especially

Bitters

preparations tvitb tbe word Hop or Hors in tbeir
name or connected therewith, that is intended to
mislead and cheat the pnblic, or tor any preparation
put in aDy form, pretending to he the same as Hop
Bitters. The genuine have cluster oi Green Hops
notice this) printed on the white label, and are the
purest and best medicine on oarth, especially fo
Beware of

^taiF^tBlaideB

al

HALVE CENTRAL

PRICE, $1.00.

TRIAL SIZE,

10

Cent*.

j£5[?"BTake

no

|
I

|

WILL CERTAINLY CURE
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asth-

and
every Affection of the Throat,
Lungs and Chest, including Conrtimption. Sold by all Druggists.

other.

Rochester, X. Y.

j

ma,

V

Whooping Cough, Croup,

eod&wly

arl

IMPORTED
of all

LIQUORS

kinds, in the

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

—FOE SALE BY—

R. STANLEY

&S0N, Importers,

tj>2 FORE ST., PORTLAND, HE.

IMS

f.

ib7

kenisos

opened an office in
Portland and can be ft nd

ybas
/#

n

to L o

...

No* 276 Middle St.

BERRY,

No. 37 Plum Street.

/tir

'Ke&K..
ol

,S

over Edwards & Walker’s
'i~ Hardware store,
from
July lOlh to 24th.
“tf

Train* leave U on ton.

At 7.30 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 11.55 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.65 v,
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

40

Exchange

m.

Saturdays only.) Auburn

f

John, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Houllou, 10.15
Mt. Htephem, 10.46 a. in.; Bucksport,
а. m.;
0.00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Bangor, 0.45, 7.46 a. m.
(8.00p.m. Dexter, 6.30 a.iu,4.15 p.m. Belfast
б. 05 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Mkowhegan, 7.55 a. in.,
2.55 p. m.: Wnterville, 9.20a.m. 210., (10.08
and 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 a. m 9.57 a. m., 2.65 p.m., (11,00 p.m.;
Oardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 3.16 p. m.t
(11.20 p. m. Bath, 6.65 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
m.
11.05 p.
only)
(Saturdays
runswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.15 a. m.,
4.30 p.m., (12.36 a. m., (niglit.) Rockland,
8.15 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.26 a.'m., (Mondays only.
Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.16 p. m.
Phillips, 6.56 a. m. Farmington, 8.20 a. m.:
Wiuthrop 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and
Bath, 8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 p. m. The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
and oonneeting roads

8.m.;

&m.,

trains from
WaterviUe,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.42
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60
m.

The afternoon

FISTULA AND PILES.
WILLIAM READ, (M. I)., Harvard 1842.) and
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 1876.) 41
M.mrrset -erect, Ho-tau. give special attention
AIYD
to the treatment of FISTULA, FII.KH,
all diseases of the rectum,
without detention from business.
Abundant references given. Pamphlets sent
on

application.

Office hours—12 to 6 o’clock T M.

days.)_

CITY

(except Sun
Diayl0eod3m

t Sleeping Cars attaohed, runs daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Bangor.
(Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St
John Snnday morning.
Limited Tickets oral and second class far
St. John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp't.
Portland, Juno 19, 1882.jol7tf

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld

OFFAls.

been duly licensed to remove the city
offal and having given a bond for tbe satisfacall
tory performance of the work, I would request
of auy neglect on th«
persons having knowledge
me of the
inform
to
drivers
immediately
part of my
U iji-oa,
fact by telephone or otherwise. JOHH
375 Commercial St. Telephone 502.

HAVING

Portland June 14,1882.

jne!5eod3iD*

Leave Canton for Portland
and
Lewiston, 4.30 and 9.50 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a.

m.

and 1.30 p.

m.

Leave Lewiston at 9.40 a. in. and 2.25 p. m.
Stage oonneotions with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFOKD, Sunt.

Portland, June 26, 1862,

ie26dtf

AND THIRD AND BERKS 8Tb.

Double Track Stone Balias
Express Trains.
railroad
bay
E?t

sure

Cr steam
ttrht u (at any
to
boat office In New England) via

KOIITK.

BKOOM

BOUND

^jAJR.MS9
New York and Philadelphia

j SmuTwIw, *4'.no

NEW ENGLAND AGEJIi V,
Washington Street, Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,

3tl

den Pass. Agent O. K- R* ot N. J.

mh26dtf

ALLAN LINE STEAMSHIPS.

ft

QUEBEC

to L1VEKPU0L

EVERV SATURDAY.
Ocean
Yoyage-Only
Shortest
PIVE DAYS from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from €3 LASGOW* LirerGal
pool. Qucen.town, l.oodomlrrry. ami
way to BOUTON direct.
and
for
speed.
safety
The steamers are unsurpassed
CABIN, $70 and $SO.

street.

Meat* and
Ticket* for
S»e*>ot Ticket OSice.
{J2c*rtb» *<ud
New, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for moals.

Pullman Cor

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Oeneral Passenger and T ‘cnet Agent
w. Sanborn, Mafter Tran#pert.ation.

u

AND GBEEN HTBEETI,

NINTH

Parlor Car*.

Pnllmut?

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 a. m„
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Por land,
8.45 a. m., 12.5o and 6.00 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston at
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. in).
Through Ucksiolo nil point* We*t and
Mouth may bo had of J. M. French, TicketSeller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office

ju!7

Intermediate $10,Steerage at low rates

T.
Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange SL, A
McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or fcEU
JlIsDEN, General AgeatH, New York 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., IT* State St.; Pliiladelpkia, Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

P.

may23_dl7
PACIFIC MAIL 8. ». UV.

rFGR

CALIFORNIA*
CHINA,

JAPAN,

»a,!
Inland**, New Zealand
Aantralla.
New
from
sail
steamers
The now an
splendid
York on the 10th, 20th sin! 3t>th of each month
for San Francisco
and
freight
carrying passengers

Sandwich

STEAMERS.

below.
S. Cregcent

aa

8.

_

_

City for Isthmus of Panama only

July 10.

3. colon,.July 31. I Acapulco.July 30.
go: .‘reigtit or passage ates and the fullest info
nation, apply to the General Eastern Agent*,
C.L. HABTLGTT A- CO.,
113 Him* Street, cat. Hronai Si.lBoh«»,
or to vY. D. LITTLE & CO.,
SI Exchange St., Portlaul.
j.SSdtf

8.
V

/Steamers!
fare si.oo.
Xli« *.avonto Sie&mer® Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. ami INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expeme
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
5&F~ Tickets and 3taterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
JT. «. k OYLE, Jfr., Geaeral Agent.

H

J one
On and after FRIDA
*•
the favorite and superior sea^
going steamer New Brnnt*&^awich, will leave Rail Road
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY at 1.00
p. ra. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, Fishwick’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
o’clock, and positively none taken after that time.

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Itcd Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
Norway,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and ltalyat
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low'.
8ierling and Continental exchange in
and
Also agent Morris Europea
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and frcigk.toall
tjr
the
celebrated
Also agent
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

«2d,

Hersey, Agt.,

H. P. C.

Rail Road Wharf.

No. 22

dtf

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday

Whaifagc.

So

From Long Wharf Boaton, 3 p
From Fine S.rfaft Wharf
at If a. m
1insurance one-hall the rate o 1
vessel.
Freight for the West by the Fean. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eight Dollar.. Hound Trip I* 15
Meals and Boo 9 included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. B. NJMPNON, Agent,
to L ng Wharf. Ho.tea
deSlt
-h.

1

m.

f 41 fflK&aX Philadelphia,

r-sfAararofcS*-'sailing

CLYDE’S

PHILADELPHIA

Semi-Weekly tine to New lorfe.

-AND-

Steamers Eieanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin

Exchange

mchl6

23dtf

Maine Steamship Company

Agent,

J. L. FARMER,

Yt

—j_r m

ma

General Ocean Steamer

Trip per Week,

One

REW EIOLMD

Wharf,

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY .at 0
f. M., and leave Pier 37. East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between Now
York and Maine. During the summer months these
eteamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, $6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For farther information apply to
-nee.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 33, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 3k
Escoange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdecBdtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

STEAMSHIP LINE

Long Island, Little Chebeague
Great Cbebeague and Harpswell.

For

In

onuectlon

COLONY

OLD

with

BAILBOAD.

Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
BITER, there connecting with the Clyde hlearners, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

1*1x11

adolpliia.

Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines to
Charleston, 8# C., Washing!"" “• C., and
all Rail xnd Water Lines.
Through Rates and Bills Lading given from any

England

in New

to

Philadelphia.

For Rates and Information apply.to
D. B. C. MINK, Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mitt
feb20d

SUMMER RESORTS.

Steamer Sea Flower, having been
rebuilt, w ith new engine and equipment,
leave Custom House wharf as follows:

thoroughly
will

Portland for Long Island, Little CheGreat Chebeague, Jenk’s Landing and
Harpswell at 9.16 a. in., *2.16 and 6.15 p. m.
Leave llnrpswcll for Great Chebeague, Jenk’a
Landing. Little Chebeague, Long Island and Port-

BOSTON

FROM

point

SFiUIWER BOARDERS.

Leave

beague,

land at 6.15 a. m., 11.30 a. m and *4.60 p. m.
Will touch at East End Landing, Great Cbebeaguo. on the 6.15 a. m. trip up and 6.15 p. m.

trip down.
♦The 2.15 p. m. trip down and the 4.00 p. m. trip
up will not be run on stormy days.
Freight takeu only on the 6.16 a. ra. trip up
and 9.15 a. m. trip down.

§unday"trips.
Leave Harpswell at 7 a.m., 12.00m, and
p. m. touching at all landings except East
Landing, Great Chebeague.
Leave Porlland at 10.00 a. m.t 2.00 p. m.
6.00 p. m. touching at all landings except
End Landing, Great Chebeague.

Jolm S.

4.00
End
and

East*

Morris,

ii‘J EXCEUGE STREET.

Portland, Me., June 24th, 1882.
je27 _dtf

Portland, Bangor & Hachias
STEAMBOAT CO.

Summer

Arrangement,
June 16.

Commencing

The
Steamer
LEWISTON,
1137 tons, Capt. Charles Deering, which leaves Railroad Wharf,
Portland,every Tuesday and
Eridny evening, at 11.15 o’oloek, or on the
arrival of Express train from Boston, for Rockland, Castiae, Deer I.le, and Medgwick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of
each Steamer) Ho. West and Bar Harbor.,
iTIillbridge, J oar.port and llncbia.pori.
Returning, leaves Maohiasport, every nonday and Thnr.dny itlornings, at 4,30o’eloek,
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the sanio evening, connecting with Pullman Train
and early morning trains for Bo.toa.
The Now Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, 1000
tons, Capt. WM. E, DENNISON which will leave
same wharf every Ulonday, Weilne.dny and
Saturday eveuiue., at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Ex ress trains from Boston for
Uoanl Dr.ert (South West and Bar Harbors)
touching at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about 10.00 A. M. next day. Connects
with Steamer for Walliran from Bar Harbor.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
Mondny. Wednesday and Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in
Portland nbout 5.00 P. M.
(WNiKtfit't

and River

Portland.

During Summer Arrangement will connect each
trip at Rockland with Sanford Steamers to and
from Bentou, commencing June 24.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
dtf
Portland. June 14,1882.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
Joint, N.B., Halifax, N. S„
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.
THREE

(TL

TBIP¥

PER

OiV VSI»

WEEK.

AFTER

MON-

Steamtfai. I.ine will
at
heave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Btreot, oyory Monday, Wednesday
at 6 l
Eastport and St,
in., for
and Friday,
John, with eonnectionB for Calais, Kobblnston, St.
Andrews. Pembroke. Honlton, Woodstoek, Grand
■f’B-e.'L.

■

—j

Camp Ground,

Grove

FBYEBITBG, HE.,

JIHA

fm
IhB

kj

Two miles from P & O. It, It. Dopot. Situated in a beautiful Maple
and Pino Grove

near

the Saco

PAY,iTIAYli9lh,
er.

Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis. Yarmonth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Ffeton, Sbediao, Bathurst, Dalhensie, Charlottetown. Fort Falrti eld, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Connties, and Prtnoo Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InSty Freight
formation regarding the came may be had at the
of
the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
office
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes. Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. UEB8FY, President, and Manager
dtf
my25

Kiv-

er
and opposite Mfc.
Kiersarge.
Purest of water—cold as lu winter. House ope ned
for boarders July 1st.
Hoard per week,
97410
•
1.25
Hoard per day,
One of the most delightful and healthful places
stabin
the
Good
be
found
for children to
country.
ling and teams to let at reasonable rates. Cottages
of
to let. For farther particulars inquire
WM. D. JONES,
No. 11 Exchange St. Portland,
or M.JJ. NUTTER, Fryeburg, Me.,

_eodt sptl

jel6

HOTEL CHAMPION,'
8 wan ten, Vermont.
Open Juno 1 to October. This sum-

Maquam Bay,
A

resort is new and situated on
Lake Champlain, 8 miles north of
For full description

mer

^jprfrTgnOa?
■■'i
ii
St. Albans.
send for circular.

R. PARKER, Prop.
U2

mos

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
Effectually
the nasal

cleanses
of

passages

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,

allays

inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,

completely

sores and
of
sense

heals the
restores the
taste and

smell jbeneficial results
are realized by a few

applications. A thorough treatment will
cure

Catarrh, Hay FeUnequaled for

ver, &c*

the head,
to use. Ap-

little Anger
lostrils. On
»ale In Port

yERVOIS

At

Landings for

Martha’s

tuns.

Rockland with B & B. S. S.
Co, Steamers Wednesday and Saturday morning?
for Bclfant, Bangor, and River Landings, also
with Steamers for Grern’n landing, Blue
llill and Kllnwoilh. At Bur Harbor with
Steamers for I.amoiue and Nullivau. At Hedgvrick with Stage for Blue Hill*
COmiNG WEST.
At Rockland Mondays and Thursdays with
Sanford S. S. Co. for Ronton, and from Bangor

Going East.

GROVE”HOUSE,

jue8

———

a. m.

MW&F&wly

je20

p.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m.. 6.00 p. m.; St.

tj

1

night);

Lewiston, 8.15 a.m., 1.15 p. m.,
m.
Lewiston vin Brunswick 7.00
tll.16
p.m.; Farmington, Phillips
a.m.,
and Rangeley Lake an 1 15 p. m., Monmouth, Winthrop, Readfleld, West Wntervillc and North Anson, 1.15 p. m., and
5.05 p. m. Saturdays only, Farmington vin
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

a

Wholesale and Retail by all dealers.
ROCHESTER MEDICINE CO.,

At

(5.15

over

6,06 p.

M
E
$
6

large red letters.

WF&Meow&w

m.;
and

BLODr) PURIFIER.

HOPS

Healing Remedy.

Bangor

for
Bangor, Bncksport, Hexter, Belfast and
Skowfaegan, l.lo p.m., 1.20 p. m., tll.16 p.m,
Bangor and Dexter. 6.15 p. in. (Saturdays
ouly). Wnterrille, 7.00 a. m. 1.16 p. m,, 1.20
p. m., 111,15 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Richmond, and Brnnswick 7.00 a. m.. 1.20 p.
m., 6.16 p. m„ tll.16 p. m.; Bnth, 7.00 a. m.
1.20 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Knox ,Y
1.20 p.
a. m.,
7.00
R.
H..
Lincoln
m., noon, and remain in

_M.W&Fly

gj

in

RIuMD.

On and after Monday, June 1 Ota, Passenger
Trains will rnn as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax nnd the Provinces,
and all stations on E. Ac N. A. Railway,
1.20, and tll-16| p m.; St, Andrews,St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook County,
Moosehead Lake, and all stations on B. ,Y
Piscataquis R. R„ 111.16 p. m., (or 1.20 p.

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

Liver & Kidney Remedy

Portsui. for Saco, Biddeford,
mouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 6.30 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Kail Lines for New York.

m.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
jmi24dtf
Portland, June 23d, 1882.

w.l. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.

These Remedies act upon the Liver.
They act upon the Kidneys.
They Regulate the Bowels.
They Quiet the Nervous System.
They Promote Digestion.

Johnsbury

J.

(Not Fermented.)

AND

St.

5.30 P. M.—Through to Fabyan’s.
After July 1st
Parlor Cars for Crawfords’ Fabyans’, St. Johnsbury. Newport and Montreal, will leave on 8.25
a. m. train—arriving without change-at Montieal at 8.40 p.

BITTERS.

This new Re
dy is compounded
n curatives, such as
from the best km
Hops, Malt Exti«tat, Cascara Sagrada
(Sacred Bark), Buchu, Dandelion and
Sarsaparilla, combined with an agreeable Aromatic Elixir.

at

win.

G'.bs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Head,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald WeakSores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Loss cf
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Liver.
Appetite, Juanaice, Affection* of the
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, inDyspepsia
eleven
Directions
languages.
General Debility.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier en earth.

GREAT

Y., connecting

N.

Parlor Cars for Crawfords’ and Fabyans’ on 1.05
p. in. train.
Trains arrive in Portland :
8.40 a. m., from Fabyans’ and intermediate Stations.
12.60 p. tn. from all White Mountain points.
8.30 p. m., from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Syracuse
and West.

HOPSlMALT
THE

:

for Newport, Sherbrook and Montreal.
1.05 P. M.—For all White Mountain Resorts,
Fabyan’s, Crawford’s, Profile House, Glen House,
This
Summit Mt. Washington, Bethelem, &c.
train runs through express and will not stop at
Hiram
or W. BaldWhite
Stations,
Rock,
Flag

Face

bottlo.

(qo/uI ffi'wdtn.

Ogdensburg,

Kidney, Liver and Nervous Diseases.
others, and of all pretended formulas,or recipes of
Hop BiTTERSjmblished in papers or for sale, as
they are frauds and swindles. Whoever deals in
any but the genuine will be prosecuted.
Hop Bijters Mfg. Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Julld&wlmo

the ORIGINAL and ONLY BIT- K
TERS containing Malt Extract.
Ask yo'ir Druggist for them, and be sure E
that the label has on it the four words
AMD WIALT BSTTERS t

mid

Passenger*Trains

leave Portland

S.33 A. M.—For all stations running through to
St. Johnsbury, Swanton, Burlington, Vt„ and

oc!9MTF&F&wly

HOPS AND MALT BiTTERS

<JTook, Job

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, June 26, 1882.

Jersey

arc

STEPHEN

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

Chapin’s Buchu-Paiba. —A quick, complete
cure for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or
female. Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits, Stricture, Stinging,
3marting, Irritation, Inflammation Whites,
impure or Diseased Discharges, Pams in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
Ulcers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists,by ex-f
press, prepaid, $1.25.
Chapin’s Injection Fleur is to bo usedN
frith Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure orM
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, $1, at!
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, forS1.25.B
Both ny express, prepaid, on receipt of $2.25.H
E. S. WELLS,
City, M,J |

re-

to^Geo

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.
jnn29dtf

or

They Nourish, Strengthen, Invigorate, g
They give Tone, Health and Energy.
|

The Great

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, St. Louis. Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

Will be paid for tbe detection and conviction of
person selling or dealing in any bogus counterimitatiou Hop

York.
Manila y, at A p.

To

any

or

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

$200.00 JtEWARD!

feit

follows:

DEPARTURES:

ject to Sick Headache will find relief
and permanent cure by the use of thqse Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

MUtH-RAWI

run as

Ear Auburn nnd Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
1.15 and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorham, 9.00 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.10 p. m.
For Gorham, 3.30 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal and Chicago, 9.00 a. m., and
1.30 p. m.
For Quebec 1.30 p. la.

removing the cause.

Bitters
by
speedily
Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
ia good working order, and perfect Health
will be tho result. Ladies and others sub-

NEW

JUNE 20lb,

after MONDAY.

ON 1883, trains wUl

all of which these

cure

Portland,

at

Rooms

_dtf

el 6

Rheumatism, Dizziness,

will

Dining

Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence und BcHon
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T.EURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,

Sick

eases, etc.,

First class

wests.

Will e'vf immediate relief, and
I n a s'lort time effect a perma-

cafe. After constipation follows
Biliousness, Dyspepsia,

jun26MW&wly

Your druggist has it,

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steam“rs running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Kastporc, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer

the Kidneys,

Salem, Gloucester, Bockport,
Lynn, Chehea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p ra.
12.55 p. hi. /or Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Conway Sunction, Kittery,Portsmouth,Newburyarriving
port,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, and
Kail
at 4.55 p. m. connecting with Sound
Western
points.
Lines for all Southern and
At G p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kenuebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 10
New
p. m. connecting u ith all Kail Lines for

P

‘Remains at Old Orchard Beach 2 hours and 30
minutes before going to Biddeford.

nent

“Favorite Remedy” is fast becoming a trusted
household friend in all eases of Female Weakness
a

a

1

Stations In I’hiladelplila
Philadelphia & Reading: B. B*

Newburyport,

At

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portland For Boston and Way stations at
1 00 and 6.30 p. in. Boston For Portland at
3 46, 8.30 a. w., and 6.00 p. m. Portland for
Old Orchard Beach, Saco nnd Biddefortl
at 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.30*, 6.30 p. m. Biddeford for Portland at 6.40 a. m., 12.05, 2.30,
7.15. 9.36 p. m. Old Orchard Bench for
Portland at 6.62 a. m., 12.19, 2.43,7.28, 9.48

for suffering from

no excuse

special

A
at 6.30 a. m.
Sleeping Car will be
ready lor occupancy in Portland station, at 9.00
to
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached
this train for Boston.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conwav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

nects with Sound Line Steamers tor New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the G.00
Lines for New York
p. m„ train with all Kail
and the South and West.

DR. HENRY BAXTER’S

C. N. Crittenton, Sole wholesale agent for Dr. C
w. Benson’s remedies. 115 Fulton bt., New York,
MW&Flm
jania

groan. Dr. Kennedy thou gave “Favorite Remedy”
freely to cleanse the blood and prevent the return

One dollar

j

0

hand during the operation, and underwent the painful process without moving a muscle or uttering a

and diseases of the blood.

PORTLAND at7.25.
NOTE-The 12.55 p. m. train from Portland W ill
Not Slop at Scarboro Beach or Pine Poinc
and will Stop at Well* Only to Take Passon trains
engers For Boston. Parlor Cars
leaving Portland at 12.55 and 6.00 p. m., and Bosseats
m.
Parlor-ear
12.30
and
a.
p.
9.00
ton at
in.,
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
conm
l'or.
md
ir
train
12.66
p. in.,
rj^'l'he

owe
state

tan and freckles, and is the BEST toilet
dressing in TUB WOULD. Elegantly put up, two
bottle* in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. PrlooJJl. per package.

informed her that it was impossible to

lives and

For sale by all Druggist s

thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

and

removes

the hand- it must be amputated. She received
this terrible intelligence quietly, declined to take
ether, stipulating merely to hold her husband’s

now

reputation of salubrity

H1

Tlisre is

Train* leave Portland
* *. no. Daily (Night Pullman) lor Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport. Salem, Lyon and Boston, arriving

At

ni.,

NEW YORK.
_dly

Jy3

3
TENDER ITCHINCS on all paxte of the
body. It makes the skin white, soft and smooths

save

of the disease, and Mrs. Myers
joices in her great deliverance.

FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.30
7.00 p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 5.00, 8.00,
OLD ORCHARD REACH
11.00 p. m.
FOR BOSTON at 6.40, 9.13 a. ni.. 1.23, 3.66,
OROLD
BOSTON FOR
6.29 p. in.
CHARD BEACH at 8.00, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
3.30, 7.00 p. m. PORTLAND FOR SCAK1(0ItO BEACH AND PINE POINT at
6.15, 8.45,110.25 a. m., 12.35. 4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p.
FOB OLD ORCHARD
m. (See’ note.)
REACH at 6.16, 8.45,10.26 a. m., 12.35,12.65,
FOR SACO AND
8.30
p.m.
4.55, 6.00,
BID DEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m..
12.35, 12.55, 4.65, 6.00, 8.30 p. m. FOR
KENNER UNK at 0.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.66,
6.00, 8.30p.m. FOR WELLS at 6.15, 8.45
6.00 p. m. (See note.) FOR NORTH
a.
BERWICK, SALMON FALLS, GRE 4T
FALLS. DOVER, EXETER, HAVERHILL. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
1,0WELL at 6.15. 8.45 a. m., 12.65, 6.00 p, m.
FOR NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.45 a.m.
FARMINGTON,
FOR ROCHESTER
N. 11., AND ALTON BA Vat 6.15. 8.46 a. m.,
12.55 p. m. FOR WOLFBORO AND CENTRE HARBOR (via Str. “Mt. Washington”)
at 8.45 a. m., 12.55 p. in. FOB MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. II., (via New
Market Jot.) at 6.15 a. m., 12.65 p. in. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a, m., 12.55 p. ni. MORNING
TRAIN LEAVES KENNEBCNK FOR

18 BEAVER STREET,

THE NEW REMEDY.
once

__

T?a**5»fl5ffp5iat 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.55, 6.00 p. in.,
c'if^^^^SSarriving a’ Boston at 10.45 a. in.,
-“-1.15, 4.65, 10.00 p. m. BOSTON

unequaled

: lolly

19, 1882,

PASSENGER TRAINS WILE LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON

and Grocers.

a mass

anBarque°Do,nIJusto,

Sch A H Whitmore, Joyce, eastward, with 290
bbls mackerel.

claimed for it.

of putritied flesh did she turn to Dr.
Kennedy, proprietor of the “Favorite Remedy,” for

become

On and after Monday, June

its unsolicited endorsement by

insured for it the

Railroad,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

by any other alcoholic distillation have

°

flPOKEN.
May 14, off Cape Agulhas, barque Harvard, Pray,

apt illustration of woman's
This lady had been treated
for months in the usual way for Erysipelas of the
hand, without benefit. Not until her hand had

Boston & Maine

country of Udolpho Wolfe’s

the medical faculty and a sale

TETTERS, HUMORS, M
MILK CRUST,
3
INFLAMMATION,
g
g ALL ROUCH SCALY ERUPTION8,
g
>•*
w
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
M SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLE8 and S

j

our

Schnapps,

~

NB, 3d, sch Nellie Clark, Clark,

an

je!7dtf__

tn

Henley, Philadelphia.

Jones, St Pierre-sugar to Geo
Jordan & Co.
S Hunt & Co, Vessel to W S
Barn lie John J Marsh, Falker. Cardenas-sugar
Leavitt & Co.
S lluut & Co. Vessel to Chase,
Sch Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS—dry
Cummings.
Sch Three Sisters, Thompson, Friendship.
Sch Maria Adelade, Kent, Bangor for New York.
Sch Amazon, Bowden, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Fred Gray, Foss, Yarmouth, to load for New

section of

ECZEMA,

for orders.
Cld at Havana 28th, barque Bristol, Tibbetts, far
Delaware Breakwater; 1st inst, Bertha, Crickett,
New York; Halcyon, Jay, Matanzas.
Sldfm Matanzas 1st inst, barque Ocean Poarl,

power of endurance.

Manager.
dtf

Is Warranted to Cure

WINES &

T

^

CURE I

w

8, ships Detroit, Mann, for
Pacific or United States; Ivanboe, Herriman, from
Cardiff; barque S A Staples, Bartlett, for Turks
Island and North of Hatteras; Justina H Ingersoll,
Hanson, unc.
Ar at St Jago June 22, brig Hyperion, Williams,
New York.
CM 3d, sch A H Hodgman, Frye, Vineyard-Haven

New York, f nruishea

Shia,

PILLS.

Now York.
At Rio Janeiro June

dout, N. Y.

.(“‘Steamer

run.

As a general beTcrage and necessary
beon tested time and time again, and j
They
always with satisfactory results. This preparation
corrective of water rendered impure by
just meets the uecessities of the case. Bet me state
just what my Pills are made to cure, and what they vegetable decomposition or other causes,
have cured and will cure: Neuralgia, Nervousness
as Limestone, Sulphato of Copper Ac, the
Sick Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic Head
ache, Sleeplessness, Paralysis and Dyspepsia. These
Aromatic
Schnapps is superior to every
diseases are all nervous diseases. Nervousness embraces nervous weakness, irritation, despondency,
A public
other alcoholic preparation.
melanoholy, and a reBtless, dissatisfied, miserable
saltr of over 30 years duration iu every
state of mind and body, indescribable.

Ar at Montevideo May 24tb, barque ^Sagadahoc,
Shoehan, New York.
Sld fm Maceio May 6, barque Frank, Wallace, for

the

*6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Aye-'Jsanc. with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
1l < West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
L8pringfield, also with N. *. & N. E. R.
H
Maryland Route”) for Philadetand the
Baltimore, Washington,
outle and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
the West.
Closo connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
Transfer, Portland, with through
at GrandTrunk
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Parlor Cars on 1.05 p. id. train from Portland
and 8.00 a. m. train from Worcester.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot omces and at ItoUms 6 Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
*
Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

8,10

have

cola.

Surgical Operation. It it* Endured Without taking Ether. Subject,
Mira. Edward Myers, of Ron-

P. M.
4.00
5.20

SCHNAPPS.

j

Bahia.
Sld fm Cardiff June 20, ship El Donjdo, Loring,
Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Cape Coast May 21, brig Minnie Abbie,
Plummer, Boston.
Sld fm Cape Town, UGH, May 26, ship Normandy,
Tukey, Port Elizabeth.
Ar at Buenos Ayres May 24, barque Henry Warner, Reed, Portland; Thos Fletcher, Harding, Pensa-

A Severe

2.40
3.30
4.45
6.25
7.35

P. M.

Schiedam Aromatic

DIGESTIVE

Ar at Batavia May 9th, barque
Gibson, Bailey,
New York.
Sld fm Penarth June 20, ship Lydia Skolfield, for

_TRIUMPH.

12.20

2.30
3.45
5.00
6.40
7.60

WOLFE’S

N

WOMAN’S

J12.10

notice of Nates at the bottom.

particular

FOREICN PORTS.

3STEWS.

Roebport-lime

BLNOWIjTOIT

BATH—A r 3d, barque Ormus. Coggins, MYork;
sch W Abrahams, Snow, Portland.
Ar 4th, sch War Steed, Googins, New York.

THURSDAY, July 6.
Arrived.
steamer New Brunswick, Coiby, Yarmouth, NS,
Boston for Eastport
Steamer Falmouth, Hall,

fish to Dana & Co.
Sch Cocheco, Dillingham,

not

Liverpool.

from Calcutta for Boston.
July 4, SSE of the Highlands 80 miles, ship Manuel Llaguno, Stackpole, from New York for San
Francisco,

11.05

10.00
9.35
9.30
t Trefethen’s and Hog only.
§ 5S"Stormy days the 11.45, 3.15
and 9.15 trips, Miunehalia will

Bangor.)

New York.
Ar at St Andrews,
Boston.

10.30

9.25

§9.15

MACHIAS—Sld 1st, sch Wm H Mitchell, Oates,

Sagua.
In ftort June 30, barque John F Rothman, Nash,
for New York; brigs C O Robinson, Rose, for Boston; J F Merry, Bradley, for New York; Arcot,
Cates, Delaware Breakwater; sch Canton, Hamilton, do.
Ar at Sagua June 27, brig Cadet, Sawyer, from
Cardenas.
Cld at Frederickton 4th, sch Ocean Bride, McLennan, Portland.
Ar at Moncton 4th, sch Wild Hunter, Melvin,
Portland.
Cld at St John, NB. 6th, sch Alta V Cole, Cole,

9.10
10.40
P. M.

ORGANS.

and Chase.

In pert 1st inst, barque Fannie H Loring, Soule,
for North of Hatteras, ldg; schs Eva May, McDuffie,
and Fred Jackson, Snow, do; Elien M Golder, McLeod, do; J D Robinson, Otis, disg.
Cld at Cardenas J uno 26, sch Georgia, Coffin, for

A.

J7.25

7.20

return.

II>

NERVOUS

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, schs Yreka, from
Apple River for Now York; Oliver Dyer, fm Portland for Philadelphia; Quoddy, Windsor. NS. for
New York; Sarah A Reed, fm Calais for Richmond;
E & G Hinds, do for New York; Abbie Ingalls, from
Gardiner for New York; A Tirrell, do for do; Sandy Point, Bangor for do; Judge Low, Calais for
Warren.
Ar 4th, sohs Webster Bernard, Moncton for New
York: Angola, fm Sullivan for do; Maggie D Marston, Frankfort for Philadelphia; Teaser, and Maggie Relle, Bangor for do; Chase, Rockland for do;
Eva C Yates, Pittston for Philadelphia; Edwin J
Palmer, Boston for Stonington.
Sld 4th, schs Abbie Ingalls, Yreka, Quoddy, S A
Reed, Oliver Dyer, A Tirrell, E & G W Hinds, Webster Bernard, Sandy Point, Eva C Yates. Angola,
Maggie D Marston, E J Palmer, Maggie Bell, Teaser

__

A Vegetable and Cereal |Brain
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
the aged, sufferers from Headache,\ ertigo, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
Hysteria, Convulsions, Sleepness-

6.45

OF EXTRACT OF CELERY AMD
CHAMOMILE UPOM THE

■■uni——

M-A-RUSTE

4.60

SURPRISING EFFECTS

Ontario.Quebec.Liverpool—.-July
July}"
15
Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool. July 15

Britanie...New York.. Liverpool...
.New York. .Havana .....July 16
Niagara
Arizona.New York. .1 iverpool... Ju y 18
Gallia.New York..Liverpool...Jnly 19

2.16

(From the Toledo Blade. 1

Rockland for Fall River.

He at
In Bowdeinbam, July 1, Mrs. Abigail T., widow
and
of the late Bon. Robert P. Carr, aged 62 years

P. M.

9.00

help.

DEATHS.

11.05

M.

A. M,
6.20
7.35
9.00

run as

ju30

Neil, Cardenas; Star-

Correspondence of the Kingston, N. Y.
Freeman.)
The caso of Mrs. Edward Myers, of Kondout,

indispensable necessity.

0.35

A. M.
5.45
follows ex7.00
Excursion days
8.45
when notice will he
10.16
given in the papers.
§11.45
A. M.
P. M.
10.00 all Landings.
2.00
P. M.
§3.15
2.00 Jones Landing.
4.30
3.00 Sailing Trip, callthe
ti.lo
ing at Landings on

Will
cept

B.—Bead Time Tables carefully aud take

N

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4th, sch Jane N Huddell,
Hallowell; Jos Baymorc, Burdge, from
Gardiner.
Ar at Deiaware Breakwater 6th, sch Cumberland,
Webber, Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, barque Ada P Gould, Merritt, Cienfuegos; schs Yreka, Falkingham, Apple
River. N *; D Sawyer, Keene, and Lexington, Field,
Sand River, NS; Kate Foster, Bunker, Joggias.NS;
Jed F Duron,Cook, St John, NB; Webster Bernard,
Leach, Moncton; Nettie B Dobbin, Falkiagham, Alma, NB; T A Syewart, Falkingham. Harvey, NB;
Sandy Point, Grant, and Bangor! J Kennedy, Kennedy, Whiting; Ivy Bell, Loud, Bath; Meggie Bell,
Hall, Calais; Nettie B Dobbin, Dobbin, and E G W
Hinds, Hill, do; Old Chad, Coombs, Eastport; Swallow, Brewstor, Eastport; Abbie Ingails, Gardiner;
Minnie C Taylor, Hamilton, do; Teaser, Wallace,
Portland; Chafe, Sabnders, and Addie Rycrson,
Rockland; Angola, Dver, Sullivan; Maggie D Marston, Blackingten, Frankfort; Charter Oak, Oram,
St George; Adrianna, Linscott. New Bedford.
FALL RIVER—Ar 3d, schs Abigail Haynts, Lord,
Ellsworth; L J Clark,Gould, Rockland.
Sld 4th, sch M B Mahoney, Perkins, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th, schs Sarsh E Jones,
Reed, Port Johnson; W P Ritchie, Bunker, Calais.
WARREN—Ar 4th, sch Judge Low, Hamilton,
Calais
NEWPORT—Ar 6th, schs Lucy Baker, Eilis, fm
Rockland fot Bristol; Caroline Knight, Lewis, from

(From

MARRIAGES.

6.40

o.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Old 27th, ship Oakland, PurIngton, Ouayinas.
JACKSONVILLE—Old 3d, ach Col Milliken, for

4th for

3.35
6.10
6.30

A. M.
6.05

and Tret.
A. M.
6.10

Clinton, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Loweii, Windham, and Upping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. an.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, 8pringvale, Alfred, Waterboro and saco River.7-30 a. m., 1.05
p. m., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Roturning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m11.15
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For (Gorham,
Maccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, 6.‘J0 and (mixed)
For

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEYm

m.

take the Minnehaha.
Theatre every pleasant evening, leaving
wy1 Steamers will run to accommodate the I.ittle Island
at
10.15.
at
thn «ity
7.30, returning
For further particulars, eto., apply to

York, went ashore at Hart Island Point Eth inst
and camo off full of watar. She was towed to City
Island, where sho will discharge for repairs.
Sch Win A Crocker, Kelley, from Elizabethport
for Augusta, sprung aleak 3d inst and put into City
Islaud for repairs.

BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs Ida L Ray, Haskell, Hoboken; William * lint, Pendleton, and F Nickerson,
Haskell, do; Westerloo,Whitaker, New York; Olive
Avery, Bishop, New York; T Benedict, Crockett,
Portland; Moro, Dobbin, Macbias; Tahmiroo,White
Bangor; Eliza Ann, Wheeler, and Baltic, Spinney,
do; Game Cock, Nutter, do; Stella Lee, Brewer,
and Niger, Merry, Wiscasset.
Ar 6th, schs Rowena, Newbury, Calais; Advance,
Fickett, and Para, Cole, Macbias; Independence,
Kelley, do; Eldora, Godfrey, Columbia Falls; Mt
Vernon, Freethy, Ellsworth ; Raven, Pendleton,
Bangor; Matilda, Coffin,Wiscasset; St Lucar, Wooster, Camden; Sassanoa, Dunton, Ruth.
SALEM—Ar 4th, sens Globe. Freethy, Amboy;
MariaS. Ivnowlton, Elizabetbport; Nellie E Gray,
Snow, Poughkeepsie; Hattie M Mayo, Robinson,
Calais.
LYNN—Ar 4th, sch Gamecock, Robinson, from
Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4th, seba ximena,Thompson,
and Adelaide. Nach, Fort Johnson for Dover; E R
Emerson, Child, Philadelphia: Princeton, Johnson,
New York.
Ar 6th, sch Billow, Arey, Rondout.
Sld 4th, sen Jas Barrett, Jones, Round Pond.
BELFAST—Ar 1st, brig Julia E Haskell, Haynes,
Baltimore; sch Traverse, Lane, Portland, (and sld

Cnpl. A.

-BETWEEN-

New

Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. m., and
1.05 p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p.

MINNEHAHA,
8. Oliver,
Capt. William J. Craig.
Portland. Evergr’n Little Dia. Peaks.

Bound Brook Route.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Sunday, June 18, 1882.

188ii, Passenger

GAZEEEE,

A. M.
6.10
7.20
9.30
11.00
P. M.
12.20
2 20
3.40
6.00

2.25

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, June 19,

AS FOLLOWS:

days the 11.50 A. M. and
ips, Express will not run.
ggy evenings the 7.30 P.
rsturn immediately.
IgirPassengors for Pumpkin Knob will

condition.

Henderson.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. E.

TABIjE.

ISf-Stormy
3715 P. M
an
§
* Stormy
M. trip will
t

Elvira, Watts, from Two Rivers, NS, for New

question:

M.
6.20
7.30
9.25
10.66
P. M.
12.10
A.

A M
6 45
7 00
900
10 30
til 60
P M
1.60
t316
430
n.io
67
S 30

HIE ill OK AND A.
Scb Alida, of Calais, from Portland, with corn for
Woods & Co, sprung aloak while lying at the wharf,
Belfast, 1st inst, and idled with water before the
leak was known to the crew. The cargo was dis-

damaged

Eastern Jtailroad.

Cnpl. John Fisher,
Peaks. White Head. Cushings.
Portland

leans.

a

Portland and Worcester Line,

EXPRESS,

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.!
Liverpool Eth inst, ship St John Smith
Waterhouse, San Francisco.
Ar at Queenstown Eth inBt, ship State.of Maine,
Small, San Francisco.
Ar at Antwerp Eth inst, ship Two Brothers, Hayden, San Francisco.
Ar at Havre Eth inst, ships Eclipse, Humphrey,
San Francisso; Alice M Minot, Whitmore, New Or-

in

ISLANDS.

THE

STEAMERS WILL LEAVE

Sldfm

Sch

RAILROADS.

'ITTV/rF!

Shipbuilding—At Belfast, J Y Cottrell has a
three masted schooner of 400 tons nearly ready for
launching, owned by Capt S G HaBkell, of Deer Isle,
and others. Mr Cottrell has contracted to build another of sama size, to bo completed next fall, for
X B Pickering, and others of Deer Isle, and to be
commanded by Oapt Ed Haskell. In the yard of
Geo W Cottrell is a centre board schr of 800 tons,
the keelson of which is four feot high and three feet
thick. She is owned principally at New Haven and
is to bo commanded by Capt David Hodgdon of
Belfast.
H tl Grant, of Searsport, has contracted for a
three-masted schr to be built at Bath and launched
next fall. Capt J IV Putnam of Searsport is to command her.

New York.
Ar 6th, brigs Ada L White,
light,. Steele, Porto Rico.

out turning his eyes from the crossing, and
said, in a very matter of fact way:
“Well, you know Sal Sloane and I’se ’bout
™

Orleans—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Lucy Ann, Meservey, Port Clyde—N Blake.

to load for New

charged

RAILROADS.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT COMPANY

Washngton—Chase,
Sch Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, Damariscotta,

STEAMERS.

MISCELLANEOUS_
FOR

Leavitt & Co.

A peasant from the agricultural recesses of
Long Island, while standing apparently in
deep thought one wet afternoon at a street
crossing on a popular shopping thoroughfare
in Brooklyn, was accosted by a friend with the
“What on earth are you lounging round here
for, Dick?”
Dick shook the hand extended to him with-

™

Steamship Franconia,Mangum,New York—Henry
Fox.
Sch Manzanilla, (Br) Irving, Hillsboro, KB—
Sch A K Weeks, Littletield, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia -Chase, Leavitt Si Co.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Litrlejohn, Gun Point, to load
for New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch S P 1 i‘tchconk, Reed, Kennebec, to load for

A

Cure

debility.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul-^,
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertfon, self-abuse, or over-indulgence which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases. Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxo. for live dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
six boxee
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee
toi euro any case. With each order received for
live
the prowith
dollars,
accompanied
six boxes,
prietors will send the purchaser their written guar;
ment: a

ante© to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a euro.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland
He., at Junction Middle and rree Sts.
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SEIZritE OF GOODS.
District of Portland'Xnd Falmouth,
Custom House, Portland, June 22,1882. I
is hereby giveu that th© following described goods were seized in this district on
the days hereinafter mentioned, for violation of the
revenue laws and are detained in public store at this
port; any person or persons claiming the same are
requested to appear and make such claim within
twenty days from the date of this publication.
Feb. 8,1877,1 demijohn Bum; May 17. 1 demijohn Bay Rum, 1 bag Sugar,about 100 lbs.; Doc.
18, 100 lbs. tarred and 184 lbs. untarred Rope;
April 12, 1881, 18 Brierwood IMpes; May 24,
1882, 344sCigars; May 24, 583 Cigars.
LOT M. MORRILL, Collector.
ju23dlaw3wF

NOTICE

DODD’S
Newspaper AdrertlslHg Agency,
BOSTON
!l«3 WASHINGTON ST.,
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully Riven
and estimates promptly famished.
File of the Pub s? sent for inspection at any ’,*v"
Send for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
A l tat of 100 choice newtpf'Pvrs.

